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New tech with the power to dent the universe

P R E S E N T S…

GameChanger

SON Y V PL-V W520E S
TVs are getting bigger, pixels more numerous and sound more realistic,  

but there’s still nothing to match a trip to your local multiplex – or is there? 
Sony’s super-high-resolution 4K VPL-VW520ES projector will bring movies to life in your living room. 

It’s ability to display the BT.2020 colour space makes it a game changer, because it means Sony’s 
latest beamer can show high dynamic range (HDR) content in glorious Ultra HD – something a great 
many cinemas can’t match. HDR is arguably a bigger improvement to image quality than 4K, and is 
set to be the new frontier in home cinema. Amazon Prime has already started streaming HDR, and 

Netflix is set to join the party early next year. But even without the HDR goodness, the VPL-
VW520ES is a gorgeous projector, with rich blacks and serious image clarity.  

It’s not cheap, but you’ll never have to share your popcorn-munching space again.
Price Circa `8,00,000 Available TBA URL www.sony.co.in



Our cover story this month covers on all 
things iPhone 6s, right from its design 
to the new features and enhancements. We 
also pit the device against Samsung’s 
Galaxy S6 edge (pg 50).

There are a lot of smartwatch options 
but how about we decide from the best 
three? Check out our article where 
watches from Apple, Motorola and Pebble 
go head-to-head on pg 66.

James Bond has come to town and if you’re 
wondering what does it feel like using 
his gadgets, our British counterparts go 
undercover to see what it feels like to 
be an agent for a day. 

This month, we also take an in-depth look 
at Sony’s latest Xperia Z5 and OnePlus’ 
latest offering.

I hope you like the issue and I’m all 
ears to know what you think.  

Editor’s letter
Still can’t make a decision on 
Apple’s latest iPhone? Read on...
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Are you in need of some tech 
help? Or just some help? If it’s 
the former, Guru shows you 
how to drive an F1 car in your 
living room – and much more
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Buy stuff using your elbow, 
pilot the Millennium Falcon 
and enjoy fi ve other life-
changing tech experiences 
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 Select 
ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSHESSUPER SIX

PHILIPS SONICARE 
DIAMONDCLEAN 
`25,000, www.philips.co.in

PHILIPS SONICARE 3 SERIES
`12,000, www.philips.co.in 

FOREO ISSA
`14,900, www.foreo.comORAL-B PRO 6500 BLACK 

SMART SERIES BLUETOOTH
`24,999, www.oral-b.co.in

PANASONIC EW-DE92 
IONIC RECHARGEABLE 
`19,999, www.panasonic.com/in

 Proving that you don’t need to spend the 
earth to get good results, and ideal for 
those switching from a manual brush to an 
electric one, the Philips Sonicare 3 Series 
has plenty of features to keep your teeth 
and gums in rude health. Dentists 
recommend that you brush for two minutes 
twice a day, and, handily, the Sonicare 3 
Series notifi es you when your time is up. 
Pumping out 31,000 brush strokes per 
minute, and with three intensity settings to 
off er a gentle through to deep clean, this 
budget beauty leaves teeth feeling 
noticeably clean. If it came with a travel 

 The Rolls-Royce of electric toothbrushes, 
Oral-B’s Bluetooth wonder syncs with the 
Oral-B app to give you feedback on your 
brushing habits. The app enables you to 
create personalised brushing routines, too. 
With a waterproof handle, LED display 
and 3D cleaning action, this six-mode 
toothbrush leaves teeth feeling squeaky 
clean. A Wireless Smart Guide (that doubles 
as a timer/clock), reminding you to brush 
all four corners of your mouth, 
is thrown in, along with a travel case, 
three brush-head refi lls and a charging 
station.

 The DiamondClean feels comfortable 
in the hand, thanks to its lightweight 
and rubbery grip, and features fi ve 
brushing modes: Clean, White, Polish, 
Gum Care and Sensitive. We tried them 
all out, and it didn’t take long for our 
teeth to start feeling great and looking 
noticeably whiter. Charging is very 
clever: it involves putting a glass atop a 
charging station and then popping your 
brush into the glass for a wireless boost. 
And it lasts a while, too – after two 
weeks of use, it was still going strong. 
It’s pricey but really does the job.  

 The Issa has epic battery life: once 
charged (via USB), it lasts for 365 uses. 
That’s nearly six months! A silicone 
stunner that’s light and comfy, the Issa is 
the most unusual brush on test. Its 
removable head (to be replaced yearly) is 
big but you get used to it, and there are 
several standout features. Gentle on the 
tongue and gums, even on a higher 
setting, it has an adjustable eight-speed 
interface and sonic pulse tech for a 
thorough clean. Oddly, you still brush your 
teeth as you do with a manual. A good 
choice for the style- conscious, and for 
those with sensitive teeth.

 The Panasonic EW-DE92 is the 
smallest model on test, but that doesn’t 
mean it’s any less mighty. Best suited to 
folks who need to nurture their gum 
health, it utilises Sonic Vibration tech to 
cleanse teeth and massage gums. 
Sporting four speeds, three cleaning 
modes and two controls, this brush has a 
lithium-ion battery that dishes out 90 
minutes of continuous use. Our EW-
DE92 was a little wobbly in its charging 
cradle, but it’s generous with the 
accessories, and comes with a travel case 
and three diff erent brush heads. 

hile we’re thankfully over the 
Dayglo white phase that 
besieged everyone’s teeth in 
the early Noughties, our desire 

for healthy, sparkling gnashers continues. 
We’re not after blindingly white 
chompers, but we still want our teeth to 
look their best. Luckily, there’s now a 
(spit) bucket full of electric toothbrushes 
to help us out.

We’ve rounded up six of the best on the 
market, and tested them for you. Each 
toothbrush diff ers slightly in terms of what 
it does, ranging from those that brighten 
to those that boost your gum health, to 
others that have attachments to really get 
that bit between your teeth. 

Oh, and one of these brushes even has 
its own app. Yep, teeth cleaning is about 
to get techy…  

04 ONE FOR LUXURY TOOTH CARE01 ONE FOR LECCY-BRUSH NEWBIES 05 ONE FOR SENSITIVE TEETH02 ONE FOR AN ORAL OVERHAUL 06 ONE FOR IMPROVING GUM HEALTH

COLGATE PROCLINICAL 
A1500 EXPERT WHITE 
`16,999, www.colgate.co.in

 Utilising built-in smart sensors and 
auto-adjust technology to change the 
speed and angle of the toothbrush, 
depending on how you hold it in your 
mouth (use Manual Mode to control it 
yourself), the Colgate ProClinical A1500 has 
some nice features. Sonic Cleaning Action 
delivers a superb clean, and a two-minute 
timer function lets you know when you’ve 
reached the dentist-recommended length 
of brushing time. Although we found the 
handle a tad fl imsy, overall this is a well-
designed electric toothbrush that off ers a 
deep, safe clean.

03 ONE FOR A BRIGHTER SMILE

W

Brush up 
your act

Words: Claire Davies

GET A MEGA-WATT SMILE AND CLEAN, 
HEALTHY TEETH AND GUMS WITH OUR 
SELECTION OF THE BEST ELECTRIC 
TOOTHBRUSHES AROUND RIGHT NOW
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IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR 
THE VERY BEST TECH 
AVAILABLE TODAY, YOU’VE 
DEFINITELY COME TO THE 
RIGHT PLACE. 
T3 Elite is the best gadget-buying guide 
you’ll ever encounter. To create it, we’ve 
ruthlessly fi ltered all the categories that 
count, to bring you rock-solid 
recommendations. 

We’ve selected a Super Six of elite gear 
for each of the categories listed below.

Inside
110  Bikes (600-1000cc)

110  Cars (Hatchback)

111  Cars (Sedans)  

112  Cameras (Mirrorless)

112  Cameras (DSLR)

113  Smartphones 

113  Tablets

114  Televisions

114  Laptops

115  Fitness trackers

115  Smartwatches

116  Home Audio

116  Headphones

Stay up to date 
with the latest 
gadget news and 
reviews online 
at www.t3mag.in

ONLY THE BEST OF THE BEST – LOVINGLY 
CURATED BY OUR TEAM OF TECH EXPERTS

p113

p112

p114
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TAG Heuer Connected
A new watch from TAG 
Heuer, is it?
Yes, and it is the first smartwatch 
from the premium Swiss 
watchmaker. 

Tell me more about the 
design.
TAG Heuer brings their 150 years of 
watchmaking expertise by offering a 
premium design that matches the 
smartness of today’s smartwatch. 
With a 46 mm diameter, the TAG 
Heuer Connected is designed to be 
like of a true chronograph, with a 
case, back and lugs made from 
grade 2 titanium, textured black 
rubber strap with a choice of other 
colours and IP67 water-resistance 
rating.

What about the hardware 
and the software? 
TAG Heuer has teamed up with  
Intel and Google to create this 
smartwatch. Powering the 
smartwatch is Intel’s dual-core  
Atom while the software smartness 
is provided by Google’s Android  
Wear OS. Additionally, there’s Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth 4GB of internal memory, 
1.5-inch LCD display, 1GB RAM and 
410mAh battery that promises up to 
25 hours of battery life.  
 

14 Tesla Model X 
16 BlackBerry PRIV 
18 Microsoft Surface 
Pro 4 
20 Lenovo VIBE S1
22 Gionee S Plus
24 Acer Liquid Z630s 
25 Xiaomi Mi Band Pulse 
28 Samsung Galaxy On 
29 Sennheiser Orpheus 
31 Opinion 

THIS MONTH…ISSUE 05 /    
DECEMBER 2015

approx. `1,00,000, www.tagheuer.com
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Will the watch work 
with the iPhone?
As a matter of fact, yes. The 
smartwatch will work with iPhone 
running iOS version 8.2 and above. 
Even if you forget to carry your 
phone, the watch will continue to 
calculate, display and exchange data, 
and remain connected to the cloud if 
have an active Wi-Fi connection. 

Apart from the design, 
is there anything else 
created by TAG Heuer?
TAG Heuer has developed three 
watch faces from its Carrera 
collection that will be available 
initially and plans to roll out more 
watch faces in the coming months 
through its app from the Play Store.

A mechanical watch 
works for years but 
that is not the case 
with a smartwatch. How 
is TAG Heuer addressing 
this issue?
TAG Heuer is actually giving an 
option to Connected buyers to swap 
their smartwatch with a mechanical 
one. At the end of the watch’s 
two-year warranty, customers can 
exchange their smartwatch against a 
Swiss-made Carerra watch that has a  
similar design. 

W W W.T3INDIA.COM

YOUR GUIDE TO THE         HOTTEST 
TECH, PEOPLE AND STYLES RIGHT NOW 

Sounds good. When can I 
buy it?
TAG Heuer hasn’t set a release date 
for the Indian market but the 
smartwatch is now selling in the 
United States and Europe.



 Hype
TAG HEUER CONNECTED

The smartwatch comes with number 
of colourful band options
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TAG Heuer Connected is IP67 rated, 
protecting it against water splashes

Vital stats
IP67
The watch is splashproof, 
so you could wear it 
while showering

46mm
The diameter of the 
TAG Heuer Connected 
smartwatch face

1.5 inches
The fully circular, 
transflective LTPS 

LCD display

4GB
The storage 

memory, with 1GB 
of main memory

It’s the most expensive 
Android Wear 
smartwatch you can buy

Choose from a variety of 
exclusive watch faces



PREVIEW
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Oh wow, the kids 
will love this!
Never mind the kids – we 
need this SUV now! Oh, um, 
sorry about that; we became 
a little excitable. But then, this 
is worth getting excited 
about. Not only is it the 
fastest- accelerating SUV in 
the world, it’s also one of the 
most eco-friendly thanks to 
an all-electric powertrain that 
makes it quiet and emissions-
free. It’ll also cover around 
402 km before needing a 
recharge.

Nice. That’s a lot 
of sch
Indeed. A  
ferry aro
new Tesl h  
confi gura
a seven-s   for the 

maximum number of 
passengers, and a six-seat 
interior for when you need 
extra cargo room within the 
car. That said, there’s ample 
luggage room in the front 
and rear.

Gosh – that’ll be 
one heavy car!
Did we mention that the 
Model X has 713lb-ft of 
torque? That means it could 
happily lug a moon. It’s the 
fi rst electric car that can tow 
up to 2.26 tonnes, so you 
could probably stick another 
Model X on the back if yours
r f .

And what’s up with 
those doors?
Holy moly, we almost forgot 
the doors! Yes, the ones on 
the Model X are a work of art. 
With a Falcon Wing opening 
method, the doors give you 
loads of room to get into the 
middle and back of the car. 
What if I park in a 
tight space?
The Falcon Wing doors will 
still work. With just a few 
inches needed either side, 
they’ll open even in the 
tightest of spaces. 

Low ceilings aren’t a cause 
for concern, either – the 
doors will open as far as the 
space allows.

If I win the 
Lottery this 
weekend, when can I 
buy the Model X?
It arrives at the end of 2015 in 
the US, and spring 2016 in 
the UK.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

SMOOTH MOVES
You’d think that something as 

brick-like as an SUV would be as 
aerodynamic as a wall, but the 

X has the lowest drag of any SUV 
on the market, helping it to go 

further and faster

SUPER-SIZED VIEW
Although it’s not the 
sexiest of features, one 
of the X’s best is its huge 
windscreen, offering an 
expansive view. Tesla says 
it’s the biggest windscreen 
in production today

Tesla Model X

V t t t
3.2 seconds
The time it takes  
Ludicrous mode to 
sprint to 60mph

Seven
The number of 
lucky people it can 
chauffeur around

762hp
The amount of power the 
front and rear motors 

churn out

402 km
The range of the X’s 

battery before it needs 
recharging

From ̀ 65,00,000, teslamotors.com
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BlackBerry PRIV
`TBA, www.blackberry.com

Didn’t new BlackBerry OS 10 devices 
run Android apps?
Yes, but the thing with BlackBerry’s PRIV is that it runs 
Android OS.

You mean to say BlackBerry ditched 
its operating system for the Google 
OS?
That’s the case, at least for the PRIV. But opting for 
Android doesn’t mean that the phone will forgo 
all the BlackBerry goodness that the 
company’s device is known for. 

What BlackBerry goodness 
are you talking about?
Security, for instance. The PRIV 
comes pre-loaded with DTEK app, 
which monitors and reports on 
application access to the 
microphone, camera, location 
and personal information and 
provides a clear view as to which apps 
have access to what function. 

The hardware is also secured with the help of 
cryptographic keys injected in the hardware, thanks to a 
diff erent manufacturing process. 

Last but not the least, a verifi ed boot and secure 
bootchain to verify every layer of the device from 
hardware to OS to apps, to maintain the integrity of the 
device and make sure it hasn’t been tampered with. 

What about the support for BES 
service?
The PRIV supports BES 12 along with support for other 
collaborative applications, such as Secusuite for secure 
voice and WatchDox for secure fi le sharing.

I get the security part but what 
about the design?
BlackBerry has adopted a form factor, which many 
manufacturers abandoned years back. We’re talking 
about the slider form factor. Hidden beneath the display 
is a physical keyboard that has been one of the 
highlights of a BlackBerry smartphone. For users who 
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Sliding form factor with 
dual-curve screen makes 
the PRIV stand out

Vital stats

3GB 
Amount of 
RAM

2TB 
Max.capacity of 

microSD 
cards supported

4x
Amount of pixels of 

standard HDTV

22.5 hours
Battery life 
with mixed 
usage

prefer the on-screen keyboard more than the physical, 
PRIV also comes with its iteration of fl ick keyboard.

Tell me about the hardware?
The PRIV has a nice 5.4-inch dual-curve OLED display 
with a resolution support for 2560x1440 and pixel 
density of 540PPI. It is powered by the Snapdragon 808 
processor and comes 32GB of internal storage that can 
be expanded through a microSD card slot. 

The phone is also equipped with an 18 megapixel 
camera, 3410mAh battery and a three-microphone 
system for improved listening experience.

Sounds good, but is it on sale yet?
It is in some countries but BlackBerry is yet to 
announce the phone for the Indian market. 
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Microsoft
Surface Pro 4

BELIEVE THE TYPE
Sturdy yet light, the 
magnetic keyboard sports 
comfortable backlit keys. 
When it’s not lighting up 
your life, it folds over 
to protect the display

KICK ME, QUICK
With more positions than 

the Kama Sutra, the Surface 
Pro 4’s flexible kickstand 

lets you view the 
display from any angle

approx. ̀ 74900, microsoft.com

This is a funny-looking laptop.
It’s actually a laptop and a tablet rolled into 
one, which gives you extra room in your bag 
for copies of T3. Winner! The Surface Pro 4 
runs Microsoft’s fancy new Windows 10, 
meaning your old programs will work on it 
alongside new apps from the Microsoft 
store. Handily, the keyboard doubles up as a 
protective cover, and you can use a mouse 
with it too.

Someone has dropped a pen.
That’s a Surface Pen, clever clogs, and it 
could unlock your inner Picasso. With 1,024 
levels of pressure sensitivity, you can use it 
to doodle anything on the Surface Pro 4’s 
12.3-inch display. Except people’s rude bits, 
that is. You’ll have to use the accessory’s 
eraser to clean the screen (and your fi lthy 
mind) if you do.

It looks small. How powerful is it?
Pretty powerful, actually, thanks to Intel’s 
latest processor. It’s available with up to 
512GB of storage, which is plenty for saving 
movies, images and games. Up to nine hours 
of video playback makes it car-journey-
friendly, too.

That’s it. I want a tablet-top.
Then you should know that it launched on 
26 October. Oh, and the technical term is 
‘hybrid’ – but don’t worry, we won’t tell 
anybody you just said that.

Vital stats
8.45mm
The thickness of 
the Surface Pro 4’s 
mag-alloy chassis

12.3 inches
The length of the 
Surface Pro 4’s 
PixelSense display

9 hours
The video-playback 
length on a single 

battery charge

78
The number of 

keys on the Surface 
Pro 4 Type Cover
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`15,999, www.lenovo.com/in

The phone looks beautiful!
It does, isn’t it? The best part about the Vibe S1 is 
that it doesn’t cost a bomb. It sits nicely in the 
mid-range segment.
 
Can you tell me more about the 
design?
The Vibe S1 has been crafted after a series of 
processes that includes the premium fi nished 
metal frame and covered with Gorilla Glass 3 on 
the front and the back. Additionally, the curved 
back ensures you get a good grip when you hold 
the phone.
 
Interesting. And what about the 
features?
The phone’s brains are powered by MediaTek’s 
MT6752 octa-core chip and is coupled with 3GB 
RAM for optimal performance. It runs Android 5.0 
Lollipop with Lenovo’s custom Vibe UI on top. 
 
I just noticed the front side has 
two cameras!
Yup, one is the main 8 megapixel camera whereas 
the other one is a 2 megapixel one that is used to 
calculate depth. Why depth? It analyses the depth 
to replicate “human binocular vision” so that the 
shot images can be enhanced

Go on…
For instance, you can click a selfi e, do a cut out 
and paste your selfi e in front of a Taj Mahal or use 
the same image to create a blur eff ect (bokeh).
 
Does the back also have two 
cameras?
Unfortunately, no. But the back side is handled by 
a 13 megapixel sensor, which Lenovo reckons 
should do the job to capture your precious 
moments perfectly.

Anything else should I know?
The phone comes pre-loaded with Lenovo apps 
like SHAREit, SYNCit and CLONEit. 

Two cameras on the front 
makes way for a lot of fun 
selfies

Lenovo Vibe S1
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V t t t

2500mAh
Battery 
capacity of the 
Vibe S1

2G  
Ad t  built i  

st e

7.8mm
Actual thickness of 
the phone to charge 

frequently

5 h
D th

l HD reso
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Gionee S Plus 
`16,999, gionee.co.in

What has Gionee plussed 
this time?
it’s the S Plus that has been added to 
Gionee’s stylish S range.

What is so stylish about 
this new device?
The Gionee S Plus comes in a choice of 
three colours with a textured battery cover 
with natural lines that allows it to seamlessly 
fi t in your hand.

Tell me about the 
hardware.
It’s a mid-range phone but packs in some 
decent hardware like a 64-bit MT6753 
1.3GHz octa-core processor, 3GB RAM, 
4G LTE support and a 5.5-inch HD AMOLED 
Display with Gorilla Glass 3 to protect it 
from scratches. Perhaps the biggest draw in 
terms of hardware is the inclusion of USB 
Type-C, making it the cheapest device to 
sport the newest USB interface. 

To round the hardware set, it comes with 
16GB internal memory and a decent 
3150mAh battery.

What about the camera?
The S Plus has a 13 megapixel sensor at the 
back with LED fl ash and a 5  megapixel on 
the front for selfi es. The camera also 
supports beautifi cation, which means 
better-quality selfi es. 

Does it run the latest 
Android OS?
If by latest you mean, Android 6.0, then no, 
but it runs Amigo OS 3.1 that is based on 
Android 5.1 Lollipop. 
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S Plus has three colours to 
choose from

Vital stats

LTE
Ensures fast data 
surfing speeds

USB Type-C
It supports USB’s 
latest interface

720p
Display resolution 

of the S Plus

Dual-SIM 
The phone supports 
dual-SIM connectivity
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Acer Liquid Z630s 
`10,999, acer.co.in

There’s a new Acer phone 
in town?
It’s the Liquid Z630s smartphone to cater 
to the burgeoning mid-entry-level crowd. 

So what does the Liquid 
Z630s have?
The Acer off ering is powered by 64-b
octa-core 1.3GHz MediaTek MT6735 
processor along with 3GB RAM, and 
features 5.5-inch HD display with Zero
Gap technology. The phone also featu  
32GB of internal memory along with a  
4000 mAh battery that ensures long-
lasting battery life and 4G LTE suppor

On the camera side, the front and rea
facing cameras have an 8 megapixel s  
and supports Full HD video recording

What about the software?
The phone runs on Android 5.1 but Ac
has brought in a lot of customisation w
the integration of Liquid UI. It also com  
with software enhancements like Floa
Apps that opens up select apps witho
taking up the full screen. Additionally,  
has AcerEXTEND that allows you to 
connect wirelessly to a PC to control 
the smartphone from the computer.

Anything else I should 
know of?
The Liquid Z630s also comes with ano h
nifty feature wherein you can charge 
another smartphone or connect a US  
drive to transfer content. 
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Vital stats

32GB
Decent amount of 
internal memory 
to store content

8.9mm 
The phone is on the 

slimmer side

1080p
Both cameras 

support Full HD 
video recording

Liquid UI
Acer’s take on 
customising 

Acer plasters Android 
5.1 with its own 
Liquid UI
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approx. ̀ 1,050, mi.com

What do we have here?
It’s the second-generation Mi fi tness band from 
Xiaomi, called Mi Band Pulse.

Both generations look the same; 
what is the difference between 
them?
Well, the Mi Band Pulse now integrates a 
heart-rate sensor, making it the cheapest fi tness 
band to have such a sensor. The heart-rate 
sensor will help track the user’s heart rate during 
workout sessions and sync the data with the app 
for a better analysis.

What else can it track?
In addition to tracking heart rate, the Mi Band 
Pulse can also track how many steps you have 
walked, how sound your sleep was, and so forth. 

Anything else should I know? 
The fi tness band also notifi es you if there’s an 
incoming call and will even wake you up in case 
you set up an alarm. The Smart Unlock is 
another nifty feature that allows the user to 
unlock the device when the Mi Band Pulse is 
connected to the smartphone and automatically 
locks it up if the band goes out of range.

What about the battery life?
The Mi Band Pulse is rechargeable and a full 
battery lasts up to 30 days.

Considering the cheap price, 
should I worry about the build 
quality?
Absolutely not. The band uses high-quality 
materials, which includes the full metal surface 
and skin-friendly strap. Additionally, the band is 
IP67 rated, so don’t worry if the band gets 
splashed against some water or dust. 

When can I expect it in India?
Xiaomi hasn’t set a date yet but we hope Xiaomi 
starts selling by end of this year.

Heart-rate sensor will 
relay all the data to 
the Mi app for further 
analysis

Xiaomi Mi Band Pulse
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Vital stats

BLE
Supports 
low-energy 
Bluetooth 4.0

iOS
The band also 

supports iOS devices

30 days
Long battery life 

ensures you don’t have 
to charge frequently

5.5g
The weight of 
the Mi Band Pulse
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Samsung Galaxy On5 & On7
From ̀ 8,990, samsung.com/in

New phone series from Samsung?
It’s the Galaxy On5 and Galaxy On7 and is targetted at 
millennials who want to be always connected and 
socially updated.

How do the phones stand against the 
competition?
In terms of design, it’s a standard aff air with the front 
resembling majority of the Samsung line-up, whereas 
the back has a faux leather back cover. 

However, if we talk about the hardware, the Galaxy On5 
comes with Samsung’s homegrown Exynos quad-core 
processor whereas the Galaxy On7 runs on Qualcomm’s 
Snapdragon 410 quad-core chip. Both phones have 
1.5GB RAM along with 8GB of internal storage and 
microSD card slot. 

As far as display goes, the Galaxy On5 has a 5-inch 
while the Galaxy On7 has a 5.5-inch display, both 
supporting 720p resolution.

What about the software?
Both phones run Android 5.1 Lollipop with TouchWiz UI 
on top. The phones also feature support for Indian 
languages and comes pre-loaded with Mix Radio and 
My Galaxy apps. Mix Radio gives access to over 30 
million songs across various genres for free. The My 
Galaxy app works as a reward programme for Samsung 
customers, and will off er timely deals and off ers.

The phones also have UDS or Ultra Data Saving mode 
that compresses the data, which in turn, uses saves data 
for customers. 

How does it fare on the camera 
side?
The Galaxy On5 and the Galaxy On7 have a 5 megapixel 
camera on the front with support for palm gestures for 
selfi es, and a 13 megapixel (On7) and 8 megapixel (On5) 
at the back. Users can also quick launch the camera by 
double-tapping the home button.

Is it available now?
Yes, both phones are up for purchase from select 
online retailers. 
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Vital stats

Full HD
Video recording 
support at 
30fps

128GB
Max. storage 
capacity of 

microSD card

Dual-SIM
Both phones 

support dual-SIM 
connectivity

3000mAh
Battery 
capacity 
of On7
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Sennheiser Orpheus 
approx. ̀ 35,45,000, www.sennheiser.com

A new pair of headphones?
Not just any headphones. They’re the 
successors to the 1991 Orpheus headphones 
that took over a decade to design. 

Are you sure it’s not a typo 
with the price above?
No sir, the Sennheiser Orpheus will indeed 
cost that much when it comes in the market.

What! Does it really have to 
command such an expensive 
price tag?
Well, each Orpheus headphone will be 
hand-crafted in Germany. The headphone 
combines top-notch technology for best 
audio output along with the choicest 
luxurious material and quality craftmanship. 

I’m not yet sold. Tell me more 
about why are they so 
expensive.
Let’s start with the design. It comes with a 
silver-plated copper cable for optimum 
conductivity. The hypoallergenic and 
breathable genuine leather ear pads are 
hand-made in Germany with the cups 
precision-machined from solid aluminium. 

Furthermore, the amplifi er housing that 
complements the headphones are made out 
of Carrara marble, which were used by 
Michelangelo to build his sculptures in the 
yesteryears.

What about the audio quality?
The electrostatic headphones have built-in 
high-voltage amplifi ers in the ear cups that 
promises excellent sound reproduction. In 
addition to this, the Orpheus is equipped 
with 8 internal DACs of the ESS chip that 
allows four channels to be used parallelly 
on each side.
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Vital stats
8Hz-100kHz
Orpheus boasts a 
wide audio range 

24 
Years after the 
company launched the 
second Orpheus

4
Channels are used in 

parallel for accuracy

Carrara marble
Amplifier housing uses 

premium marble and 
glass

Moreover, it comes with tube and transistor 
amplifi ers along with high-quality quartz 
bulbs that doesn’t allow  even airborne noise 
come between you and the audio for the best 
performance.

When will it be available?
Sennheiser plans to sell these in very limited 
quantities from 2016.
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Words: Paul Dimery

CHRIS 
EVANS
The carrot-topped Radio 2 d
soon-to-be Top Gear host  
cars and gadgets, but has g
any of these tech and app
suggestions? We doubt it! 

01 HAIR COLOUR  
There’s absolutely nothing wrong with 
having ginger hair. Some of our favourite 
people are ginger (Ed Sheeran, Prince 
Harry, that orphan in Annie). But if Evans 
should ever fancy dyeing his locks, we 
recommend he downloads the ‘Hair 
Color’ app fi rst. Basically, you take a 
selfi e and it detects the colour of your 
hair, before suggesting – and depicting 
– realistic alternatives.       
Free; App Store, Google Play

02 OMELETTE MAKER
As the new Top Gear presenter, Chris will 
face a series of fresh challenges, one of 
which could be a lack of hot food. To 
save himself having to administer a dry 
slap to the nearest whimpering crew 
member, he could buy himself an 
Omelette Maker. You just bung your 
chosen ingredients into the container, 
pour in some beaten eggs and 
microwave it for two minutes. Voila! One 
easy meal – and no assault charges.      
`1,499, www.presentsformen.co.uk

03 ORAL-B PRO 6000
Evans obviously cares about his dental 
hygiene (he once hosted a TV show 
called Don’t Forget Your Toothbrush, 
after all), so he’ll love the Oral-B Pro 
6000 electric toothbrush. 3D-cleaning 
tech means it removes up to 100 per 
cent more plaque than an average brush, 
while its Bluetooth capability means you 
can pair it with your phone to optimise 
your cleaning (and it doesn’t even give 
you blue teeth – hurrah!).     
`11,499, www.oral-b.co.in

04 OPTISHOT 2   
Think of any top golfer (McIlroy, 
Spieth, Tarbuck) and you can be sure 
they use the latest kit to improve their 
game. So, seeing as Evans likes a 
round or two, we suggest he gets his 
mitts on an Optishot 2, an indoor 
golfi ng simulator that’ll work with all 
his clubs and enable him to play 
against fellow Optishot owners from 
around the world. IKEA pencil and 
impossible-to-write-on scorecard not 
included.                   
`37,900, www.golfswingsystems.co.uk

05 A MEMORY ERASER
Evans has had a turbulent career – 
not only did he serve as an assistant 
to Timmy Mallett, but he once 
confessed to taking magic 
mushrooms before attending a Meat 
Loaf concert, a fate we wouldn’t wish 
on anybody. So this month’s ‘fantasy 
gadget’ is a headset that taps into 
your brainwaves and enables you to 
erase painful memories, Eternal 
Sunshine Of The Spotless Mind style. 
Our bowels could do with one of 
those after last night’s chicken biryani.   

YOU RED IT HERE FIRST

AN EGG-CELLENT IDEA

FANGS A LOT
NOPE, IT’S GONE
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TALKING TECH

Duncan Bell 
is into guns
Another day, another tech show… Except 
this one is the world’s biggest arms fair

OPINION

ech comes in many forms. 
Some of it you stare 
intently at for hours on 
end. Some gives you 

information. And others will blow your 
head clean off with terrifying precision 
and a sound like Valhalla’s thunder.

Examples of the latter were to 
be found at the Defence & Security 
Equipment International (DSEI) 
show at London’s ExCel this month.

Usually, I go along to events because 
the organiser invites me. DSEI, by 
contrast, grabbed my attention because 
posts started appearing on my 
Facebook timeline along the lines of 
“Protest this sick cavalcade of killing 
and murder!” 

Needless to say, I was straight on the 
blower to their PR. To give you an idea 
of how weird the tech world sometimes 
is, I had a PR contact for DSEI because 
I’d met him at a toy launch – admittedly 
it was a drone, but it wasn’t the 
explodey kind; it was just a toy. 

He also, as it happened, did some 
work for a major UK arms fi rm who, 
for whatever reason, had decided they 
needed links with the consumer press. 

Now, it’s not as if anyone reading 
this is going to put the magazine down 
and think, “Hey, I’ll buy an aircraft 
carrier and some Hellfi re missiles!” 
So angling for coverage in T3 is not 
a commercial need. It’s born out of 
a desire to get a positive message out. 

Like a lot of you, I expect, I have 
mixed feelings about weaponry – tanks, 
guns, napalm and the like. On the one 
hand, obviously I’m opposed to war, 
oppression and fi ghting. I think we can 
take that as a given. On the other hand, 
in the words of Clarence Boddicker in 
RoboCop, “OOH! Guns, guns, guns!”

To my slight shame, there’s a part 
of me that never grew up, and fi nds 
guns, explosives, tanks, etc, awesome 
– so long as they’re never used in anger, 
and then only by plucky democracies 
under attack by crazed dictators. 

Having all these experts 
show off their latest 
weaponry made me feel 
like a Bond villain    

T
Th at’s why they call it 

Defence & Security Equipment 
International (DSEI) rather tha  
Blowing Civilians Up & Tasering 
them in the Nads at Lawful 
Demonstrations Equipment 
International (BCUTNLDEI).

Sniper rifl e, sir?
So off I went, past the massed 
ranks of two people handing 
out leafl ets saying, “Don’t sell 
arms to the Ethiopian governm ” 
– something I had no trouble p g 
to adhere to – past the metal d , 
the bag-X-raying machines and 
the genetically enhanced security dogs 
with laser guns for eyes, and into the 
inferno of DSEI.  

And guess what? It was exactly like 
any other trade show. 

My previous visit to London’s ExCel 
had been to see Th e Gadget Show Live, 
and really, nothing much had changed. 
Th e halls thronged with bored-looking 
people grimacingly trying to enjoy their 
baguettes and that type of cappuccino 
you get at trade shows where it’s like 
someone expectorated into Nescafé.

In the main halls, men in suits hung 
around next to piles of equipment and 
sidled up to you to fi nd out if you were 
interested in what they had to sell, 
before launching into a lengthy spiel 
about exciting new features.

Almost literally, the only difference 
was that the gear, rather than being a 

Pl d d b  
a d b l h

J y ,  
prestigious stands buzzed with excited 
fans and stank of money. Th en, as you 
moved nearer to the exits, things 
became gradually sketchier, until you 
reached the complete cack. It’s just that 
in this case, it was terrifying riot vans 
and “non-lethal weaponry for 
crowd-pacifi cation scenarios” rather 
than a 3D-printer demonstration and 
an electric cat toilet.

Th at a lot of this stuff exists to kill 
people was pushed into being a rather 
abstract thought. For instance, a sniper 
rifl e had the slogan, “If you don’t have 
time to get it right fi rst time, will you 
have time to try again?” Which could 
be about a coffee machine or a golf club. 

I’m not going to lie to you, I had a 
great time. Having experts showing 
off their latest tanks, missile-guidance 
systems and body armour initially 
made me feel a bit like a Bond villain, 
but so comfortably numbing is the 
tried-and-tested trade-show format 
that it soon seemed totally normal.

Someone rattling off stats about 
a machine gun meant nothing to me, 
but then that’s how I feel when someone 
does the same but about a new 
smartphone or TV’s spec. You just zone 
out and enjoy it, and that’s what I did.

On my way out, someone handed me 
an orange goodie bag with a cut-out-
and-build-your-own armoured 
personnel carrier and a stick of rock. I
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TAKING THE TECH OUT OF GAGU IS LIKE TAKING A 
FISH OUT OF WATER

ABOVE “Do you 
ever get the 
feeling you’re 
going round 
in circles?”

Guru has a great tip for 
this. Put one of those 
fairground merry-go-
rounds in your garden, 

place an effi  gy of Lewis Hamilton in 
one of the little cars, let it go round 
in circles for several hours, and at the 
end Lewis wins. No?

OK, how about this: your own 
guided tour of the Ferrari garage? 
Just go to shell.com/SFU for the 
full Scuderia Ferrari Uncovered 
experience. It works on any device, 
but on the iPad your tablet serves as 
a kind of AR window on the garage, 
letting you look around like a nosey 

postman. 
There’s an absolute information 

overload, with everything from 
briefi ngs on aerodynamics to a seat 
in the cockpit of the Fezza 
Fastmobile – as Guru likes to call 
Ferrari’s race car – to a word with 
the drivers (“No, we don’t know why 

we can’t beat Hamilton. Please go 
away.”) 

Then there’s the vexed question of 
how to mix the team’s Shell V-Power 
fuel and Shell Helix Ultra motor oil. 
Because Shell sponsored and built the 
app, you see. For F1 fans, it’s a must.

Want to drive ‘for real’, more or 
less? Take a trip to Horley (no, Guru 
neither), where Let’s Race (letsrace.
co.uk) has ten networked, full-motion 
F1 sims waiting for you, with sessions 
starting at 15 quid. There’s simulated 
golf too and, for all Guru knows, quite 
possibly simulated food and virtual 
toilets. 

How can I recreate the thrill 
of Formula One at home?

VIRENDRA KUMAR SINGH

“NEARLY EVERY F1 TRACK 
IS METICULOUSLY RECREATED 
DOWN TO THE LAST DETAIL 
ON A WRAPAROUND HD SCREEN”

A

PRESENTS
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YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

There’s now a burgeoning 
scene for blokey-looking 
watches that also let you 
receive notifications such 

as, “When are your f**king pages 
coming through, GaGu? They’re a 
week late!” First up, there’s the Vector 
range. This brand’s CEO is an ex-Timex 
bigwig, so it knows how to build and 
market watches – although the 
battery-saving screen is a bit dull, to 
GaGu’s eyes.

Mondaine, maker of the Swiss 
Railway Clock watch now does 
variants of its Helvetica piece with 
step-counting and sleep-tracking built 
in. The best of these look cracking, the 
cheaper ones, well, a bit cheap.

But the joker in the pack here is 
Garmin. Yes, the sat-nav king has made 
a remarkably cool, power-dressed 
variant on its huge Fenix 3 running-
watch which is more than a watch, 
because it also does notifications. 

GaGu would explain what it looks 
like, but the product name (Fenix 3 
Silver Sapphire [glass] With Leather 
Strap) kinda gives it away.  
Chunktastic. 

I want a 
smartwatch 
that looks like 
a real watch!

SHUBHAM RAJ

ABOVE Ronald 
McDonald’s new 
look raised a 
few eyebrows 

A

NEED TO KNOW:

PHILAPPLE 
HUEMKIT

WHAT’S THAT, THEN?
It’s a portmanteau neologism.

HAVE YOU TURNED FRENCH?
No, GaGu is simply padding this column 
out with long words.  A portmanteau is 
where you put words – in this case, 
Philips/Hue  and Apple/HomeKit – 
together to create new words, or 
neologisms.

AND WHAT’S THAT GOT TO DO WITH 
ANYTHING?
Guru is saying, in a roundabout and 
ever-so-clever way, that Hue now works 
with HomeKit. Now, Guru’s two favourite 
things in the world are vibrant colour and 
speaking to inanimate objects, like some 
kind  of loon. So this meeting of brands is a 
special moment for him, as it brings them 
together, via the medium of Siri-controlled 
lights.

HOW CAN I GET IN ON THIS HUE-BASED 
REVOLUTION?
OK, you’ll need to get a new Bridge for 
your existing Hue lights. You can get a 30 
per cent discount on the `5,000 asking 
price if you buy one from Askhue.com 
before the end of 2016. But not a day later.

AND WHAT DOES HOMEKIT  
INTEGRATION ADD?
As well as Siri control (so you can say, 
“Turn on my lights! Make them blue! Turn 
off the lamp in the kitchen!” and so forth), 
this enables the apps of other HomeKit, er, 
kit to take control of Hue. Hence, a 
compatible thermometer could turn up 
the lights as it switches on the heating, 
and activate the smart plug for your kettle 
of a morning.

ANYTHING ELSE?
Hue uses Scenes. These are colour 
combinations for those with multiple Hue 
lights, called things like Sunset, Deep Blue 
Sea and Shower of Gold. 

BRILLIANT – THAT’S MY FAVE HUE 
FEATURE! SO YOU CAN CONTROL THAT 
VIA SIRI AND HOMEKIT APPS, TOO?
No. HomeKit doesn’t support that, so 
you’ll have to continue to activate them 
from within the Hue app. Soz.

GaGu has oh so many 
Bluetooth speakers. His 
current big three are…  
#3: the Kef Muo 

(`29,900). This steel tube o’ sound 
is for more nuanced music. But 
GaGu never listens to that, so he’s 
even more of a fan of…

#2: the B&W T7. Industrial-
looking, with more beef than you’d 
expect for its size, this justifies its 
`29,900 wedge.

Call him a freak, but Guru’s #1 is 
Marshall’s `18,000 Kilburn. Loud, 
leathery and with some DSP 
mucking about to give a pseudo-
analogue sound, it could only be 
more rock ’n’ roll if it were soaked 
in bourbon, nursing a jazz 
cigarette and evading tax.

RAJESH SHETHI

Settle this  
now: best 
Bluetooth 
speaker?

If you’re the artistic 
type, it so happens that 
Teespring.com has just 
launched. This very 

clever service lets you design 
T-shirts (and shopping bags, and 
hoodies, and other things you 
might want to put a design or logo 
on for zero upfront cost to your 
good self. The way it works is you 
upload your design, stipulate how 
many you want to sell (minimum 
five), then wait for the orders to 
roll in. Only once the requisite 
number has been placed and paid 
for does Teespring start printing.

Teespring boasts that there are 
thousands of users make a living  
from the site, and claims that “20 
people made over $1million  
last year”. 

JAYESH K.G.

Is there a no-
outlay way  
I can make a 
mint online?
A
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The days of mundane travel may 
soon be over, thanks to the 
latest compact electric scooter 
from Swiss manufacturer Micro 

– the E Micro One. The company says its new 
toy, designed in collaboration with the 
Peugeot Design Lab, is currently the lightest 
electric scooter in the world, weighing in at 
7.5kg. 

A built-in sensor at the base of the scooter 
detects each swipe of your foot when you’re 
in motion, while the 500-watt integrated hub 
motor can register torque of up to four 
newton metres. Trust us, that’s a lot of torque 
for such a compact motor. Speaking of 
power, it runs straight into another unique 
feature of the E Micro One: its front wheel. 
While the back wheel is a regular design, the 
front component has a dual core that’s soft 
on the inside and hard on the outside. “The 
soft core absorbs shocks much better than 
normal PU wheels,” says Micro, “while the 
hard outer shell has an extended lifetime 
compared to traditional rubber wheels.”

 With a 60-minute-charge feature, 
a 12-km range on a full charge, an easy-fold 
design, regenerative braking and the ability 
to change speeds at the touch of a button, 
the E Micro One is an eco-friendly alternative 
for getting around.

START YOUR ADVENTURE TODAY
 You can buy the E Micro One from www.

micro-scooters.co.uk for `69,995.
 When the scooter arrives, you won’t need 

to worry about charging it overnight – it 
only needs 60 minutes to charge – so you 
can quickly start exploring its three ride 
modes (Eco, Standard and Sport).
 Don’t be afraid to tackle those hills – the E 

Micro One is designed with ‘slope support’ 
(a feature that ensures high power and 
torque when riding uphill) to help you scoot 
up any slopes. 

Whether you’re travelling to work
or simply popping to the shops,
give your everyday movements a
Micro boost with the world’s first
motion-controlled electric scooter

E-SCOOTER 
YOUR WAY 
AROUND TOWN

INFO DISPLAY
Want to keep track 
of your speed and 
charge? The E Micro 
One has four LEDS on 
its handlebars that 
display your current 
speed and how much 
charge is left
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AGENDA

Google’s new Chromecast 
dongle has arrived to make your 
dumb TV a little smarter. The 
original device has been 

updated, not just in terms of its funky new 
aesthetic but in its internal make up, too. 
Pleasingly, though, the function hasn’t 
changed; it’s still one of the easiest ways to 
get connected apps like YouTube and Play 
Music onto your off -grid television with just a 
touch of your smartphone, laptop or tablet.

Inside the new hockey-puck design – now 
available in lemonade and coral, as well as 
classic black – is the redesigned hardware, 
capable of throwing a 1080p stream onto 
your TV from your mobile device via your 
router. The new dual antennas enable it to 
connect via the less-congested 5GHz Wi-Fi 
band, and dynamically choose the most 
stable channel, too, which should make it 
quicker to get to the good stuff  without any 
of that annoying buff ering.

The new Chromecast also has a fl exible, 
integrated HDMI cable, enabling it to fi t into 
a greater variety of TVs – even if they have 
rather awkward HDMI inputs.

It’s not just TV lovers who are in for a 
Chromecast treat, either: music fans can 
now get their hands on the Chromecast 
Audio, a teeny device that plugs into your 
speaker for streaming music over Wi-Fi. 
Three speaker types are supported, and 
anyone in your house can cast music to 
the connected speaker using their phone.

START YOUR ADVENTURE TODAY
 You can buy the new Chromecast for 
`3,000 from Google’s dedicated online 
store (www.google.com/chromecast/tv).
 Got it? Good! Plug the Chromecast into a 

spare HDMI port on your TV. Next, point the 
Chromecast device to your Wi-Fi network, 
preferably on the 5GHz band.
 Now it’s a case of selecting an app such as 

YouTube or Play Music on your mobile 
device and hitting the Cast button. Then, 
just like magic, marvel as your previously 
dumb TV is almost instantly fi lled with all 
the networked media you could wish for!

”Chromecast is one of the easiest 
ways to get connected apps onto 
your off-grid television”

SMARTEN U  
YOUR TV
Make a meaningful con  
your TV and the rest th d 
with the new Google C t
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Last month, Disney unveiled its must-have new toy 
line to the world, fi lling both kids and fully grown 
fanboys with glee, and their parents and partners 
with the dread of impending debt. Alongside 
customisable lightsabers and Star Wars: The Force 

Awakens Lego sets, there’s one toy (OK, apart from that 
smartphone-controlled droid) that’s getting everyone excited: a 
remote-control Millennium Falcon drone! 

Created by manufacturer Air Hogs, this must-have little 
quadcopter is made from durable high-density foam, so it can 
take the odd hit from a less experienced pilot while still fl oating 
like a leaf. With four powerful fans driven by a PowerCore 
drivetrain, the starship has a signal range of up to 60 metres, so 
you can battle the Empire and the First Order without losing track 
of your remote-control spacecraft.

The Air Hogs Millennium Falcon quadcopter drone (RRP 
`14,599) is small and light in the hand, and, thanks to its ability to 
perform aerial stunts (it can fl ip 180 degrees and still keep fl ying), 
you can enjoy zooming it around the park or your garden until the 
rechargeable battery runs out.

If you develop a taste for Disney Star Wars RC toys, check out 
the rest of the Air Hogs Stars Wars range, which includes a Zero 
Gravity X-Wing Starfi ghter and an X-34 Landspeeder. Head to 
www.airhogs.com to learn more, or purchase one now from www.
amazon.co.in (prices start from `13,900).

Energy prices keep going up, but new tech from 
Tado can help you save money. For the past few 
years, the company has been selling its Smart 
Thermostat. Linking up with your smartphone’s 
GPS chip, it works by turning off  your heating 

when you’re not in the house and then turning it on again 
automatically when it knows you’re on your way home.

Tado reckons its device can help consumers cut their heating 
bills by up to 31 per cent, or by `10,000 over fi ve years. While a 
regular Tado thermostat works with conventional central- 
heating systems with just one circuit, the company’s new 
Additional Smart Thermostat is for people with multi-zone 
heating. Let’s say you’ve got separate thermostats upstairs and 
downstairs, and another for underfl oor heating. With Additional 
Smart Thermostats, you can control the heating in each zone 
separately from your phone, tablet or laptop.

The Additional Smart Thermostat will replace existing  
conventional thermostats, and each member of your household 
who has a smartphone can adjust the heating via the Tado° app. 
The aim is to provide all-round control for homes with multiple 
heating circuits, and to help you keep an eye on energy usage 
with a view to slashing fuel bills. 

04 KEEP COSY 
AND CUT YOUR 
ENERGY BILLS 
THIS WINTER

With the release of The Force Awakens 
nearly upon us, what better way to unleash 
your inner Han Solo than with this drone?

Turn up the heat this winter with a smart 
thermostat for multi-zone central heating

“The Millennium Falcon 
drone has the ability to 
perform aerial stunts, 
such as 180-degree flips”

W W W.T3INDIA.COM

TECH ADVENTURES
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Mindfulness and meditation 
guides are big business now, 
but many people give up on 
their wellness practices 
because they can’t afford to 

spend 20 minutes a day meditating. If you 
find yourself with little time to spare but 
want to get zen, InteraXon’s Muse:  
The Brain Sensing Headband is for you.

“Muse acts as a meditation tool to help 
quiet, confront and surpass the barriers in 
your mind, and help free people from their 
internal constraints,” says InteraXon CEO 
Ariel Garten. An adjustable meditation 
headband, the Muse – working with its own 
app – has a series of built-in sensors that 
calibrate your brain to get a picture of what 
it’s normally like – ie how frantic or calm it 
is. 

Once the Muse has calibrated your 
brain, you can start your first three-minute 
session (via the app, choose from a 
‘Counting Breaths’ or ‘Sensation of Breath’ 
meditation exercise), where the aim is to 
calm your mind as much as possible. Plug 
in-ears into your phone, stuff the ’phones in 
your ears and press ‘start your session’ on 

the app. From there, Muse will guide you on 
what to do. 

“Muse makes meditation easier by 
answering the question, ‘Am I doing this 
right?’” says Ariel. “Providing real-time 
feedback on your meditative state, Muse 
helps you calm your mind and build a 
meditation practice that offers a variety of 
benefits.” These include reducing stress 
and anxiety, and bringing awareness to 
your interactions. “Muse enables you to pull 
back the curtain and see what’s happening 
inside your head.”

START YOUR ADVENTURE 
TODAY
 Head to www.choosemuse.com to 

read more, or buy it now for `23,500.
 Once you have your Muse, download 

the Muse app (iOS and Android), pair 
the headband with your smartphone, 
then place the adjustable headband  
on your forehead to start calibration. 
 All done? Then it’s time to start your 

first session. Once you’ve finished, read 
the data (via the app) to see how calm 
or active your mind has been. 

Shopping for a new jacket 
this winter? Choose one 
that’s rigged to help you 
buy your daily cup of Joe

Learn how to meditate and achieve a calmer, more focused 
mind by using a brain-sensing meditation headband 

So-called tech jackets 
are nothing new: we’ve 
tried a few over the 
years, but some of them 

looked so hideous we were laughed  
at in the street and haven’t been 
outside since. Luckily, things are 
about to change, thanks to the 
arrival of the Lyle & Scott bPay 
Contactless Jacket (̀ 15,000)…

Available in admiral blue 
(below) or black, the Contactless 
Jacket enables you to pay for goods 
(up to a value of `2,000 at the mo) 
by swiping your jacket sleeve 
instead of your bank card whenever 
the store you’re in has a 
contactless card reader. 

How does it work? There’s a 
pocket on the right-hand cuff of 
the jacket that houses a Barclays 
bPay chip. You don’t have to be a 
Barclays customer to use this 
jacket, either: bPay enables you to 
add funds to a digital wallet from 
any Visa or Mastercard via its bPay 
app, with auto top-ups available 
when needed. 

The bPay Contactless Jacket is 
available from www.lyleandscott.com. 
Best nab one before they sell out.

“Real-time feedback from Muse makes 
you aware of your state of mind” 

DE-STRESS IN 
THREE MINUTES

06
Pay for coffee 
and lunch with 
your jacket

 05

Muse helps you calm 
your mind and build a 
meditation practice to 
reduce anxiety

 AGENDA
TECH ADVENTURES
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Now you can work out to the 
beat of a TomTom watch. The 
sat-nav giant has launched the 
Spark Cardio + Music GPS 

Fitness Watch, and with 3GB of memory 
you can carry up to 500 tunes with you 
while exercising, listening to them wirelessly 
on Bluetooth headphones.

The watch is compatible with iTunes and 
Windows Media Player playlists, and comes 

with an exclusive 30-minute mix from 
Ministry of Sound’s Running Trax series. “We 
know that music plays an important role 
(when) improving sports performance, but 
relying on a smartphone is often an 
uncomfortable experience,” says Corinne 
Vigreux, TomTom’s MD.

When it comes to features, the Spark has 
many, including a heart-rate monitor, a GPS 
tracker and automatic sleep tracking. It can 
be set to monitor your running, cycling, 
freestyle, swimming and weights workouts, 
and gives realtime feedback on speeds 
reached and distances covered. Use 
TomTom’s MySports app and you can set 
daily and weekly training targets. 

A sleek watch designed with a glossy 

“Track your workouts and play music 
as you exercise, all from your wrist, 
with TomTom’s unisex fitness watch”

fi nish, the TomTom Spark Cardio + Music 
GPS comes in black and has a choice of 
small or large straps for unisex use.

START YOUR ADVENTURE TODAY
 Order your TomTom Spark Cardio 

+ Music GPS Fitness Watch at www.
tomtom.com for `18,999.
 Sync it with iTunes or Windows Media 

Player, transfer across your workout 
playlists, then pair the watch with a set 
of Bluetooth headphones.
 Lastly, set up your training targets, get 

your exercise routines going and lose 
some kilos as those big beats pound.

The latest wearable from 
TomTom ties in wireless audio, 
fitness and big dance beats 
courtesy of Ministry of Sound

WORK OUT TO MUSIC 
ON YOUR WRIST This TomTom fitness watch helps you 

melt fat with phat beats. Track your 
workout and energise it with tunes 
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JAMES BOND TECH

still available today for `1,99,500. Sadly, it lacks the folding 
sniper rifl e, gold coins and personalised locking mechanism 
favoured by Mr Bond, but it does enable city gents to pretend 
they’re MI6 agents during their daily trudge. And if anyone 
steals their sandwiches, they can expect the same booby-
trapped revenge dealt to Red Grant in the fi lm’s climax – 
far more satisfying than an HR intervention. 

Biometric ID scanners are very much a reality – how 
many of us still unlock our phones with a PIN code? – yet 
refi nements and advancements in biometrics mean products 
that require a single user fi ngerprint to operate are on the 
rise; and they’re smart enough to recognise a faked print. 
The iMbrief briefcase not only off ers this type of rock-solid 
security, but also charging, a Wi-Fi SD card and a GPS 
sensor that enables precise tracking should it go astray. 

But a blinding briefcase isn’t exactly cutting-edge gadgetry. 
For that, we had to wait for 1964’s Goldfi nger, and the type 
of ingenious implementations that Q Branch is famed for. 
The fi lm’s gadgets were such a hit that Q’s role became a 
subsequent Bond blueprint, along with beautiful women, witty 
one-liners and a stunning car – and in Goldfi nger, 
the car was the star. Disregarding the weaponry upgrades 
and handy ejector seat, Bond’s Aston Martin DB5 introduced 
audiences to the idea of homing devices. The dashboard 
showed a sat-nav-esque display, which Bond used to trail 
the dastardly Goldfi nger – and it worked, too, with all the 
ingenuity and precision of a TomTom. In the novel, though, 
Fleming described the system in Bond’s DB III failing and 

 IT’S 1997, AND PIERCE 

BROSNAN’S BOND IS REDEFINING 

THE CAR-CHASE SCENE IN TOMORROW 

NEVER DIES. ENCIRCLED BY BADDIES 

AND CROUCHED IN THE BACKSEAT, 

HE FLIPS OUT AN LCD REMOTE AND 

MANOEUVRES HIS BMW 750iL THROUGH A 

HIGH-RISE CAR PARK. IT SEEMS FAR-

FETCHED, THE STUFF OF MILITARY-

GRADE RESEARCH LABS IN THE NEW 

MEXICO DESERT, NOT OF OVERCROWDED 

CAR DEALERSHIPS WHERE YOU’RE LIKELY 

TO FIND CORPORATE EXECUTIVES THAN 

HENCHMEN. 

FAST FORWARD TO THE PRESENT DAY, 

AND YOU’RE DRIVING TO THE CINEMA 

TO WATCH DANIEL CRAIG IN SPECTRE. 

YOU CLIMB OUT OF THE CAR, WHIP THE 

BMW DISPLAY KEY FROM YOUR POCKET, 

AND REMOTELY PARK YOUR NEW 7 SERIES. 

IT’S STILL REIGATE, BUT IT’S 2015, 

WHERE SOME OF 007’S MOST IMPROBABLE 

TECH HAS BECOME A REALITY.

In Bond’s 1953 print debut, Casino Royale, Ian Fleming gave 
the agent little in the way of gadgetry. Other than his wits, killer 
instinct and a Martini-toughened liver, Bond was curiously light 
on kit. The arrival of Dr No at the cinema didn’t progress the 
reputation of MI6’s spy-wear either, unless you count the Rolex 
Submariner’s debut – a typically gauche and iconic act of 
product placement. 

The fi rst time we saw Bond really upping the gadgetry 
stakes was in 1963’s From Russia With Love. Desmond 
Llewelyn’s fl ustered Q armed 007 with the kind of briefcase 
that’s not normally left behind in a Circle Line carriage. Attaché 
cases with Cold War-inspired spy tools were hugely popular 
kids’ toys in the late Fifties and early Sixties; but 
the adult market didn’t go without, either, thanks to Bond. 
Swaine Adeney Brigg – purveyor of very posh luggage and 
baggage that the likes of you and I can’t aff ord – put on sale 
an exact replica of the case it made for the fi lm, and it’s  

Brosnan pilots his Beemer remotely 
in 1997 film Tomorrow Never Dies… 
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 THE ORIGINAL SMARTWATCH
Come 1965’s Thunderball, come the upgrades, and Bond 
took to the fi eld with an arsenal of Q tech. A modifi ed 
Breitling wristwatch packed a Geiger counter used to track 
down two stolen nuclear warheads. The original watch 
worn by Sean Connery was found in a car-boot sale in 
London in 2012, and picked up for `2,500. It later sold at 
auction for `1,60,00,000. While that was a one-off  with a 
price to boot, manufacturers of 

sending him in the wrong direction, predicting the strife 
of Apple Maps users by nearly 40 years. Now almost every 
new car rolling from the production line has the option 
of an onboard navigation system, while the aftermarket for 
dedicated GPS systems is as strong as ever, despite the gains 
made by dedicated operating systems such as CarPlay and 
Google Drive, as well as bespoke systems such as iDrive. 

Mobile devices are constantly being tracked, and now 
cars are too. Ford most recently admitted that GPS units 
installed in its production models record precise speed 
and location data. Of course, you could go all-out Cold 
War crazy should you so wish, and pick up a dedicated 
GPS tracker or micro-transmitter, such as the GPS Evolution 
– the type of device used to track emergency-response 
vehicles to within a two-metre precision.

BRUSH RADIO 
 In a rare excursion into 

the fi eld, Q used this ridiculous 

gadget in Live And Let Die: 

it was basically a hairbrush 

with a radio built into the back.

TICKER-TAPE WATCH
 This was the not-so-

smartwatch used by James 

Bond in The Spy Who 

Loved Me. It seemed to 

print intelligence information 

onto infi nitely long ribbons 

that bore more than a passing 

resemblance to a label 

maker. 

RADIOACTIVE FLUFF
 Q’s people-tracking 

radioactive lint, seen in On 

Her Majesty’s Secret Service, 

seemed far-fetched, but is a 

technically feasible – if totally 

stupid – idea. 

WHISTLE BOMB
 As detonation signals go, 

whistling God Save The Queen 

isn’t the safest, nor most reliable, 

means of activating a bomb – as 

we saw in Timothy Dalton fl ick 

The Living Daylights. 

BAGPIPE GUNS
 These pipe blasters from 

Die Another Day were 

somewhat niche – the preserve 

of Highland Games and middle-

class wedding assassination 

missions.

ACTIVE CAMOUFLAGE 
 This technology does 

actually exist, but is effective 

only from rather far-off 

distances. In Die Another Day, 

Bond’s Aston Martin could 

‘disappear’, but the on-screen 

rendering made the entire 

scene look fake. 

DESTINED FOR THE Q-TIP
BONKERS BOND GADGETS THAT SHOULD 
NEVER HAVE MADE IT INTO PRODUCTION

THE GADGETS SEEN IN 1964’S 
GOLDFINGER WERE SUCH A 
HIT THAT Q’S ROLE BECAME A 
SUBSEQUENT BOND BLUEPRINT

…and lo and behold, 18 years on, the 
technology graces the new BMW 7 Series  
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rugged watch wear MTM has released a Special Ops RAD 
watch, which packs a Geiger-Müller tube for measuring exposure 
to harmful ionising radiation, should you too be on the hunt for 
weapons of mass destruction. Meanwhile, the WikiSensor app 
turns an iPhone into a functioning radiation reader by using the 
handset’s camera to read X and Gamma rays.

But Thunderball’s showstopper was 007’s jetpack, a 
production model of the Bell Rocket Belt. There are simpler ways 
to escape the entrapment of a French chateau, but none have 
the aplomb of Connery ascending to the skies in a rocket-
fi red backpack. Almost 20 years later, the 1984 Los Angeles 
Olympics was opened by a rocket-pack-wielding stuntman, with 
all of the ‘wow’ factor but none of the cool of Bond. 
And whether escaping from villainous adversaries or fi nding 
a particularly idiosyncratic means of avoiding the rush- 
hour grind, the Martin Jet Pack is pretty much the closest 
commercial vertical-take-off  product you can get your 
hands on today (should you have a spare `3,25,000 deposit 
to join the lengthy order queue, a further `94,25,000 for the 
balance, and the patience to await the 2017 delivery estimate).

 SLIGHT OF (SECOND) HANDS 
Beefi ng the humble wristwatch with extracurricular 
advancements is a Q Branch calling card, and time and 
again Bond is rescued by his upgraded timepieces. In the 
age of the smartwatch, it’s easy to cast a sardonic eye upon 
the inventions dished out by Q. There’s no 3D Touch here. 

his own ‘unique’ manner, ogling cleavages from afar on 
the watch’s LCD screen.

The miniaturisation of tech – another Q Branch calling 
card – has been a regular feature in Bond fi lms, whether it be 
Connery’s compact Minox spy camera in From Russia With 
Love, or Roger Moore’s ring camera and polarising sunglasses 
combo in A View To A Kill. Cramming smart tech into 
ingeniously small and unnoticeable places is what espionage is 
all about, and many of Bond’s best gadgets have done just this. 

“In Ian Fleming’s books, Q Branch 

was a link back to the secret spy 

gadgets produced for the Special 

Operations Executive during the 

Second World War, and might be 

seen – rather like fi lms such as 

The Dam Busters – as a reminder 

of British technological ingenuity.

“I doubt they ever put an 

ejector seat in an Aston Martin, 

but some of the gadgets in the 

fi lms, such as the microfi lm 

camera that Roger Moore used 

in Moonraker, are real enough. 

The infrared underwater camera 

REAL-LIFE BOND
PROF MARK CHAPMAN, BOND EXPERT AND AUTHOR 
OF LICENCE TO THRILL: A CULTURAL HISTORY 
OF THE JAMES BOND FILMS, REVEALS THE REAL-
WORLD GADGETRY THAT Q BRANCH INSPIRED

in Thunderball was also a real 

camera, and the Q Dog in A View 

To A Kill was like the robots used 

in bomb disposal. The autogyro in 

You Only Live Twice was real: I’m 

not sure if it’s been used by the 

SIS, but the idea isn’t too different 

from today’s spy drones.

“I think the closest parallel 

between the fi lms and real spying, 

as it were – not necessarily in 

terms of actual gadgets, but 

rather the idea behind them – is 

in the area of covert surveillance. 

The tracking device in Goldfi nger, 

for example, sent a signal 

to a screen mounted on the 

dashboard of Bond’s car – not 

unlike an early sat-nav device. 

“The best one-off example 

was not a Bond gadget, but 

rather Rosa Klebb’s shoe with 

a retractable poisoned spike 

in From Russia With Love – 

Bulgarian spy Georgi Markov was 

assassinated with a poisoned 

umbrella spike on London’s 

Waterloo Bridge in 1978.”

CRAMMING SMART TECH INTO 
INGENIOUSLY SMALL AND 
UNNOTICEABLE PLACES IS WHAT 
ESPIONAGE IS ABOUT 

But 1984’s Octopussy came closest to the type of smartwatch 
usage seen today. Bond’s modifi ed Seiko G757 Sports 100 
watch was bolstered with a tracking device that he used to 
trace stolen Fabergé eggs, and a colour display screen that 
Bond used to plot his infi ltration of a mountainside hideaway 
looked like an Eighties take on Street View. In typically rogue 
fashion, Bond used some of the more advanced features in 
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 Big Read 
JAMES BOND TECH

The dawn of the wearable has seen many brilliant and, 
quite frankly, bat-shit ideas being kickstarted into production. 
The miniaturisation of wearable personal cameras, though, 
is fi nding a niche in live-streaming services such as Periscope 
and Meerkat. The likes of Narrative Clip and MeCam capture 
video, while concepts created by Canon (whose ring camera 
is yet to make production) and Hyeonsik Studio (which is 
developing a camera ring with a 5MP CC sensor) will make 
snapping on the sly easier still.

 TOUCHING DISTANCE
Bond’s tech advanced with the times, and in 2008’s Quantum 
Of Solace we got one of 007’s most memorable tech 
moments, as Daniel Craig and ensemble poked, pushed and 
pulled at a surface screen table. In the fi lm, EoN Productions 
used a prototype version of the Samsung SUR40 touchscreen 
display running Microsoft PixelSense. The 40-inch table screen 
was retired by Samsung a few years back, yet a raft of large 
Android tablets are available, including the rather ace Lenovo 
Horizon series. Or, for a mere `4,51,750, you can pick up the 
46-inch Duet MultiTouch Coff ee Table from Ideum, which runs 
both Windows and Android in a dual-boot system. Unlike most 
of Bond’s gadgetry, though, a surface PC shows Q Branch 
keeping up with the times rather than leading them with 
new tech, so with Spectre on the horizon and a plethora of 
new gadgets being hinted at, we’re excited to see what new 
innovations Q Branch brings. Now, do pay attention, 007. 

THE REAL Q
HOW WOULD A REAL-LIFE Q KIT BOND OUT? 
WE ASKED MARK CHAMPKINS, INVENTOR IN 
RESIDENCE AT LONDON’S SCIENCE MUSEUM 
AND FORMER INVENTOR OF THE YEAR…

“There’s something quite 

eccentric about British 

inventiveness, and Q Branch 

feels like the place where 

slightly strange but tech-savvy 

engineers can really let their 

imaginations run wild. I guess 

it’s a bit like asking Willy Wonka 

to stop messing about with 

gobstoppers and chocolate 

waterfalls, and make stuff for the 

secret service.

“I would base my gadgets 

on real, emerging technologies. 

I’ve seen articles about the US 

Army developing guns that can 

shoot around corners. To be 

more specifi c, they’re developing 

smart bullets that have their own 

propulsion and control surfaces 

so that they can avoid obstacles 

and track a target. That could be 

pretty handy.

“As a spy, it’s no doubt useful 

to be able to understand lots of 

different languages. I’d like 

to try out something like the 

Babel fi sh from The Hitchhiker’s 

Guide To The Galaxy, which 

would instantaneously translate 

any foreign language, like 

Google Translate in real time. 

There might even be the 

capability to help 007 instantly 

speak any language. That 

would be pretty cool.

“Finally, I’d want to design 

a car to give him. I would love 

to work on the DB10 featured in 

Spectre – I think it’s absolutely 

stunning – but look at how it 

might be designed to levitate. 

There’s currently lots of work in 

the area of quantum levitation, 

and I saw Lexus claimed to have 

made a real-life hoverboard, so 

developing a car that could drive 

on water would be one better 

than the Lotus Bond used in 

the Seventies to drive under it.”

Get yourself a rocket pack, beat the Monday 
morning rush hour. Surely `97,50,000 well spent?

Gadget-packed briefcases are now a 
reality. Sniper rifles sold separately

Avoid the Congestion 
Charge with the Martin 

Jet Pack (but you’ll 
need a parking space)
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THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO  iPHONE 6s 

THE NEXT-GEN iPHONE DOES MORE THAN LIVE 
UP TO THE HYPE. T3 PRESENTS A GUIDE TO 
THE SMARTPHONE WE’VE ALL BEEN WAITING FOR

iPhone 6s
It’s undeniable. With every 
new iPhone comes a wave 
of excitement. Apple just 
knows how to do phones 
– and hype. While it may 
not have a radical new 
design – let’s be honest, it 
looks pretty much the same 

as last year’s iPhone 6 – there are a number 
of exciting new features and improvements 
to the iPhone 6s that should have you 
contemplating that new phone you just bought 
with some regret. Th ese include 3D Touch, a 

new way of interacting with your favourite 
apps, and Live Photos, a feature that gives you 
the ability to capture short moving images. 
Th ere’s also glorious 4K video and a new 
internal architecture that gives your phone 
more power.

Here, T3 brings you the ultimate guide to the 
iPhone 6s, covering everything from the subtleties 
in design through to those new features and 
improvements. We even look at how the 6s 
compares to our top Android phone, the Galaxy S6 
Edge. Read on to meet the next generation of 
smartphone…

WORDS GARETH BEAVIS, ROB CARNEY, JAMES PECKHAM PHOTOGRAPHY JONNY GAWLER

{THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO}
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THE iPHONE 6s IS ALMOST IDENTICAL IN APPEARANCE TO 
LAST YEAR’S 6, BUT ARE THERE ANY DIFFERENCES?

Super-smooth looks

TAKE THE A9, 
THEN THE M9
AT THE HEART OF THE 
iPHONE 6s LIES APPLE’S 
FASTEST PROCESSORS YET 

latest iPhone less prone to shattering if 
you’re unlucky enough to drop it. Happily, 
the responsiveness of the screen remains 
as excellent as ever. 

Those yearning for a new addition to 
the iPhone colour palette will be pleased 
to see the addition of a rose gold colour 
with the 6s. In real life, it’s less pink than it 
looks in Apple’s promo photos, and it will, 
of course, complement your rose gold 
Apple Watch perfectly. That luxurious 
new colour is in addition to the classic 
space gray and silver options present with 
the previous model.

If you’re currently in the 5s upgrade 
cycle, believe us when we say that the 6s is 
a very diff erent phone. The 6s is larger, 
with a 4.7-inch LED backlit widescreen and 
a 1,334 x 750 resolution at 326ppi. And the 
metallic chassis (67.1 x 138.3mm) feels 
glorious in the hand when you’re coming 
from the 5s. The back can be scratch-
prone, though, so we’d suggest covering 
up with a suitable case. That said, the 
construction is fantastic. Everything feels 
solid and there’s no ‘wiggle’ in the buttons. 
The iPhone 6s comes in 16GB, 64GB and 
128GB versions. We’d go for one of the 
latter – with 4K video here, 16GB will get 
swallowed up quickly.

So let’s recap: the chassis design 
hasn’t changed from the 6, but it retains 
its great looks, feels ace in the hand, and 
adds subtle tweaks to the solidity of the 
device. If you’re coming from a 5s, the 
upgrade to a 6s is a no-brainer. If you’re 
an Android user, we’d urge you to try a 6s 
to see how it compares in both the 
construction and the detailing. 

Th e 6s is constructed 
out of 7000 Series 
aluminium, the 
strongest metal ever 
used in an iPhone

As with all of the ‘s’ updates so 
far, there’s no major overhaul of 
the iPhone chassis design with 
the 6s. The power button, 

volume keys, speaker and silence switch 
are all in the same place as last year’s 
model. In fact, you can hardly notice any 
real diff erence. There is a slight increase in 
thickness (the 6s is 7.1mm thick, as 
opposed to the 6.9mm of the 6) and the 
phone is a little heavier at 143g. However, 
these tweaks are so subtle you’ll forget 
them when you start using the phone. 

There’s also no real clue that you’re 
using a 6s, apart from a small, 

The 6s sports Apple’s fastest 
chipset yet, the A9. It has 

myriad upgrades, such as the M9 
coprocessor, enabling the 6s to 
record more motion without 
impacting on battery life. It’s been 
hard to test this before the offi  cial 
launch of the 6s, because there aren’t 
any apps unveiled that can make use 
of it. The games shown at the iPhone 
debut, like Warhammer 40,000: 
Freeblade, showed that the 6s is 
capable of breathtaking apps and is 
able to combine them with 3D Touch 
to enable new methods of gameplay.

Browsing apps is as snappy as 
ever (albeit with a slight delay if you 
have animations enabled), and we 
can’t fault the speeds over Wi-Fi or 
cellular connection. The 6s comes 
with the M9 motion coprocessor for 
tracking your fi tness with health 
apps, and it powers Siri further. Now 
all you need to do is say, “Hey Siri” 
and the 6s loads up Siri, enabling you 
to use voice controls without having 
to touch your 6s.

sophisticated ‘s’ logo on the back of the 
device, which will likely be covered up by 
a protective case anyway (incidentally, 6s 
case dimensions haven’t changed). You 
may not know it, but the 6s is constructed 
out of super-smooth, ultra-durable 7000 
Series aluminium, an alloy that Apple is 
claiming to be the strongest metal ever 
used in an iPhone. So no more ‘bendgate’, 
then, we hope. 

On the subject of strength, there’s also 
a new and much tougher glass covering 
the screen. Hopefully, this will make the 

THE DESIGN
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Live Photo is an exclusive 6s 
feature that enables you to 
grab 1.5 seconds of video 

before and after your shot to 
capture ‘the story’ behind your 
photos. Audio is also captured to 
maximise the eff ect. Live Photo 
happens pretty much in the 
background, with only a yellow LIVE 
box on your viewfi nder telling you 
that you’re capturing a Live Photo. 
It doesn’t compromise on shooting 
speed or quality, and takes up less 
than two photos worth of space.

However, Live Photo isn’t a huge 
draw. For a start, you usually end up 
with a bit of movement at the start 
of your shot, and then the camera 
being lowered for the 1.5 seconds 
after your shot. To make the most of 
Live Photo, keep the iPhone in the 
same position for 1.5 seconds after 
your shot. When browsing through 
your photo gallery, the only clue 
that you have a Live Photo is a little 
fl icker of movement as you swipe 
through the gallery. Live Photo is a 
cool gimmick, but a gimmick 
nonetheless.

THE iPHONE 6s BRINGS WITH IT A BETTER CAMERA, SOME NEAT 
NEW FEATURES AND THE ABILITY TO RECORD VIDEO IN VIVID 4K

THE CAMERA

Sharper shooting

LIVE-ING IT UP
THE STANDOUT CAMERA 
FEATURE OF THE 6s UPDATE 
BRINGS LIFE TO YOUR STILLS

Th e iPhone camera is arguably the most-
used camera in the world, and with every 
device Apple releases, the camera just keeps 
getting better. Th e camera on the 6s is no 
exception, being bumped from an 8MP to a 
12MP sensor. Th is gives you a little more 
detail in your snaps, and lets you zoom in 
further. In real terms, there’s not much 
difference in picture quality between the 
6 and 6s cameras – the brightness and colour 
reproduction are pretty similar. Under low 
light, though, the 6s camera is better. Th at’s 
impressive considering that with a higher 
number of pixels, low-light performance 
usually drops.

Th e 6s also sports a better front-facing 
camera. If you take a lot of selfi es, you’ll be 
pleased to hear that the 5MP sensor is a big 
improvement on the 1.2MP version used 
in the 6. Th e front camera even includes 
a fl ash, but this isn’t a normal fl ash: the 6s 
uses the screen as a fl ash. It’s very smart – it 
can enhance the brightness of the screen up 

to three times to provide a fl ash. Th e phone 
even works out the colour balance of your 
surroundings and provides the right level 
of white balance for the best photographic 
results. All the same options are present in 
the Camera app – HDR mode, fi lters, timer 
and fl ash – and they’re all available to both 
the front- and rear-facing cameras. 

Th en there’s the real draw of the new 
camera – the fact that you can record video 
in 4K. Yes! Finally, 4K video comes to the 
iPhone. And very good it is, too. Cheap 
consumer cameras often blur fi ne detail with 
heavy inter-frame compression, but 4K 
footage on the 6s is clean, sharp and 
stutter-free. If you do see any stuttering, 
it’s more likely to be caused by the device 
you’re watching the video on – relatively few 
computers have the graphics power needed 
to play 4K video smoothly. 

You might not see the need for 4K video 
now, but in the future, when 4K devices are 
everywhere, we reckon you’ll be glad of it. A 

word of warning: think hard about getting a 
16GB 6s if you want to shoot 4K video with 
your phone. Why? 4K video takes up almost 
three times the space of 1080p, so you’ll fi ll 
up the phone’s 16GB memory in minutes. 

While the 4K video is impressive, Slo-mo 
mode is better still: 240fps footage played 
back at 30fps is smooth and detailed. Th e 
iPhone has a neat playback trick where the 
fi rst couple of seconds of footage are played 
at normal speed, then it shifts into slo-mo. 
For the fi nal couple of seconds, it shifts back 
to normal speed. Th is gives a nice effect, like 
a properly edited movie rather than a 
straight slow-motion clip.

Finally, there’s Time Lapse mode. It’s fun 
but fairly limited. You capture a series of still 
images in real time, and the camera turns 
them into a movie. A stopwatch spins, 
ticking off markings around the dial (each 
one is another frame), until you tap the 
button to stop. You then see a sped-up movie 
comprised of individual frames.
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BY INTEGRATING FORCE TOUCH TECH FROM ITS WATCH AND MACBOOK 
PRO, APPLE HAS CREATED A NEW WAY TO INTERACT WITH YOUR iPHONE…

Touchy-feely

push and hold on the icon to bring up options 
– such as being able to create a new message 
or write a new tweet (without opening the 
app fi rst – although the app does open when 
you select the option). If you change your 
mind, just let go of the screen and your home 
screen returns. Th e other implementation is 
being able to ‘peek and pop’, which is Apple’s 
description for being able to check out 
different content without leaving the app or 
the screen you’re in or on. For instance, in 
Photos, you can force-press on a photo to get 
a preview of it, without bringing that photo 
up full screen. 

While currently in its infancy with Apple, 
3D Touch – or whatever other manufacturers 
might call it if they develop something similar 
– will become a smartphone standard.

3D Touch is the big feature of the 
iPhone 6s. Th e premise is simple: 
the screen now has a third 

dimension, enabling you to poke or push 
‘into’ the display rather than just swiping all 
over it. If you’re used to this on the Apple 
Watch, you’ll fi nd it very natural. Apple 
likened it to the development of multi-touch 
– and while it’s not quite as revolutionary, it 
offers you a new and exciting way to interact 
with your phone. Th ere aren’t many 
third-party developers on board yet (see 
boxout, right), but it’s only a matter of time 
before 3D Touch gestures become part of 
every app on our iPhones.

3D Touch is implemented in a number of 
ways. First, there’s the home screen. From 
certain Apple and third-party apps, you can 

3D TOUCH

THE BEST APPS 
WITH 3D TOUCH
THESE BUILT-IN AND THIRD-
PARTY APPS WORK A TREAT 
WITH APPLE’S NEW TECH

01 TWITTER
 Twitter doesn’t have many 

3D Touch options at present, 
but we imagine it’s only a 
matter of time before you can 

peek and pop at links or user accounts in 
the app. Right now, you can create a new 
tweet or search Twitter by force-pressing 
the app from the home screen. 

02 MUSIC
 The Music app has great 3D 

Touch integration. While you 
can only search or start Beats 1 
from the home screen, once 

you open the app you can peek and pop at 
virtually everything – including  checking 
out the contents of playlists without 
actually opening them.

03 PHOTOS
 In the Photos app, 3D Touch 

works in a couple of ways. You 
can press and hold to see the 
results of your Live Photos and 

get a preview from your gallery. In addition, 
after previewing, swipe up and you can 
Copy, Share, Favourite or Delete your 
photo. 

04 NOTES
 Peek and pop is here, too – 

press and hold on a note from 
your Notes list to view it in its 
entirety. The sketching 

features in iOS 9’s Notes app means you 
can use pressure sensitivity to sketch. 
Select a tool and press harder for a darker 
line, or softer for a lighter one. 

05 CITYMAPPER
 There aren’t many 3D Touch 

options here, but they’re great. 
By pressing and holding on the 
CityMapper icon, you can 

quickly choose ‘Get Me Home’, ‘Get Me 
Somewhere’, fi nd ‘Nearby Stops’ or share 
your location on Whatsapp. A simple yet 
great implementation of the technology.

THREE TIPS FOR 3D TOUCH
WITH THIS NEW FUNCTION, YOU CAN DO ALL KINDS OF CLEVER STUFF

01 KEYBOARD 
TO TRACKPAD

 You know how 
sometimes – even with 
iOS’s magnifying glass 
– it can be a bit tricky 
getting your cursor to the 
right spot in a passage 
of text or a URL? Well, 
fear not, dear reader – 
if you hard-press on the 
iPhone 6s’s keyboard, 
it’ll turn into a trackpad, 
enabling you to swipe 
to the correct position.

02 LIVE 
WALLPAPER

 If you set your 
wallpaper as Live in 
settings, you’ll fi nd you 
can then fi rmly press 
on the wallpaper on the 
lock screen to see the 
animation. There are nine 
Live wallpapers to choose 
from, ranging from fl owers 
and Japanese fi sh to 
gaseous animations. Sure, 
it’s a bit of a gimmick, 
but it’s fun nevertheless. 

03 EASY 
MULTI-TASKING

 i0S 9 ever so subtly  
changes the way you 
multi-task, giving you a 
cleaner view of your open 
apps. But that aside, you 
can access your open apps 
using 3D Touch. Just 
fi rmly press at the left 
edge of the screen (from 
any app) and you can 
either swipe to the next 
open app or see all of your 
open apps. Intuitive.
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01 CAMERA SETTINGS
 In Settings > Photos & Camera, 

you can lock in settings for the 
resolutions and frame rates used to record 
regular or slow-mo video. Tap Record 
Video or Record Slow-mo to choose from 
the available qualities, which vary between 
generations of iPhone. Th ere’s also some 
on-screen guidance about how much space 
a minute of footage at each quality will 
take up. (Remember, the amount available 
is shown in Settings > General > About.)

02 CHOOSE SIRI’S ACCENT
 Until now, the language you selected for 

Siri would determine its accent, in addition to 
guiding its expectation of how you say words 
– but not any more! If you prefer to have Siri 
speak to you in a North American accent or in 
an Australian one, you can choose that in 
Settings > General > Siri > Siri Voice, replacing 
the simpler Gender setting from iOS 8. 

03 CONSERVE POWER
 Smartphones are power-hungry – there’s 

no way around that with bright touchscreens 
and plenty of apps running – but it’s good to 
see Apple properly turning its attention to 
battery management. Low Power Mode 

disables certain aspects of your iPhone, 
including background-app refresh, so you 
don’t have to go around turning off features 
any more. It can extend usage by a few hours, 
and kicks in (as an option offered in an alert) 
when your iPhone reaches 20 per cent of its 
battery capacity. Th e battery meter at the top 
right of the screen turns yellow to indicate 
that Low Power Mode is enabled. Th e feature 
can be turned on manually at any time in 
Settings > Battery.

04 BETTER MAPS
 Th e latest step in Apple’s attempts to bring 

Maps up to scratch is the inclusion of 
public-transport data to help you get from A 
to B, rather than offering driving and walking 
directions. Previously, Apple made it so that 
third-party transit app developers could plug 
into Maps, but now it’s starting to add its own 
data to the app by default, including details of 
problems on your route, just like it does for 
driving directions. However, transport data is 
available for a limited number of cities at 
present, which is pretty normal as localised 
services of this sort start to grow. Tap the 
Transport tab while plotting directions, and 
the app will try to use Apple’s own data before 
suggesting you look at transport apps in the 

App Store. Tap the ‘i’ at the bottom right and 
switch to the Transport view. In all three 
views, a ‘3D’ badge next to a city indicates you 
can take a Flyover tour of it. Zoom out in the 
Transport view and other badges will indicate 
where public transport data is available.

05 DICTATE TO SAFARI
 Th ere’s now a microphone icon at the 

right of the search bar, enabling you to say 
what it is you’re looking for. Th is is available 
even if you’ve turned off iOS’s Dictation 
feature (which is triggered from the keyboard 
wherever you can type).

06 SEARCH IN SETTINGS
 At the top level of Settings is a search bar. 

All you need to do is type something into 
it to get a list of matching settings, including 
the path to reach them. Th at said, you can 
just tap an item to jump straight to it.

07 ACCESSING SEARCH
 Prior to iOS 7, the system-wide search 

feature was accessed by swiping to the left of 
the fi rst home screen. Later, Search appeared 
when you swiped downwards on any home 
screen. In iOS 9, both methods work, but 
there’s a subtle difference: the latter method 
opens the search page with the input focus in 
the bar and the keyboard visible, and a list of 
suggested apps before you type – but nothing 
more until you do. Use the former route if 
you want to see iOS’s proactive suggestions.

08 NO MORE NEWSSTAND
 News is a new app that provides timely 

information in a single place. However, 
it comes with its own publishing format 
that enables the use of animation and other 
engaging interactions. At launch, it’s geared
towards the US, but it’s expected to launch 
in other markets soon. Newsstand is sort of 
gone in iOS 9. If you already had magazine 
apps, Newsstand will have been converted 
to a regular folder, and apps can be moved 
out of it. Future magazine downloads go 
straight to the home screen.

09 APPLE WALLET
 Wallet is the funky new name for Apple’s 

Passbook. It still contains your passes for 
airlines, hotels and other services, and 
bank cards registered to use with Apple Pay. 
To make accessing these things more 
convenient, go to Settings > Wallet & Apple 
Pay, and ensure the home-button shortcut 
is switched on so that you can double-click 
the button to open Wallet while your iPhone 
is locked.

IT’S FAST, INTUITIVE, MORE STABLE AND IT COMPLEMENTS YOUR iPHONE 6s PERFECTLY. 
HERE ARE NINE WAYS IN WHICH iOS 9 WILL MAKE YOUR iPHONE EVEN BETTER

iOS 9

To the power of 9
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HOW DOES APPLE’S GOLD STANDARD 
STACK UP AGAINST SAMSUNG’S? 
LET’S FIND OUT!

iPhone 6s vs 
Galaxy S6 Edge

Samsung’s Galaxy S6 Edge is a 
formidable device but now there’s 
a new player in town. So have the 

tables turned? Let’s have a phone shoot-out 
and see, starting with the screen. 

A lot of things go into making a good 
screen: the resolution, the viewing angles, 
the size – it’s not a cut-and-dried case of 
there being a singular winner just because 
it’s chucked in the sharpest display. Th e 
iPhone 6s features a 4.7-inch screen with a 
1,334 x 750-pixel resolution, which equals 
326 pixels per inch. It’s been improved 
with stronger glass technology than the 
iPhone 6, with the sole intention of making 
everything look as colourful and clear as 
possible, but it’s no competition for 
Samsung.

Samsung’s Galaxy S6 Edge wins with 
a 5.1-inch screen and a 2K resolution. 
It comes with 577 pixels per inch, and 
images are noticeably improved on 
Samsung’s phone. Video is gorgeous 
to watch and once you’ve used one, 
you’ll realise how much that level of clarity 
and colour really offers.

ALL IN THE OS
 Th e 6s is running the latest version of 

iOS right out of the box, and comes with all 
the tweaks and new features you’d expect 
from the software. Internal search has 
become a lot smarter this time around, too, 
giving access to apps, email and the Web in 
one place. Th ere are also major battery 
improvements to help you spend less time 

Lollipop, meaning that, as the newest in 
the line of Android smartphones, you get 
all the latest features. Samsung has its 
TouchWiz overlay on top of Android,  
making it look quite different to the stock 
Material Design, but it’s much improved in 
the last few generations. Th ere’s a lot less 
bloatware on the Galaxy S6 than in recent 
years, so you can expect a cleaner, fresher 
experience than on previous Samsungs. 

iOS 9 is the clear winner here, folks.

SPECS APPEAL
 Th e 6s boasts the fastest processor 

Apple has ever come up with for a phone, 
with the A9 chipset showing it’s got more 
grunt than anything ever shoved under 
the hood of an iPhone. Inside is a new M9 
coprocessor, enabling it to record more of 
your daily stumblings without chipping 

into the battery life too much. In terms of 
practical use, that new processor means 
the 6s can run a lot of apps at once and 
still be incredibly snappy.

It seems as though Apple has given 
priority to sheer power over the battery-
life improvements you’d usually expect 
from an iPhone chipset upgrade. Th e 
battery life is much the same as it was 
on the iPhone 6, so you can expect a 
‘low power’ message before bedtime.

Samsung has felt confi dent enough in 
its handiwork to include the Exynos 7420 
processor inside the Galaxy S6, and 
having some in-house hardware has paid 
off. Th e phone barely heats up, no matter 
how hard you’re working it. On top of 
that, there’s 3GB of RAM, making it 
(currently) the most powerful phone on 
the market.

Th e 6s’s camera is 
a beautiful 12MP 
shooter, while the S6 
Edge takes some of 
the best pics around
tethered to the wall. Proactive Assistant 
brings up relevant information like 
appointments and fl ight details when the 
phone thinks you need it. Most of the time, 
it gets it right, but sometimes you end up 
being fl agged stuff from fi ve years ago. All 
in all, it looks much the same as iOS 8 and 
keeps all the same beautiful functionality 
you’d expect from Apple.

Th e S6 Edge comes with Android 5.1 
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THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO  iPHONE 6s 

SWITCHING 
FROM ANDROID 
TO iOS – THE 
EASY WAY

WANT TO MOVE TO THE 6s FROM 
YOUR OLD ANDROID DEVICE? 
HERE’S HOW TO DO IT…

Switching from Android to iOS 
used to be a real pain in the 

posterior, but a new app has made 
it a lot simpler. If you head into the 
Google Play Store on your Android 
device, you’ll fi nd an app called Move To 
iOS, which is the fi rst app Apple 
has made for Android’s platform.

Download the app and, in a few easy 
steps, it’ll take your contacts, messages, 
photos, bookmarks, accounts and 
calendars over to your iPhone. It’s a 
simple process and safe, too, as you can 
use a security code to ensure no one else 
will be transferring their data over from 
your Android. At last, no longer do you 
have to worry about losing any of your 
vital data when moving over to iPhone!

CAMERA-GEDDON
 Taking Instagram-worthy snaps is 

arguably the most important thing for 
most people when they’re shopping for 
a new phone. Th e 6s has seen a major 
improvement to its camera, making it 
a beautiful 12MP shooter. Resolution on 
images is much better, and there’s the 
opportunity to shoot 4K video as well, 
making this an attractive package.

A feature you’re most likely to use is Live 
Photos, which takes a 1.5-second clip 
before and after the shot, resulting in a 
super-cool Harry Potter-esque moving 
image. It’s easy to turn Live Photo on and 
off if you’re worried about storage, but 
Apple’s got the amount of space needed 
down to under two full-size photos.

Th e Galaxy S6 creates some of the 
best pictures on the smartphone market. 

Samsung has ploughed a lot of energy 
into the camera. Th e 16MP sensor is 
stunning, and there’s always lots of light 
in the lens to keep your images looking 
bright and airy. It’s even impressive at 
taking dark shots and in night mode.

UNIQUE FEATURES
 Both phones now feature a fi ngerprint 

sensor. Th e 6s has TouchID, but it’s so 
much faster than on the 6, with only 
the merest glide of a fi ngertip needed. 
Samsung has improved its fi ngerprint 
sensor, putting the one on the Galaxy S5 
to shame with its speed of unlocking.

Th e 6s also impresses with its new 
screen technology, which can tell how 
hard you’re pressing – 3D Touch means you 
can hold down a little harder on an app 
icon to get quick launch options, or when 

inside an app you can use the ‘peek and 
pop’ functionality, where you hold down 
to get a preview of the app, then push 
harder to get into the interface itself. Th e 
iPhone 6s has to take the crown here. 

THE VERDICT
 Th ere are some simple ways to work out 

what’s best for you... If you’re invested in 
the iOS universe, it might be worth going 
for the 6s. It can often be time-consuming 
to jump ship, and iOS 9 is turning into an 
ace smartphone platform. 3D Touch is a 
great addition and the little extras, such as 
Live Photos, are exciting. 

Th e Galaxy S6 Edge remains a fantastic 
phone with great features and incredible 
power, but if there’s one phone that could 
perhaps tempt you over from the Android 
universe, it’s the iPhone 6s.
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THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO  iPHONE 6s 

STOP YOUR NEW PHONE FROM GETTING DINGS, AND MAKE THE MOST OF IT WHETHER 
YOU’RE HOME OR AWAY, WITH THIS GUIDE TO OUR FAVE iPHONE 6s ACCESSORIES

iPHONE 6s ACCESSORIES

Protect and serve

THE 
ULTIMAT  
iPHONE 
ACCESSO Y
ONCE YOU’VE GOT AN iPHONE, 
THE APPLE WATCH BECOMES 
INCREASINGLY HARD TO RESIST

Whether you love or hate 
smartwatches, there’s no denying 

that the Apple Watch is a desirable piece 
of tech. You could even say it’s the 
ultimate iPhone accessory – bringing all 
of the notifi cations in iOS 9 to your wrist. 
Apple recently released Watch OS 2, 
adding increased functionality to the 
device, including the ability to use the 
Digital Crown to cycle through time. 

Apple also released a number of new 
colours, including rose gold and gold 
aluminium on the Sport model, so there’s 
even more choice to suit your style. The 
fact is, if you have an iPhone and want a 
smartwatch, it’s either an Apple Watch 
or a Pebble Time. Read our opinion in 
our State of the Art feature.

01 Apple Lightning Dock
OK, so we know this accessory 
is a little expensive for what it is, 
but the Apple Lightning Dock is 
a compact, stylish and handy 
way to charge your phone while 
at the offi  ce (or you could pop it 
next to your bed). The Lightning 
Dock is available in the same 
four colours as the iPhone 6s, 
meaning you can match 
everything up, colour-wise.
`3,900, www.apple.com/in

05 B&O Play H3 ANC
Still wearing those Apple EarPods? Ditch 
’em for B&O Play’s latest active noise- 
cancelling in-ears. As well as the sublime 
looks you’d expect from B&O, there’s 
a 20-hour battery life (you can, of course, 
continue listening without ANC).
`20,000, www.beoplay.com

06 Bowers & Wilkins P5 Wireless
Why bother with wires? The renowned P5 
headphones get aptX Bluetooth in this 
wireless version. Seventeen hours of 
battery life and amazing sound are coupled 
with B&W’s signature looks. Could these 
be the perfect set of wireless on -ears? 
`33,000, www.bowers-wilkins.com

02 Otterbox Defender
Your iPhone case says a lot 
about the kind of person you 
are, and if you’re the type that 
engages in extreme sports or 
outdoor activities, the Otterbox 
Defender may be the perfect 
sheath for your phone. Otterbox 
guarantees that this case will 
protect your phone against 
drops, knocks and all manner 
of phone-crushing scenarios.
`4,000, www.otterbox.com

03 Proporta Bamboo 
Charging Stand
Got a 6s and an Apple Watch? 
Looking for a bit more wood in 
your life? Maybe this charging 
stand, which will juice up your 
iPhone and your Apple Watch 
at the same time (although 
you’ll need to route your cables 
into the stand), is the perfect 
option? Come on, who doesn’t 
like a nice bit of bamboo?
`2,000, www.proporta.com

04 Apple iPhone 6s Case
Apple’s iPhone cases don’t off er 
the protection provided by 
some of the more rugged case 
designs on the market, there’s 
no doubting that they fi t the 
iPhone 6s perfectly and look 
the part, too. A little expensive 
they may be, sure, but the 
leather 6s case is particularly 
well-crafted, smooth and plush.
From `2,500, www.apple.com/
in
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The mission

To find out if 
it’s possible to 
construct the 
life of an über- 
spy using tech 
that anyone can 
buy, with the 
right budget. 
Can you go from 
armchair voyeur 
to gadget-laden, 
villain-chasing 
field agent 
within 24 hours?

The man
Jamie Hibbard is 
a self-confessed, 
lifelong car 
nerd. He’s worked 
for Top Gear 
magazine and 
now writes about 
wheeled tech for 
T3. He’s always 
wanted to switch 
his surname to 
Bond, so who 
better to take up 
our challenge?
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  Aston Martin 
Vanquish Volante
`1,99,99,500, 
astonmartin.com

  Omega Seamaster 
300 Spectre Edition
Around `5,00,000, 
omegawatches.com

  Sony Xperia Z5 
Spectre Edition
`TBA, 
sonymobile.com

  Streetwize 
GPS Tracker
`4,999, streetwize
accessories.com

  thumbsUp! Spy Pen 
`3,499, 
thumbsupuk.com

  DJI Phantom 2 
Quadcopter
Around `60,000, 
dji.com

The tech
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HOW TO BE…

WHO HASN’T WANTED TO  
BE THE ULTIMATE SILVER-
SCREEN SUPER-SPY FOR AT 
LEAST A DAY? T3’S BOND 
WANNABE JAMIE HIBBARD 
FINDS OUT WHAT IT TAKES
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You’ve got to hand it to 
the team behind James Bond.  
They certainly know how to 
get you fired up for a new 
movie release. From those 
first shots of Daniel Craig 
dressed all in black up a 
mountain, to the most recent 
high-octane trailer, Spectre 
already has me hooked.
Admittedly, slick, budget-

busting trailers are always 
great at showing films in 
their best possible light 
– that’s what they’re for, 
after all – but so far, 
everything from Spectre 
has pointed very firmly in 
the direction of greatness. 
This should be the best of 
Craig’s Bond outings, and 
possibly a perfect swansong.
In a somewhat strange 

outburst ahead of such a 
huge release, Craig told 
Time Out magazine that 
he would rather “slit his 
wrists” than play Bond 
again, which seemed quite 
churlish when so many people 
would jump at the chance of 
stepping into those designer 
shoes (possibly with 
in-built oil-slick heels).
Who wouldn’t relish 

the opportunity to be the 
coolest super-spy ever? 
Which has got me thinking…

The chances of the Bond producers 
giving me a call and asking me to become 
a hipster Bond are, well, non-existent. But if 
I wanted to be Bond for the day – if I really, 
really wanted to – how would I go about it?

First things fi rst. I already have a 
smoking-hot wife, so that’s my Bond girl 
taken care of, and I own a tux, a bow tie 
and a pocket square, so I’ve got the image 
sorted, too – even if it’s slightly more 
hirsute than MI5 is traditionally used to. 
What I lack is appropriate accessories. 
Without my own personal Q to hand 
over the gadgets when needed, I’ll have 
to go out and source my own.

So, where to start? A spy pen, obviously. 
Commander Bond has used a litany of 
pens throughout his career. Think Never 
Say Never Again’s explosive version in 1983 
– used to dispatch the hilariously named 

Fatima Blush – and Ben Wilshaw’s 
“What did you expect, an exploding pen?” 
quip in the more recent Skyfall. 

I don’t want to get hold of a pen that 
might be considered a weapon, but there’s 
a host of them out there with features 
that would’ve been utter fantasy in Sean 
Connery’s era. So instead, I track down 
the thumbsUp! Spy Pen, which discreetly 
takes still photos and can record video 
(with audio) as you write. If a pen is a little 
cheesy for you, you can also get a super-
small Mini DV camera for video and sound 
that can be stashed just about anywhere.

GOING UNDERGROUND
A Bond fi lm wouldn’t be a Bond fi lm 
without a shadowy super-villain to track 
down. So in lieu of a real baddie, I enlist a 
guy from the offi  ce (let’s call him Mr. X) to 

With a 565bhp, 
6.0-litre V12 engine 
under its carbon-
fibre hood, Aston’s 
Vanquish Volante 
will set your pulse 
racing. And when the 
roof is down, you’ll 
have to go some to 
find a better ear-
pleaser. It’s also 
rather beautiful! 
`199,99,500, 
astonmartin.com

 ASTON MARTIN 
 VANQUISH VOLANTE 

Billed as “the actual 
model worn by James 
Bond in Spectre”, 
this timepiece won’t 
leave you wanting in 
the style department. 
It has a stainless- 
steel case, a slick 
NATO strap and “a 
revolutionary” 
movement that’llkeep 
you ticking. 
Around `5,00,000, 
omegawatches.com

 OMEGA SEAMASTER 
 300 SPECTRE EDITION   

Boasting all the 
regular Z5 features  
– 23MP camera, wo-day 
battery life and 
octa-core processor 
– the Spectre Edition 
also comes with 
added Bond goodies, 
such as phone themes 
and wallpapers. 
You might not get a 
Tinder hook-up with 
Moneypenny, though. 
`TBC, sonymobile.com

 SONY XPERIA Z5 
 SPECTRE EDITION 

Ideal for live 
tracking, this GPS 
is easy to fit and 
can be used on a host 
of things – cars, 
motorbikes, evil 
henchmen… Insert a 
SIM, text the device 
from your mobile and 
it’ll message you 
back its location – 
if you have a signal. 
`4,999, streetwize 
accessories.com

 STREETWIZE 
 GPS TRACKER 

This is a working 
pen, so you won’t 
get caught out by 
any simple questions 
from shadowy 
organisations. But 
there’s a built-in 
camera and mic for 
photos, video and 
audio, plus 4GB of 
memory that’s good 
for up to 90 minutes 
of recording. 
`3,499,thumbsupuk.com

 THUMBSUP! 
 SPY PEN 

A modern-day spy 
would need a drone 
tucked away in his 
car boot, and the DJI 
Phantom 2 will set 
you in good stead 
for info retrieval. 
Although it doesn’t 
have any kind of on-
board missiles, it’s 
easy to fly with its 
720P HD live feed. 
Around `60,000, 
dji.com

 DJI PHANTOM 2 
 QUADCOPTER 

1 2 3 4 5 6

SUPER-SPY TECH
 Essential kit, whatever your mission...

“Tuxedo, check. Top-spec 
Aston, check. Drone, check. 
Go unnoticed, you say...?”
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fulfi l the role of henchman, and fi t a GPS 
tracker to his newly acquired MINI JCW 
(without his knowledge). It works 
remarkably well when hooked up 
to Bond’s new phone of choice, the Sony 
Xperia Z5 Spectre Edition, and I manage 
to covertly track him all the way to the 
local McDonald’s drive-thru. I’m not sure 
Blofeld will be getting such a tawdry 
delivery from Mr Hinx in Spectre, but let’s 
wait and see.

I also manage to track the Mr. X’s 
progress back to his villainous lair – AKA 
T3 HQ – with a drone. The DJI Phantom 2 
Quadcopter is remarkably good fun to 
pilot, and seems like the perfect gadget 
for a spy to have knocking about for 
low-level recon. It’s worryingly easy 
to spot, mind – the perfect target for a 
well-aimed, blade-brimmed bowler hat. 
That said, he doesn’t spot it, so the 
drone makes it onto my expanding 00-list.

Next up, something no self-respecting 
gentleman should be without: a great 
watch. For this particular mission, I have 
to forget an Apple Watch, Android Wear 
or Pebble, and focus on my Bond game. 

In Spectre, 007 has opted for a more 
classic style, with an Omega Seamaster 
300 on an awesomely cool NATO strap. 
Omega has been Bond’s marque of 
choice since 1995’s GoldenEye, and this 
limited-edition watch is being restricted 
to just 7,007 examples (see what they 
did there?), each one featuring its series 
number. With a brushed buckle and 

Don’t let the wife connect to your 
Streetwize GPS. Sneaky post-work pub 
stops will be a thing of the past

In lieu of a real  
baddie, I fit a GPS 
tracker to T3 editor 
Rob’s new MINI JCW

One charge gives 
thumbsUp!’s Mini DV 
camera two hours of  

record time, perfect for 
undercover surveillance 

Nothing to see here – well, covert video 
and audio recording aside... 
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gun logo, you couldn’t get more 
on (Bond) brand if you tried. 

GLAMOUR AS STANDARD
Next, a truly lustworthy Bond-spec car 
– after all, no spy worth his salt would 
be seen driving just any car. Sadly, you 
can’t go out and buy the Aston Martin 
DB10 that Bond drives in Spectre, 
because Aston made it specifi cally for 
the fi lm as a kind of showcase-meets-
design-intent for future models, and 
built just ten of them (I ask, but they 
won’t let me have one. Spoilsports). 
But according to some well-placed 
sources, the DB10 does point the way 
for the AM Vantage replacement due 
in 2017, so keep your cheque book 
to hand.

So for now, at least, I’m left with only 
one real choice. It has to be an Aston – 
there’s a 50-year history of Aston 
Martin/ Bond partnerships, after all 
– and it has to be the best one I can get 
my hands on – which, happily, is the 
current range- topping Vanquish 
Volante. 

I soon realise that I haven’t set 
myself up to experience being Bond for 
the day, but rather to get the chance to 
sit behind the wheel of a 6.0-litre, V12 
feat of gorgeousness. I head straight 
home to collect my Bond bombshell 
wife so we can cruise about, show off  
and suck up the glamour that comes 

as standard.
Now, I’ll be up front with you: I’m not 

earning the kind of money that enables 
me to drop fi ve bucks shy of `2 crore on 
a supercar, despite the obvious benefi ts 
that come with owning such a beautiful 
thing. I am, however, exceptionally good 
at blagging stuff , so if you’ve got your 
charm down right, you could walk 
into an Aston Martin showroom and sort 

“Jeez! All this kit and I 
still can’t find Radio 2”

yourself out with a test drive, at the very 
least. You’d need the right look, though. 
And some proper accessories, 
naturally…

With my original mission in mind, I 
conclude that you can forget fancy 
gadgets. All you actually need to feel 
like James Bond is an Aston Martin. 
How you go about getting your hands 
on one is another matter entirely.

THE SPIES WHO SNUBBED ME...

In real life, I’d have no way of 
making it into the ranks of MI5’s 
spy network, simply on account 
of my tattoos – this precludes 
me from blending in, apparently. 
And if you haven’t got a driving 
licence then don’t bother 
applying – even if you do have 
one, the chances of you getting 
behind the wheel of an Aston 
Martin are close to zero. 

Still fancy yourself as 
an undercover agent? Back in 
January, MI5 launched an online 
game to attract new recruits, 
which you can play to see if 
you’d make the (virtual) cut and 
find out more about MI5’s strict 
requirements.
During the game, your memory and 

observation skills are assessed. 
They also test your attention 
to detail and give you a map- 
reading quiz to get an idea of 
your aptitude for surveillance.

If you’re a man over 6ft 1in 
or a woman over 5ft 8in, sorry, 
you’ll have to look elsewhere 
for future employment. However, 
if you’re short and you fancy 
walking around the city, keeping 
tabs on the public, you might 
be exactly what MI5 is looking 
for. Make the cut and you’ll 
receive a starting salary of 
£27,539 (̀ 27,67,000, which rises 
sharply after 70 days of intense 
training. 

Take the test and find out 
more at https://goo.gl/QVUvjw.





WE TEST THE CURRENT 
STATE OF SMARTWATCHES 
WITH THREE OF THE TOP 
WEARABLES FROM APPLE, 
MOTOROLA AND PEBBLE 

Words: Andrew Williams  Photography: Neil Godwin

TILL LUSTING AFTER 
SMARTPHONES? THAT’S 
SO 2011. WEARABLES 
ARE THE HOT TOPIC 

IN TECH RIGHT NOW, AND AT 
LEAST UNTIL VR HEADSETS 
ARRIVE NEXT YEAR, 
SMARTWATCHES ARE AT THE TOP 
OF THE PILE.

Despite them being pretty young as a 
gadget category, there are already lots of 
smartwatches to choose from. We’ve picked 
the top contenders from the three top 
platforms to test which is most deserving of 
your dosh. Should you go with the crowd and 
snap up an Apple Watch? Th ey start at 

S

 Good 
`29,900 and rocket all the way up to over 
`10,00,000 if you want to get like Jay-Z and 
wear the gold Edition version. 

Apple haters might want to consider 
the latest version of the Motorola Moto 360, 
a `22,900/`26,900 smartwatch running 
Google’s own Android Wear system. Th at’s a 
shrunk-down version of the little green guy 
we know and love from our smartphones.

Th en there’s the indie darling, the Pebble 
Time Steel. Born on Kickstarter, with over 
78,000 backers chipping in over $20 million 
(which is approximately `1.3 billion) to make 
the watch a reality, it’s among the most 
popular crowdfunded projects of all 
time. Th e Time Steel is also a little cheaper 

Motorola 
Moto 360
Motorola’s 
second stab at 
a Wear watch 
is one of the 
best-looking, 
with a sleek, 
round face.   
Price: 
`22,900 (42mm), 
`26,900 (46mm)
URL: 
motorola.co.in

2 Pebble 
Time Steel
A slim, 
steel-bodied 
smartwatch 
of the people, 
and one 
that costs 
significantly 
less than an 
Apple Watch.
Price: `22,900
URL: 
getpebble.com

1
WHAT’S ON TEST…

times
than the competition, selling for `22,900. 

Each watch has its own style and its own 
set of priorities. And to choose one that’s 
tailormade for you, you got to ask yourself 
one question: what are your priorities? Do 
you want a watch whose battery will last a 
week but that won’t be at the cutting edge of 
smartwatch apps six months down the line? 
Or are you happy to live with a watch you’ll 
need to charge every single day, because it’ll 
be at the forefront of the smartwatch game 
(at least until it gets superseded next year)?

We’ve been living with the Motorola Moto 
360, Apple Watch and Pebble Time Steel to 
fi nd out which should be crowned best 
smartwatch.

Apple Watch
The most famous 
smartwatch 
of them all, 
and also the 
priciest. But 
has it got 
the style 
and features 
to match its 
reputation?
Price: 
From `30,900
URL: apple.com

3

State of the Art
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State of the Art

APPLE WATCH

The Watch’s Digital Crown acts as both a button and a control dial. 
There are two sizes of Watch (38mm/42mm) for bigger/smaller wrists

DESIGN
 & COMFORT

TEST 01:

he look of your smartwatch matters 
even more than the design of your 
smartphone, as it’s right there on 
your wrist, all the time. Want to 
impress? You can’t go wrong with 

an Apple Watch. It’s an instant tech icon, and has 
that immaculate feel other companies just can’t 
seem to replicate – you can understand why it’s 
the most expensive smartwatch out there. It’s not 
actually that showy, though. Th e 38mm Apple 
Watch is positively petite, and the matt 
aluminium Sport version is fl at-out low key 
compared with some of the Android Wear 
monsters out there. Th e feel depends on the strap 
you use: Apple makes loads of the things. We’ve 
been using the standard silicone strap, and it’s 
dead comfy. It’s as soft and smooth as you like, 
plus it has inner contours to let air circulate, 
cutting down on icky wrist sweat. A smart design 
from Apple: no surprise. 

Want a more traditional look? Th e latest 
Motorola Moto 360 has a totally round face and a 
slim, metal surround. From a distance, you could 
almost mistake it for a normal watch. Th ere are 
small (42mm) and large (46mm) versions, 
intended to lure in a wider audience than the fi rst 
Moto 360. Th e watch face itself is a tiny bit thicker 
than you might expect from the photos, but it’s a 
slick-looking thing. As with the fi rst Moto 360, 
though, the screen itself isn’t totally round. 
Th ere’s a little cut-out at the bottom, which packs 
an ambient light sensor and the display driver. 
You’ll get used to it, but it’s a shame when the rest 
of the watch looks great. Our pick: the smaller 
42mm edition.  

Th e plainest of these smartwatches is the 
Pebble Time Steel. Big screen borders, a slim body 
and a low-intensity, 64-colour e-paper screen 
mean it doesn’t grab attention like the others. It 
also has a non-touch display. Love or hate this 
blander style, its always-on screen is an amazing 
benefi t. Th e Moto 360 tries to do this, but it kills 
its battery and doesn’t work as well.

T

It’ll be on your wrist for 16 hours 
a day, so it’d better look good…

Th e Pebble has a non-
touch display and its 
screen is always on

 The Pebble Time Steel has 
the smallest battery here, but 
itÕs easily the longest-lasting. 
WeÕre talking ten days with 
basic notifications, or between 
five and seven with app use. 

BATTERY STAMINA COMPARED
Smartwatches are known for having rubbish 
battery life. We find out how bad it really is

The Moto 360Õs chunky 
300mAh unit lasts just a day, 
plus a bonus hour or two using 
the always-on screen mode. 
With a 38mm Apple Watch, 
youÕll get a day and not much 

more. It doesnÕt even last very 
long when the watch isnÕt 
being used. High 
maintenance or what. 
Gargantuan stamina makes 
the Pebble Time Steel by far 
the easiest to live with. With 
the other two, youÕll need to 
charge them overnight, every 
night Ð so theyÕre not much 
cop for sleep tracking. 

SPECS
WATCH-FACE DIMENSIONS: 
38.6 x 33.3 x 10.5mm 
(38mm); 42 x 35.9 
x 10.5mm (42mm) 
DISPLAY PIXELS: 
272 x 340 (38mm); 

312 x 390 (42mm)
CPU: Custom Apple 
BATTERY: 205mAh
CASING: Aluminium, 
stainless steel or gold
WATER RESISTANCE: IP67

FACE WEIGHT: Various
COLOURS: Various
STRAP: Custom-fit 
silicone, leather 
or metal
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PEBBLE TIME STEEL

The ‘crown’ on the side is just a button, not a dial. As standard, 
the Moto 360 comes with a classic leather strap (metal costs £30 extra)

MOTOROLA MOTO 360

BEST FOR
DESIGN &
COMFORT

 The Apple Watch is packing 
an OLED panel, with pretty 
good, but not iPhone-grade, 
sharpness. And you need to 
waggle the device to make it 
wake up, which can be a pain.

WHICH HAS THE BEST SCREEN?
Is round better than square? Should we 
trade dazzling colour for always-on?

The Moto 360 has 
either a 42mm or a 46mm 
LCD screen, depending on 
whether you pick the petite 
version or not. ItÕs about as 
sharp as an Apple Watch, but 

a small cut-out at the bottom 
makes it look less pristine. 

PebbleÕs Time Steel is the 
odd one out here, with a 
64-colour LCD screen thatÕs 
much lower in resolution. But 
itÕs on all the time and barely 
uses any power unless whatÕs 
on the screen changes. ItÕs 
the least flashy but the most 
practical during the day.

 First, we fell in love with 
the Apple Watch’s looks, but 
after a couple of weeks we 
were convinced by the light, 
low-key, long-lasting Pebble.

PEBBLE TIME STEEL
Test 01 winner

SPECS
WATCH-FACE DIMENSIONS: 
42 x 11.4mm (42mm); 
46 x 11.4mm (46mm)
DISPLAY PIXELS: 
360 x 325 (42mm); 
360 x 330 (46mm)

CPU: 1.2GHz quad-core, 
Snapdragon 400
BATTERY: 300mAh 
(42mm); 400mAh (46mm)
CASING: 
Stainless steel

WATER RESISTANCE: IP67
FACE WEIGHT: 50g approx
COLOURS: Black or silver
STRAP: Leather or 
metal (men’s 22mm wide; 
women’s 16mm wide)

SPECS
WATCH-FACE DIMENSIONS: 
40.5 x 37.5 x 10.5mm
DISPLAY PIXELS: 
144 x 168 
CPU: Cortex M4

BATTERY: 200mAh 
(approx)
CASING: 
PVD-coated steel 
WATER RESISTANCE:IP67

FACE WEIGHT: 38g
COLOURS: Black or red
STRAP: Leather or 
metal (22mm wide)

The Pebble Time Steel has a low-resolution, 64-colour LCD screen, 
which is highly practical because it’s very low on power consumption

 State of the Art 
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FEATURES
TEST 02:

ll these watches hook up to a phone 
using Bluetooth; they can’t really do 
anything without one. Want an 
Apple Watch? You need an iPhone. 
Want a Moto 360? You can use 

Androids or iPhones but, trust us, you’ll 
want an Android for the full experience. Th e 
Pebble Time Steel is the only one that plays fairly 
well with both camps. If you have a Windows 
phone, sorry but it’s game over. 

Th e Pebble is the most open of the bunch, but 
it has the fewest hardware features. Th ere’s an 
accelerometer and gyroscope combo, so it can 
count your steps and tell when it’s moving, but 
that’s it. Storage is a mere 16MB, so you can’t even 
store music on the thing – but it’s not as bad as it 
sounds, because apps are tiny.

Th e Apple Watch and the Moto 360 read more 
like shrunken smartphones. Th e Apple packs 
8GB, 2GB of which can be used to store tunes; the 
Moto 360 packs 4GB. Both of these watches also 
have heart-rate sensors, and can talk direct to 
your home network via Wi-Fi. 

What stops all of these watches from 
being real sporting superheroes is GPS: none 
of them has it. Th at means if you want to 
track your runs accurately you’ll need to take 
a phone with you. All three watches can be used 
as second screens for popular running/cycling 
apps like Runkeeper and Strava, though. 

Th e Apple Watch’s excellent HR sensor lets 
you see exactly how hard you’re pounding 
the pavement, but the Motorola one is pretty 
dreadful during exercise (and the Pebble doesn’t 
have one at all). While GPS would kill the battery, 
we’d trade in a heart-rate monitor for it any day. 
Without it, none of these are particularly 
convincing exercise buddies. Marathon runners 
won’t want to trade in their Garmin Forerunners 
just yet. We’ll level: these are lifestyle devices, so 
the Pebble’s lack of extras isn’t really a killer.

All three give you decent IP67 water resistance 
and can be worn in the shower. Apple says you 
shouldn’t submerge the Watch, but we took it 
into the pool and it’s still ticking.

A

So, aside from getting notifications 
from your phone, what can they do?

Both the Apple Watch 
and the Moto 360 
have heart-rate sensors

 The Motorola Moto 360 and 
the Apple Watch both have 
heart-rate sensors built in on 
the underside of their watch 
faces. And they both work in 
the same way. Green LEDs fire 

HOW DO HR MONITORS WORK?
You don’t need a doctor to tell your heart 
rate – just some LEDs and a light sensor

into your wrist, and then 
a photosensor Ð a bit like in 
a basic camera Ð measures 
the light level. Because the 
red of your blood absorbs 
the green light, there’ll be less 

light the more blood thatÕs 
flowing through your wrist. 
And guess what: thereÕs 
more blood when your 
heart is pumping faster. The 
Apple Watch has two chunky 
sets of lens-enhanced green 
LEDs to the MotoÕs tiny 
dual-LED ring. So is it really 
any wonder that it works so 
much better?

HR sensor
APPLE WATCH: 
Accurate to +/- 2bpm

While it’s not super-duper fast, the Apple 
Watch is generally accurate when tracking your 
heart rate during runs, with only a bpm or 
two to separate it from pro-grade HR monitors 

2GB of music-storage memory means you can use the Apple Watch as 
a wrist-worn iPod, as long as you have a pair of Bluetooth headphones

Thanks to its Wi-Fi connectivity, the Watch can be used as a media remote 
controller for an Apple TV box

APPLE WATCH

BEST FOR
FEATURES
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 A smartwatch canÕt do 
much solo. However, you 
can use it for basic activity 
tracking with a step-counter 
app, as the watches have 
their own sensors for this. 

LIVE WITHOUT A PHONE
What can a smartwatch actually do 
without a phone?

The Moto 360 and the 
Apple Watch can both store 
music locally. While they donÕt 
have headphone sockets, you 
can hook up a pair of wireless 
cans easily enough. 

And letÕs not forget the 
time. These watches are 
still watches at the end of 
the day, and the Moto 360 
and Pebble Time Steel in 
particular each offer more 
than a thousand different 
faces to download. Apple? 
There are just nine basic 
styles right now, but they can 
be thoroughly customised.

 On paper, the Moto 360 
and Apple Watch are similar, 
but Apple’s better HR sensor 
earns it the victory. Th e Time 
Steel is too feature-light.

APPLE WATCH
Test 02 winner

 State of the Art 
SMART WATCHES

HR sensor
MOTOROLA MOTO 360: 
Accurate to +/- 35bpm

The Moto 360’s HR sensor is fine when you’re 
sitting perfectly still, but when you’re running 
it’s terrible, showing massive discrepancies 
compared to a pro heart-rate sensor 

HR sensor
PEBBLE TIME STEEL: 
N/A

As there’s no heart-rate sensor on the Pebble, 
you’ll need to use an app and your phone’s 
camera/flash instead. This can mimic an HR 
sensor, but feels pretty awkward 

The Moto 360 uses wireless charging to get its juice, and comes 
with a neat little charging dock for the watch to sleep in

The heart-rate sensor is a tiny green LED and sensor combo on the back 
of the device, designed to measure your resting – not exercising – HR

With water resistance to 30 metres, the Time Steel could be taken diving 
and it would still function. It has the best waterproofing of the lot

Pebble has plans for smart straps that pack in the sensors the watch 
lacks. A magnetised USB charge cable hooks up to contacts on the back 

PEBBLE TIME STEELMOTOROLA MOTO 360
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TEST 03:

t’s early days for smartwatches, and 
both Google and Apple are currently 
struggling to nail exactly what a 
smartwatch UI should feel like. 
Android Wear is, well, a bit of a 

confusing mess in parts. And Watch OS is 
nowhere near as intuitive-feeling as you might 
expect from the minds behind iOS and the iPod 
software. 

Don’t want to have to learn a new gesture-
tastic system? Pebble OS is incredibly simple. You 
scroll up and down from the watch face to look 
into the past and future, your calendar events, the 
weather and so on. And the apps menu is just a list 
you move through app by app, using the side 
buttons. No gestures, no fl uff, so your favourite 
apps are just a couple of button presses away at any 
time. Both Watch OS and Android Wear are that 
bit fi ddlier. 

Pebble gets you software for the smartwatch 
scene of today, but we’re not so sure it’ll stack up 
as well in 12 months. Android Wear and Watch OS 
feel more like saplings of the smartwatch future. 
More problems but also more potential. 

It’s the same deal with apps. At the time of 
writing, a lot of the important stuff is shared 
across all platforms: social apps, fi tness apps, 
news tools. We sifted through these watches’ app 
libraries and found that Pebble has about 1,755 
apps (not counting watch faces), Android Wear 
about 1,817 apps, while Apple says there are 
already over 8,500 apps for the Watch. 
And it came out most recently. Wow.

Every developer in town is jumping on 
board with Apple, as usual. Th e thing is, 
there really aren’t that many stand-out apps 
we would use daily that aren’t on all platforms 
in some form or another. Journey planning, eBay, 
Runkeeper and the like, and step-tracker apps 
abound. Sure, someone is bound to come up with 
some other killer smartwatch use we’ve not 
thought of, but right now a UI like Android Wear 
can feel like it has a lot of interface for not a lot of 
life-changing uses. What you have to ask yourself 
is this: are you buying a smartwatch for what it 
offers now, or for what it’ll offer in the future?

I

We’re done with hardware. Now on 
to the stuff that really matters…  

With Pebble OS, your 
apps are just a couple 
of button presses away

 There are two different 
kinds of basic watch app, and 
theyÕre found on all three of the 
wearables featured in this test: 
companion apps and standalone 
apps. The former run alongside a 

WHERE DO YOU GET APPS?
Watch apps are not the same as mobile apps. 
But where do you get them?

mobile app, while the latter go it 
alone. With Android Wear  and 
Watch OS, all apps are 
downloaded from Google Play 
and the App Store, but youÕll 
need to head to the smartwatch 

mobile apps sections of those 
marketplaces to find them. 
Pebble OS has its own 
smartphone app, and an 
app store is embedded into it. 
That’s how it can work with 
both Android and iOS. Funnily 
enough, none of these three 
watches lets you download 
apps right from the watch 
screen. Not yet, anyway.

The Watch stands out with its use 
of pressure-sensitive Force Touch 
commands, and its Digital Crown 

The Watch’s app library is growing 
at a rate of almost 2,000 apps a 
month, and that’ll only accelerate

APPLE WATCH
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 The Pebble Time Steel and 
the Apple Watch do their best 
to put notifications right at 
your eyeballs as soon as they 
arrive Ð a more convenient 
proposition than the more 

SERVING NOTICE
Notifications are a smartwatch staple. 
But are they handy enough to be worthwhile?

watch-like Moto 360, which 
makes you flick up to read any 
new bits of digital fluff received. 
Android Wear is currently the 
least handy system for 
all-day-long updates. 

These systems let you 
do smart things, like not alerting 
the phone when the watch is 
attached, and you can 
customise which apps get 
access to the watch, and which 
donÕt. The one caveat is that, 
thanks to AppleÕs restrictive 
ways, iPhone-owning Pebble 
Time Steel users donÕt get 
as much control. Beware.

 Th e simplest and the 
least like a work-in-progress 
effort, Pebble OS slips 
into your daily routine far 
easier than the others.

PEBBLE TIME STEEL
Test 03 winner

 State of the Art 
SMART WATCHES

Relying heavily on the touchscreen, 
the Moto 360 is very gesture-led. 
There’s a learning curve involved

Though there’s only 16MB of storage, 
you can fit lots of apps on the Steel, 
as each uses a tiny amount of data

Rather than just feeding you 
notifications, Android Wear tops 
up with info cards from Google Now

Timeline lets you flick through 
events in the past and present, 
and apps can hook into it too

PEBBLE TIME STEELMOTOROLA MOTO 360

BEST FOR
APPS
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T3 RATES: The big screen with 
an always-on option is handy.
T3 SLATES: One-day battery 
life is poor.
VERDICT: A great-looking 
smartwatch, but waiting for 
Wear to mature like the rest.

T3 RATES: It looks and feels 
fantastic. Did you really 
expect anything less?
T3 SLATES: The fiddly UI 
isn’t balanced by what you can 
do with it, yet.
VERDICT: The Apple Watch is a 
work-in-progress smartwatch, 
heading towards greatness.

 2nd Apple Watch
Price: From `30,900
URL: apple.com

3rd Motorola 
Moto 360
Price: `22,900 (42mm); 
`269 (46mm)
URL: motorola.co.in

01 CHARGING
Think your smartwatch battery 
life will get you down? The key 
is to put the charger somewhere 
you sit regularly, at times when 
you wonÕt need to use the 
watch. Some people set up the 
charge dock by their bed: this 
would seem a sensible choice, 
unless you develop the art of 
using your watch in your sleep.

02 MORE CHARGING
Better yet, get a spare charger 
and youÕll be able to top up 
at work and at home. Having 
lived with an Apple Watch for 
a while now, weÕd say this is 
the key to harmonious use. 

TURN OVER TO SEE OUR PICK OF MUST-
HAVE EXTRAS FOR THE TIME STEEL

03 GPS SUBSTITUTE
Then thereÕs how to cope with a 
smartwatchÕs lack of GPS, which 
will be a real downer for all the 
runners out there. All you need 
to do is find a way to take your 
phone out for runs without it 
bteing a pain in the pocket 
(or, rather, lack of a pocket). The 
answer is a holder that straps 
around your arm. Oh, someone 
has already thought of that...

04 APP-TASTIC
You really need to experiment, 
too. Why not try out some apps 
that you wouldnÕt necessarily 
use on your smartphone? 
While weÕre pretty happy 

using a smartwatch just for 
notifications 50 per cent of  the 
time, you need to have a bit  of 
an explore to find out how a 
smartwatch can work for you. 

05 SMART-HOME APPS
Make sure you check for apps 
that might work with any smart- 
home bits and bobs youÕve 
already invested in. Wearable 
tech and the smart home of the 
future are going to get on like, 
well, a house on fire, and thereÕs 
already a bunch to download. 

FIVE WAYS TO GET MORE FROM YOUR SMARTWATCH 

T3 RATES: The battery life 
is immense. The always-on 
screen is very convenient 
during the day, too. 
T3 SLATES: Pebble OS already 
feels mature, making us 
wonder: where do we go from 
here? It also lacks the swish 
look and feel of the others, 
and some of their features. 
This is not a watch for 

gadget show-offs – unless 
your friends are dead nerdy. 
T3 SAYS: Android Wear and 
Apple Watch are the stars 
of the future, but the 
Pebble has the edge right 
now. We don’t have to wait 
for it to come into its own: 
it’s already there. 

 1st Pebble Time Steel
PRICE: `22,900  URL: getpebble.com

Th e overall 
winner is…

State of the Art
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01 TRIPADVISOR
 Available for all three 

watches, TripAdvisor lets you 
check out nearby eateries, 
hotels and attractions, by 
reading user reviews.  
Free; App Store, Google Play, 
Pebble appstore

03 CITYMAPPER
 If you have to rely on 

public transport in London, 
Manchester or Birmingham 
while on vacation, you 
shouldnÕt be without this 
terrific travel app. 
Free; App Store, Google Play

02 PIXEL MINER
 The only smartwatch game 

weÕve become addicted 
to is Pixel Miner, a joyfully 
inane auto-digging romp for  
Pebble. You simply upgrade a 
minerÕs skills as he digs.  
Free; Pebble appstore

04 MISFIT
 There are loads of fitness 

trackers, but Misfit is one of 
the friendlier ones. It tracks 
your steps day-in, day-out, to 
see how active you really are. 
Free; App Store, Google Play, 
Pebble appstore

05 RUNKEEPER
 Runkeeper turns your 

smartwatch into a full-on 
runnerÕs watch, accurately 
tracking how fast and far 
you run. Or indeed walk. 
Free; App Store, Google 
Play, Pebble appstore

FIVE GREAT APPS TO DOWNLOAD FOR YOUR SMARTWATCH

essential
Pebble 
Time Steel
add-ons 
Accessories to make 
your smartwatch look 
and work even smarter

 5CUSTOMISE YOUR 
WATCH STRAP

 DonÕt like the look of 
your standard watch strap? 
Just swap it with something 
else. The Pebble Time Steel 
supports standard 22mm 
watch straps, so you have 
loads to choose from. You donÕt 
even need any tools for the job.

 3ANKER 
ASTRO MINI 

 The Pebble Time 
Steel lasts for up to ten days 
off a charge, but itÕll run out 
eventually. Keep a small 
external battery like the
Astro Mini on your person and 
youÕll be laughing. With just 
a 200mAh-ish cell, the Time 
Steel doesnÕt need a giant one. 
`999, amazon.com

 1SKINOMI 
TECHSKIN

 Want to avoid scratching 
your Pebble Time Steel but donÕt 
want to ruin its slimline figure? 
The Skinomi TechSkin covers 
just about every part of the 
watch face (and back), has a 
self-healing coating and comes 
in all sorts of finishes. Even a 
wood effect.
`1,200, amazon.co.in

 4THE WEDGE
 Set up a charging stand 

on your desk and not only 
will you get an easy recharge Ð in 
a couple of hours Ð you can also 
turn the Time Steel into a desk 
clock. We love The Wedge.
From $14 (`910), smartwatchdock.net

 2A SPARE 
CHARGE CABLE

 As the Time SteelÕs 
simple USB charging cable is 
pretty easy to lose, itÕs a good 
idea to get hold of a pair of 
them so you donÕt need to 
carry the bundled one around 
with you. You should be able 
to snag one online for next to 
nothing if you hunt around.
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Words: Marc Chacksfield

T3 GIVES YOU THE FULL LOWDOWN ON THE EYE-POPPING 
VISUAL TECHNOLOGY EVERYONE’S TALKING ABOUT…   

4K
here you were, getting 
comfortable with your 
Full HD set-up, 
admiring the clean 
picture edges and lack 

of motion blur, and revelling in 
the pleasure of watching your 
favourite shows in the crystal 
clarity of 1080p. You were happy. 
Th en one day, you walked past 
your high-street electrical retailer 
and saw the future as it really is… 
It was like putting on glasses for 
the fi rst time and realising your 
eyesight was actually terrible.
 Th e TV screen in the window was 
showing the same programmes you’d 
been watching, but something was 
different. No, everything was 
different. Th at’s the power of 4K and 
the reason everything else now just 
looks ‘faux K’.

4K has been the biggest buzzword in 
TV technology for the past few years, 
but it’s now picking up a huge amount 
of pace. According to a retailer, over 40 
per cent of the televisions it sells now 
are 4K.

No one really expected 4K to move 
this fast. It comes relatively soon after 
the world and its wife bought into the 
idea of Full HD and Blu-ray, so analysts 
expected the adoption of 4K to be a 
slow process. Th ey were wrong, 
though, and there are two reasons for 
this: price and content. But before we 
dive into those areas, here’s a little bit 
of science.

4K is simply four times the picture 
quality of 1080p Full HD, which means 
you get eight million pixels for your 
money, rather than two million. 

T

4K is simply 
four times the 
picture quality 
of 1080p Full HD
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Extra pixels mean better, well, everything. 
Textures are more detailed, edges are more 
refi ned - movies and shows in 4K look truly 
stunning. Trust us, it’s no gimmick like 3D 
because it enhances rather than detracts 
from the experience of watching television. 
But before we get ahead of ourselves, this 
isn’t an image jump akin to VHS to Blu-ray – 
the difference sure is noticeable, but it’s a 
little more nuanced.

4K vs UHD
Like some sort of superhero, 4K comes in 
a number of guises - while we at T3 think 
that 4K should be the name of the 
technology, some aren’t happy with this 
nomenclature, preferring UHD, short for 
Ultra High Defi nition. Because this is a more 
marketable term, you may see the likes of 
Samsung use it. Th ough 4K and UHD are 
basically the same thing, if T3 were to put on 
our pedant hat, we’d tell you that 4K 
resolution defi ned by the DCI (Digital 
Cinema Initiatives) is 4,096 x 2,160, while 
Ultra HD is 3,840 x 2,160. But that’s being 

and Amazon Prime Instant Video have put 
their weight behind 4K, so they have content 
that’s readily available in the format right 
now. Th ey’re also backing something called 
HDR (High Dynamic Range), which is 
technology that makes 4K content look 
better and brighter. Th e issue with this is 
that you’ll need a strong internet connection 
to get 4K-quality content. Both Netfl ix and 
Amazon reckon you need 25Mbps for 4K to 
fl ourish, so you may want to look into 
getting a fi bre plan from your internet 
provider. 

Pixel-perfect
Th e next part of the 4K puzzle is the most 
important - the television. When 4K TVs fi rst 
hit the shelves, they were expensive, mainly 
because they were released in ridiculously 
large sizes. Not any more. As a rule of thumb, 
you should be looking to buy a 40-inch TV 
or bigger, as anything smaller than this 
means you won’t get the full benefi t of the 
4K technology. If your room is too small for 
such a TV, maybe rethink your 4K plans. 

picky, so we’ll take that hat off.
To get 4K in your home, you need a 

number of things. Th e fi rst is a source. Th e 
good news here is that you may already have 
one. Video-streaming services like Netfl ix 

Video-streaming 
services like 
Netfl ix and 
Amazon reckon 
that you need 
25Mbps 
for 4K to fl ourish
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04

ULTRA HD
According to the 
DCI (Digital Cinema 
Initiatives), 4K 
comprises 4,096 
x 2,160 pixels 
while Ultra HD 
is 3,840 x 2,160 
pixels. So Ultra 
HD is actually 
not quite as good 
quality as 4K. But 
manufacturers don’t 
seem to care, and 
many are using 
this name or a 
combination of both 
Ultra HD (or UHD) 
and 4K to describe 
the format.Yup, 
we’re confused too.

QUANTUM DOT
Another, more 
sci-fi, name 
for Samsung’s 
recently developed 
SUHD technology, 
Quantum Dot is 
another way to 
make images on 
a television set 
appear brighter. 
It’s used by some 
LED manufacturers 
to compete with 
the brightness 
of OLED,and is 
created by using 
a thin layer of 
nanocrystals.
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HDMI 2.0
Everyone knows what 
an HDMI cable is, 
but you may not 
know that there are 
different versions. 
Most Full HD TVs 
use HDMI 1.4, while 
new 4K TVs use HDMI 
2.0 – this cable is 
needed to decrypt 
4K content from the 
likes of Netflix 
and Amazon. So you 
can technically 
watch 4K through 
HDMI 1.4,but most 
of the content will 
be scrambled.

Pay attention to your seating position, too 
– you should sit at least 1.5 metres away from 
your TV, so it’s time to get the measuring 
tape out and see if your living room can 
handle it.

Top tellies
As we mentioned earlier, you really need a 
television with an HDMI 2.0 port. Older 4K 
TVs may not have this connection, so be 
wary if you’re being lured into buying an 
older set because of its attractive price tag. 

At the moment, you can get your hands 
on a decent 4K television for around 
`1,00,000. Take, for instance, the Samsung 
JU6470S, a stunning 40-inch set that can be 
found for under `84,000 if you look hard 
enough. If you have a bigger budget to play 
with, the 50-inch Panasonic TH-55CX700D is 
available for around `2,00,000, packing 
Panasonic’s latest technologies to boost 
picture quality, voice control and wireless 
content sharing. 

If you really want to impress your mates, 
you need to know about two acronyms: 
OLED and SUHD. OLED is a technology 

that’s been around since 2007, when the fi rst 
Sony TV that used the tech was just 11 inches 
across and cost `11,00,000. Since then, 
OLED has been adopted by LG and Panasonic 
for 4K. LG’s whopping 65-inch 65EC970T 
television is a stunning curved effort that 
utilises the blacker-than-black pixel 
performance OLED is famed for. Panasonic 
has improved on this with the TH-
65AX800D, where it’s offering the same 
performance but with its Studio Master 
Drive power.

Make sure you buy a TV with 
an HDMI 2.0 input. New 4K TVs 
will have this as standard

You can get 
your hands on 
a decent 4K 
TV for around 
`1,00,000

4K demystifi ed 

TECH TALK
4K-related acronyms and geek 
speak unwrapped and decoded
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Movie magic

4K ULTRA HD 
BLU-RAY
DVDs are so last century…

Samsung NX1, as it’s one of the few cameras 
that shoot 4K on the fancy HEVC codec. 
Even the phone in your pocket could have 4K 
compatibility. Th e iPhone 6s and the Samsung 
Galaxy S6 both have this functionality, which 
means you can watch that shaky footage of 
your mate falling over in glorious 4K quality on 
your big-screen TV. Remember: this is the 
world we deserve, folks, not the one we need.

Th e future
4K technology is still in its early stages, but 

it’s guaranteed to grow, which means that as 

there is an increase in 4K TVs, the price of DTH 
services could become more competitive; right 
now, they are prohibitively expensive. Couple 
this with the fi rst 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray discs 
(and players) arriving in 2016 - X-Men: Days Of 
Future Past, Life Of Pi and Kingsman: Th e 
Secret Service are all on the list - and the 
inevitable 4K console update, and what you 
have is the foundation for a fantastic 4K future. 

All we need now is for our eyeballs to catch 
up with the technology. Th en again, once that 
happens, 8K will be here and we’ll be wanting 
to upgrade our gadgets all over again. 

It looked like 4K Blu-rays 
were never going to happen, 
but the BDA (Blu-ray Disc 
Association) has finally 
agreed on a standard and 
announced their arrival for 
early 2016. The official title 
for the format is 4K Ultra HD 
Blu-ray. The first batch of 
movies are: Exodus: Gods And 

SUHD is Samsung’s fi ght against OLED. 
It’s a new-fangled piece of technology that 
promises the same amount of brightness as 
OLED but in LED form. Some manufacturers 
call this Quantum Dot, and it essentially 
comprises a thin layer of nanocrystals that 
boost colour and light on a TV by around 30 per 
cent. Impressive. Oh, and we don’t know what 
the S in SUHD stands for - probably ‘super’, but 
it could just as well be ‘swish’, ‘s’alright’ or, 
possibly, ‘Sharon’.

Of course, 4K isn’t just about TVs – many 
cameras now output 4K video. Check out the 

Kings; Kingsman: The Secret 
Service; X-Men: Days Of Future 
Past; Fantastic Four; Life Of 
Pi; Wild and The Maze Runner. 

You’ll need a 4K-compatible 
Blu-ray player to watch them 
– so far, the only company to 
officially announce one is 
Samsung. Its UBD-K8500 should 
arrive in early 2016, too, 
though don’t expect a slender 
device – it’s a bit of a 
beast. At least backwards 
compatibility to plain old 
Blu-ray has been announced. 
Other manufacturers are busy 
prepping their players – 
including Panasonic, which 
was showing off a prototype 
back in September.

As for the price, we 
expect discs to cost around 
`2,500-̀ 3,000.

www.t3india.com

Visit us for latest tech news
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ony has been fl ailing 
around for the past few 
years with its mobile 
business – it just hasn’t 

been cutting the mustard. The 
Xperia Z5 is a chance for the 
company to take the mobile world 
by storm and prove it can distil all of 
its expertise into the perfect Android 
phone. 
Can the Xperia Z5 fi nally do it?

It’s sadly not that clear-cut. There’s 
no denying that the Xperia Z5 is a 
vast improvement on the Xperia 
phones of previous years, and there’s 
a lot to love here. The design has 
undergone some signifi cant changes 
– the back of the phone is now made 
from frosted glass, giving it a much 
more premium feel than the normal 
glass fi ngerprint magnet that used to 
be there.  

The edges of the phone have been 
rounded out, too, so it doesn’t feel 
uncomfortable in the hand any more. 
Instead, it sits there nicely while 

MI6 appeal
SONY HAS HIT BACK HARD WITH THE XPERIA Z5, BOND’S NEW PHONE, 
MAKING SOME BIG, NECESSARY CHANGES TO THE FAMILIAR SET-UP

S
keeping the square look, and the 
impact-resistant corners are still here 
– a nice touch. It also comes in thinner 
than previous phones at 7.3mm. 

You’ll either love or hate the Sony 
design. If you’re used to the curved 
edges of an iPhone, the blockier 
design of the Xperia Z5 probably 
isn’t going to appeal. It’s still quite 
a large device as well, with wide 
bezels across the top and bottom of 
the screen making it appear rather 
unwieldy.

Being able to take the Xperia 
Z5 into a hot shower room, or 
rinse it off  when it gets covered in 
cooking ingredients, is an amazing 
feature. We don’t understand why 
more manufacturers aren’t making 
waterproof phones. Colour options 
for the Xperia Z5 are quite limited, 
with a choice of white, black, gold or 
green. 
Our personal favourite is the gold 
option, which, unlike some other 
phones, manages to make the phone 

look classy without being too fl ash. 

FRANTIC FINGERS
The power button has been moved 
down along the side of the Xperia Z5, 
and there’s now a fi ngerprint sensor 
inside it. This means you can just hit 
the button with your fi nger and the 
phone will spring to life. Unlike other 
phones that have a fi ngerprint sensor 
on the front, such as the Galaxy S6, 
this is in a much more useful position. 
Of course, you can always use the PIN 
to unlock the Xperia Z5 when using 
the side button is inconvenient.

Sony has decided to keep the 
Xperia Z5 screen as before, with a 
5.2-inch display and a resolution of

SPECIFICATIONS
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INTERFACE ISSUES
Although Sony is getting 
better, the Xperia range has 
that ugly Sony UI plastered 
all over the top that a lot 
of people don’t get on with

PRICE 4̀8,500 (32GB) URL www.sonymobile.com 
DIMENSIONS (L x W x D) 146 x 72 x 7.3mm WEIGHT 154g 
SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,080 x 1,920 SCREEN SIZE 
5.2 inches POWER Octa-core processor; 3GB RAM 
OS Android 5.1 CAMERAS 23MP rear; 5.1MP front
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IMPROVED CAMERA
Sony has decided to 

up the camera sensor 
for the first time 
since the original 

Xperia Z – it’s gone 
from 21.7MP to 23MP

HIDDEN SCANNER
There’s a fingerprint 
scanner in the Xperia 
Z5, in an innovative 

new place – it’s on the 
side of the phone and 
feels very intuitive

WATERPROOF WONDER
You can drop your Xperia 
Z5 in the bath or knock 
a drink over it without 
worrying it’ll affect 
the phone’s insides

SAME SCREEN
Sony has kept the same 
5.2-inch 1080p display 
from the Xperia Z3+, 
while the rest of the 
competition searches for 
higher resolutions

Th e Xperia Z5 
represents a big 
improvement over
previous Xperias
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1,080 x 1,920. As competition from 
Samsung and LG ups the ante in the 
screen department, it’s a real shame 
that Sony has decided to stick to 
the same 1080p specs. The screen 
isn’t bad as such, it just doesn’t 
measure up to the competition. 
The viewing angles and brightness 
on the phone have certainly been 
upgraded, but it would’ve been 
exciting to see Sony go for a 2K 
option. That said, it’s got the world’s 
fi rst ever 4K smartphone in the form 
of the Xperia Z5 Premium. If you’re in 
dire need of raw pixel power, maybe 
that’s a more appropriate choice.

UNDER THE HOOD
The Xperia Z5 is running Android 
5.1 Lollipop – there’s no new 
Marshmallowy goodness here. And 
you’d be hard-pressed to recognise 

us there have been some major 
improvements, and in our testing the 
phone didn’t heat up anywhere near 
as much as the Z3+ did. We were 
nervous to start with, as it got piping 
hot on the original update, but it 
seemed a comfortable temperature 
when playing games and watching 
fi lms for extended periods.

SUPER SHOTS
Cameras are something that Sony 
has always done well, but the sensor 
needed a refresh on the Xperia. It’s 
been the same 20.7MP option since 
the days of the Xperia Z1 back in 
2013. That’s been upped to a 23MP 
sensor this time, with a bunch of new 
shooting features.

The most interesting of these 
is a speedier shutter, making for 
incredibly

The alternatives
SONY XPERIA Z5 
PREMIUM

Sony has another 
Z5 sibling coming in 
November that packs 
the fi rst ever 4K display 
on a smartphone. Pair 
that 5.5-inch screen 

with the rest of the Xperia Z5 features, and 
you’ve got one impressive phone.
`58,900 (32GB), www.sonymobile.com

SAMSUNG 
GALAXY S6

Arguably still the 
top dog of Android 
phones in 2015, the S6 
includes a strong, 
range-topping Exynos 
processor, a beautiful 

2K display and a stunning camera. Plus it 
off ers the best battery life around.
`36,900 (32GB), www.samsung.com/in

IPHONE 6S
 With a similar 

design to the 
iPhone 6, the newest 
release from Apple 
includes a new 
screen technology 
called 3D Touch that 

measures pressure, as well as running with the 
brand-new A9 chipset.
`56,000 (16GB), www.apple.com/in

the look of Material Design as well. 
Raw Android looks beautiful now 
and works well, but Sony continues 
to include its own UI, which so many 
people don’t like. While it’s improved 
in recent iterations, there’s still a part 
of us that would like to see Sony go 
standard Android. That’s not going 
to happen any time soon, though, so 
we’re stuck with this. It’s all perfectly 
functional, but nothing more. 

The Android 6.0 Marshmallow 
update will arrive on the Xperia Z5 in 
time – Sony is usually in the middle 
ground of keeping its phones up to 
date; it’s certainly not the best at 
pushing upgrades.

Under the hood, the Xperia Z5 
has kept the Qualcomm Snapdragon 
810 processor that caused a lot of 
overheating troubles on the previous 
phone, the Xperia Z3+. Sony assures 

Bloatware is much better than we’ve been 
used to on previous Xperia phones

ABOVE Battery 
life isn’t 
revolutionary 
but it’s 
comparable to 
the rest of 
the market

TOP You’ve only 
got one storage 
option of 32GB, 
but you can add 
microSD support   

The fingerprint sensor 
on the side is great

The screen is satisfactory 
but not stunning

Sony hasn’t sorted out 
the UI. Just go stock!
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Th amera sensor 
h been increased 
to 23MP, and the 

focus is fast

 Select
SONY XPERIA Z5

q f y  
s d d k h d
not worry about blur. It doesn t 
always work as well as Sony claims, 
but it’s more for when you need to 
get that all-important quick shot.

The photos themselves came 
out incredibly detailed and off er a 
similar level of quality to pictures 
taken with the LG G4 or the 
Samsung Galaxy 
S6. The images came out lighter 
than on the Xperia Z3 as well, and 
it seems that Sony has made some 
major improvements in this area.

On the front, the selfi e snapper 
is still a 5.1MP shooter that can do 
HDR shots and 1080p video but 
not much else. It’s not going to 
disappoint when taking a quick 
snap of your face for Instagram, 
though.

All the essentials are present on 
the Xperia Z5, such as super-fast 
4G internet, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 
4.1. There’s only one memory 
option for the Z5, though, and 
that’s 32GB. If you want more, 
you’ll have to use a microSD card, 
and this is one of the fi rst phones to 
handle extra storage all the way up 
to 200GB. That, combined with the 
internal storage, should be plenty, 
unless you’re storing hours of high-
quality videos.

NFC support is sat here ready 
and waiting for when Android Pay 

heavily upgraded, but Sony’s Xperia 
Z series has always boasted some 
impressive spec under the hood – 
it’s been the bits around the edges 
that have let it down. Now those 
are being worked out, it reveals the 
diamond in the rough and shows 
how good Sony phones can be.

It’ll be interesting to see how 
long Sony keeps this as its fl agship 
device. Previously, it’s been 
updated every six months, and 
we already have a higher-spec 
Xperia Z5 Premium alongside this 
variant, so you still need to consider 
whether it’s worth going with this 
one or wait for the 4K display Z5 to 
get a price drop. 

T3 RATES The design, better 
power, souped-up camera, 
fingerprint scanner and 
waterproofing
T3 SLATES The OS overlay, 
low-resolution screen, average 
battery life and high price
T3 SAYS Sony seems to be getting 
its act together. The Xperia Z5 
is one of the best in class, 
despite some minor faults. 
Oh, and it looks gorgeous, too

l h l l d h
N c f
so you know exactly where to tap 
when you want to use it, and that 
will make payments on an Xperia 
much easier than on, 
say, the LG G4.

BLASTED BATTERY
Battery life on the last few Xperia 
phones hasn’t been great. Sony 
had a chance to prove itself here, 
but instead it’s slimmed the cell 
right down to an unimpressive 
2,900mAh. It doesn’t sound 
promising on paper, and our testing 
managed to get a whole day out of 
a single charge but nothing more. 
On a few occasions when using the 
phone relentlessly, we had to put it 
on charge during the day, and that’s 
just not what you want in 2015.

Overall, the Sony Xperia Z5 has 
managed to build on things that the 
Xperia line was getting right. The 
Xperia Z3+ has been improved 
upon in almost every way possible. 
The design is much better than it 
was before, and upping the camera 
is a great touch.

It’s a shame Sony has decided to 
keep the display resolution lower 
than some of the competition out 
there, but it’s good that the phone 
won’t be overheating like the 
previous version.

On paper, it may not have been 

F EL
S pped the fingerprint 
m t th t was the normal glass 
b k ted instead for a much 
m t ying frosted glass 

Sony’s flagship 
phones don’t 
come cheap, 
and the Z5 is 
no exception
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luetooth earphones are 
available dime a dozen but 
narrow it down for use in 
gym or while running, you 

are left with a handful of options. This is 
why BlueBuds X remained a popular 
choice when Jaybird introduced it in 
2013. Fast forward to this year, Jaybird 
has now brought the X2 to take over 
the BlueBuds X but can it repeat the 
success of its predecessor? Let’s fi nd 
out.

RUGGED DESIGN
The X2 is a premium pair of earphones 
and we’re happy to report that Jaybird 
does justice with the quality you expect 
from an expensive pair of earphones. 
The X2 comes in six diff erent colours, 
and have a rugged feel that looks like 
they’re built to last. Another good thing 

Jaybird X2 
BLUETOOTH HEADPHONES SUITED FOR ACTIVE LIFESTYLE

B

about the design is that it is sweat 
resistant and is even backed by a 
lifetime warranty against sweat! 
If we talk about what’s in the box, the 
X2 is tucked along with a silicone 
compact carry case, six pairs of ear 
tips (three diff erent sizes of silicone 
tips and Comply foam each), three 
pairs of ear fi ns, three cable 
management clips and a USB 2.0 
charging cable. 

EXCELLENT PERFORMER
It can take some time before you fi nd 
the right size of ear tips and ear fi ns 
and once you do, the X2 fi ts amazingly 
well. It can be worn over-the-ear or 
under-the-ear and the fi ns really help 
to place the earphones securely in the 
ears.

 Pairing works fl awlessly as well. 
The headphones supports Bluetooth 
2.1 and uses its own codec called Shift. 
Jaybird says the result is the enhanced 
bit rate and clarity that one can fi nd in 
a wired headphone. Additionally, 
SignalPlus helps to enjoy music by 
eliminating cross-body signal 
interference. 

All said and done, at the end of the 
day audio quality is what really 
matters and luckily, X2 shines through. 
The audio output is neutral with well 
balanced lows, mids and highs. You 
won’t fi nd thumping bass but is 
decent enough so that it does not 
overpower the song. 

The battery is rated at 8 hours and 
we did get roughly the same play time 
on a single charge, which is quite good 
for a minimalistic earphone like the X2.

The X2 is an impressive device and 
if you’re willing to spend some money 
for an earphone that off ers good 
audio quality, ergonomic design and 
durability, look no further. 

SPECIFICATIONS

PRICE `15,999 URL www.
headphonezone.in DIMENSIONS (L X 
W X H) 5.4X2.3X2.9cm WEIGHT 13.8g 
DESIGN In-Ear MAGNET Neodymium 
IMPEDANCY 35 Ohms BLUETOOTH v2.1 + 
EDR BATTERY 8 Hours

Words: Kunal Gangar

REVIEW

COMPACT CASE
It matches the 
durability of the X2

FINS
Ear fins allow for a 
more secure grip 

T3 SAYS Great audio output with a 
compact design and battery life
T3 RATES: Build quality, battery 
life
T3 SLATES: Fins need some 
practise to get used to 
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ndroid manufacturers 
have been playing the 
specifi cation game for a 
long time now. And if you 

add aggressive pricing to that 
equation, you’ve most certainly got 
consumer’s attention, which OnePlus 
precisely did with the OnePlus One 
and OnePlus 2.

Things are diff erent with the 
OnePlus X though. The company is 
harping more on the design aspect 
than the actual hardware. But is design 
enough to lure the consumers who’ve 
known OnePlus more for its powerful 
devices than fi nesse? Let’s fi nd out.

GORGEOUS DESIGN:
OnePlus X has a really beautiful 

OnePlus X
ONEPLUS TRIES TO WOO WITH LOOKS WITH THE X

A

design. There’s no other way of 
saying it. OnePlus X sells in two 
diff erent variants – Onyx and a more 
limited Ceramic. While we’re still yet 
to try out the Ceramic version, we 
feel the Onyx version is also 
gorgeous, if not, at par with the 
zirconia ceramic.

Dark glass Onyx at the back of the 
phone gives it a clean look, with only 
the OnePlus logo asking for attention. 
The back also has some sort of 
coating that keeps the glass free from 
fi ngerprint smudges. Another thing 
to note that due to the glass, the 
phone gets slippery and even tends 
to The brushed anodised aluminium 
surrounding the glass gives the whole 
design a continuity, thanks to the 
chamfered edges.

The OnePlus X is compact to hold 
in a hand with just 6.9mm of 
thickness and weight of 138g. The 
physical Alert Slider key from 
OnePlus 2 also marks its presence on 
the left hand side of the phone 
whereas the power and the volume 
rockers are on the right. The speaker 
grill and the microUSB port are at the 
bottom and the 3.5mm headphone 

jack on the top.
The only thing we dislike is the 

touch-sensitive menu/home buttons. 
The buttons can hardly be seen and 
add to it the absence of backlight 
that makes it impossible to use in the 
dark. OnePlus tries to solve it by 
off ering the option to activate the 
on-screen buttons but that means it 
eats into some area of your 5-inch 
display.

PERFORMANCE CAN BE BETTER 
There’s a 5-inch AMOLED display 

on the OnePlus X that supports a Full 
HD (1080p) resolution. When turned 
off , the display complements the 
phone’s dark black look and is equally 
beautiful when is use. The viewing 
angle is great with good contrast 
ratio and colour reproduction. 

On the processing side, we’ve got 
Qualcomm’s Snapdragon 801 
processor with 3GB RAM. We reckon 
going with a 2013 fl agship processor 
is a smart move by OnePlus as it 
off ers better or at par performance 
with today’s mid-range SOCs. 
However, the processor and RAM 
combo is just one side of the coin. 

SPECIFICATIONS

AMOLED DISPLAY
Display complements 
the dark looks of the 
Onyx variant

REVIEW

Words: Kunal Gangar

PRICE `16,999 URL www.oneplus.net 
DIMENSIONS 140 x 69 x 6.9 mm WEIGHT 
138g SCREEN SIZE 5-inch RESOLUTION 
1920 x 1080 OS OXYGEN OS PROCESSOR 
Snapdragon 801 2.3GHz quad-core 
CAMERA 13MP (rear), 8MP (front) 
MEMORY 16GB MICROSD SUPPORT Yes 
BATTERY 2525mAh
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T3 SAYS Beautiful design but 
let down by the Oxygen OS
T3 RATES Design, Display
T3 SLATES Software

The software is the Achilles heel for 
the OnePlus X. 

It runs Android Oxygen OS 2 
based on Android 5.1.1 which seems 
ridden with bugs. For instance, the 
most common bug is the missing 
information of a microSD card. The 
card is detected by the phone and 
even shows up in the fi le manager 
but nothing in the Storage menu 
(under Settings) when inserted. 
There’s another issue of the software 
buttons not hiding in some apps, 
hindering the app experience. 
Admittedly, these are minor issues 
that can be solved with a software 
update in the future but these issues 
shouldn’t occur in the fi rst place. 

That said, the Oxygen OS for the 
OnePlus X does bring some good 
things to the table. There’s an always 
active Shelf on the home screen that 
lists all the frequently used apps, 
weather information and contacts for 
quick access. To complement the 

phone’s design, OnePlus also 
preloads to some artsy wallpapers. 

Lastly, if you’re concerned about 
the future Android upgrades, 
OnePlus recently confi rmed to 
upgrade the X to Marshmallow, 
however, no timeline has been set.

The camera is a standard aff air 
in the OnePlus X. The back has a 13 

megapixel sensor while the front is 
equipped with a 8 megapixel one. 
The camera app has a very easy to 
use interface and allows to take 
regular images and videos along 
with Time-lapse, Slow Motion and 
Panoramic photos. 

As far as quality is concerned, the 
camera takes good shots in daylight 
but suff ers in indoor and low light 
scenarios. On the video front, it can 
record in up to Full HD resolution 
and can even snap pictures at the 
same resolution at the same time. 

On the storage front, it comes 
with 16GB of internal storage but 
with the Hybrid slot, you can expand 
the storage through microSD at the 
expense of forgoing the second SIM 
slot.

In terms of battery life, the 
2525mAh battery is average that 
lasted about 10 hours with moderate 
use. The OnePlus X is a great looking 
mid-range device. There’s no doubt 
about it. The looks and hardware 
performance is however, undermined 

 Select
ONEPLUS X

NOT A FINGERPRINT 
MAGNET
The glass at the 
back does not 
attract fingerprint 
smudges compared to 
the front

SHELF
Shelf sits on the home 
screen giving quick 
access to apps and 
contacts

METAL FRAME
It’s created out of 
brushed anodised 
aluminium with 
chamfered edges  

by software’s niggling issues. If you 
can live with them, the OnePlus X is a 
good buy but it’s safe to be on the 
fence if you’re a stickler for a 
stress-free software performance. 
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sus is one of the few 
companies that caters to 
every segment and the 
recently newly announced 

A Series goes for the buyers who want 
a decently priced notebook packed 
with features. This month we take a 
look at the series’ top model - A555LF.
 
COLOURFUL DESIGN
The A555LF has a simple yet 
colourful design. Asus off ers a choice 
of six diff erent colours and features 
its signature Zen-inspired concentric 
circle design. If we talk about the 
connectivity interface The laptop 
weighs just under 2 kilograms and 
packs in all the important 
connectivity ports. 

HIT AND MISS
The A555LF has a 15.6-inch display 
with a resolution support for 1366x768 

Asus A555LF 
COLOURFUL NOTEBOOK THAT PACKS A PUNCH

A

T3 SAYS All-round performance 
with an underwhelming display
T3 RATES Performance, keyboard, 
battery life
T3 SLATES Display

pixels. While it’s a standard aff air in 
terms of size and resolution, we found 
the display to be underwhelming in 
terms of viewing angle, colour contrast 
and glare that made the colours look 
washed out and unnatural. Asus’ 
Splendid software that allows to 
change the display’s colour 
temperature with a single click doesn’t 
help either. 

However, keeping the display issue 
aside, the A555LF is a solid performer. 
It is powered by Intel’s Core i5 
processor clocked at 2.2GHz along with 
8GB RAM and Nvidia GeForce GTX 
930M GPU. Needless to say, the 
notebook performs well and even plays 
some graphic-intensive games 
fl awlessly (when played with medium 
settings). Good thing while playing 
games is that you won’t feel the palm 
rest to heat up, thanks to the IceCool 
technology that maintains the palm 
rest surface temperature between 28°C 
to 35°C.

The laptop’s keyboard is a joy to use. 
The keys are nicely spaced out and has 
even integrated a numeric keypad. The 
keyboard would have been even better 
if Asus had made it backlit.

The battery life is also good on the 
A555LF. Not as stellar as some of the 
other notebooks but can easily give 
about 4-5 hours of run time on a single 
charge, if you’re mainly using it to surf 
the internet, edit offi  ce documents and 
so forth. Asus also promises to give up 
to 800 charge cycles of the Li-Polymer 
battery without a great drop in the 
run time. 

The laptop runs Windows 10 and 
comes with optimisations like 
SonicMaster and AudioWizard for 
better audio output and free cloud 
storage for a year. 
     Our overall experience with the 
A555LF has been more or less 
positive. Sure, the display could have 
been better but it’s not really a deal 
breaker. 

SPECIFICATIONS
PRICE 4̀9,490 URL asus.com/in CPU 
Intel Core i5-5200U RAM 8GB HDD 
1TB GRAPHICS Nvidia GTX 930M (2GB) 
SCREEN SIZE 15.6-inch RESOLUTION 
1366x768 OS Windows 10

Words: Kun r

REVIEW



superior build quality is 
evident and you can really 
live without the cover if you 
use it primarily in your home. 
But since I travel regularly 
(that too, in Mumbai local 
trains!), it’s a no-brainer for 
me to install the case that 
not only protects the Kindle 
but also automatically locks/
unlocks it, thanks to the 
integrated magnet. The only 
downside of the offi  cial case 
is that it is expensive, around 
20 per cent of the cost of 
what Kindle Paperwhite 3G 
costs. The ratio is more 
absurd if you go with an 
entry-level Kindle and the 
offi  cial case.  
As I mentioned before, 
setting any new Kindle is a 
breeze and the Paperwhite is 
no exception. Logging into 
the device with my Amazon 
credentials quickly 
associates the Kindle to my 
account and shows all my 

personal documents as well 
as purchased books in a nice 
and an intuitive user 
interface. 

Another thing worth 
mentioning is the easy 
access to the store and 
recommendations that lists 
additional books based on 
your library, genre and 
interest. 

I fi red up Ashwin Sanghi’s 
Chanakya’s Chant to fi nish 
the remainder of the book 
which I was previously 
reading on my own Kindle. 
All Kindle devices and apps 
have WhisperSync, which 
means it syncs the progress 
of the book I read on other 
devices and I can read from 
where I left off . Nifty, I say! 
Reading is a joy on the 
Kindle Paperwhite 3G. The 
higher DPI makes the text 
look really sharp and 
Amazon’s exclusive Booker 
font adds to the reading 

experience. There are 24 
levels of illumination and you 
can change the brightness 
with a simple swipe. 

The ability to highlight, 
fi nd synonyms or add notes, 
however, is the same as 
other Kindle devices. 

Amazon promises up to 
eight weeks of battery life 
with the Kindle Paperwhite 
3G (with wireless off ) and 
after reading sporadically in 
a month, the Kindle’s battery 
is yet to give away. 

ast month I gave a 
brief overview of the 
Kindle Paperwhite 3G 
and started using it 

extensively to see if the light-
enabled Kindle is good enough 
for a casual reader like me to 
replace it with my basic entry-
level Kindle. 
If you go spec-by-spec, there’s not 
much of a diff erence between the 
regular Kindle and the Kindle 
Paperwhite 3G. However, there’s 
one noticeable change – build 
quality. The regular Kindle is easily 
prone to scratches that makes it 
inevitable to keep it inside a case 
but that’s not the case with the 
Kindle Paperwhite 3G. The 
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LONG-TERM TESTS

SPECIFICATIONS

PRICE: From `10,999 DIMENSIONS 
(H X W X D): 169 x 117 x 9.1mm 
STORAGE: 4GB, WEIGHT: 217g SCREEN 
SIZE: 6 inches RESOLUTION 300ppi 
CHARGE TIME 4 hours 3G SUPPORT 
Yes WI-FI 802.11b/g/n BATTERY 
LIFE up to 6 weeks

L

Amazon Kindle Paperwhite 3G
THIS, AS PROMISED, IS A REPORT OF MONTH 2 OF THE TIME SPENT WITH THE KINDLE PAPERWHITE 3G. 
FIND OUT IF THE NOVELTY WORE OFF WITH THE FAMILIARITY…

M O N T H  2  O F  3

An impressive device 
for bookworms but 
needs some case 
protection if you 
carry it with you 
all the time.



t would be fair to 
say that the audio 
industry is in a  
tizzy.  On the one 

hand, new kids on the block 
like Sonos, Astell & Kern etc 
are trying to persuade the 
consumer to shift to multi 
room streaming with Hi Res 
Audio.  On the other hand, 
‘separates’ systems 
consisting of an Amp, CD 
Player and Stereo Speakers 
from the likes of Marantz, 
Onkyo, Denon, Yamaha and 
Arcam are still in demand.  
Remember, that while CD can 
give you a 16 bit depth, 

Hi-Res Audio promises 24 bit.  
The diff erence is worth it only 
if all tracks from streaming 
companies like Spotify were 
delivered  in Hi-Res. Surprise, 
surprise, they don’t and if you 
want real Hi-Res Audio from 
sites like Tidal, you will have 
to pay, by Indian  standards, 
a signifi cant monthly fee.

Eventually, it is the customer 
who pays the money and in 
recent times, audio circles are 
abuzz with the renaissance of 
turntables. Yes, turntables are 
making a big comeback in the 
West.  Companies like Denon 
and Technics which had 
moved out of turntable 
production, are back in the 
market.  It appears that 
audiophiles prefer the warmth 
and realism provided by 
records to the clinical sound 
of digital.  Record pressing 
plants are working round the 
clock to meet the demand.

WHAT IS THIS 
TURNTABLE ABOUT?
Well, it is a straightforward 
belt driven turntable that can 
play records at two speeds 
– 45 rpm or 33 rpm (but not 
78 rpm).  It is supplied 
complete with cartridge and 
arm.  Connect the Denon to 
the phono links of an amplifi er 
and you are ready to go.  
These days, a lot of amplifi ers 
do not have phono inputs.  No 
problem, the Denon has a 
‘defeat’ switch that can let the 
turntable output to any other 
line input in the amplifi er.  
Also the turntable is semi 
automatic.  After playback, 
the arm returns to the resting 
position.

HOW DOES IT 
SOUND?
In one word, warm.  The Denon 
gives you a typical analogue 
sound and actually makes you 
want to put all your records to 

the test.  Yes, there is truth in 
the fact that turntables give you 
a more raw, realistic and warm 
output.  However, don’t forget 
that the Denon is a budget 
off ering.  Even then, wow and 
fl utter is a low -15% WRMS.As 
you go up the price scale with 
the likes of brands like Raga and 
Pro-ject, the quality of sound 
gets even better.

OUR VIEW
If you have never experienced 
an analogue sound from a 
turntable, give the Denon a try.  
It will show you what you have 
missed.  At its MRP of  ̀ 13,900, 
the DP-29F is almost a steal. 
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DENON DP-29F
SPECIFICATIONS

PRICE `13,900 URL www.denon.
com DIMENSIONS (W x H x D) 
360 x 97 x 357 mm WEIGHT 
2.8kg DRIVE SYSTEM Belt 
Drive Motor SPEED 33-1/3, 45 
rpm SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO 60 
dB (DIN-B)

I

 DENON’S ENTRY-LEVEL TURNTABLE PAYS A VISIT TO OUR OFFICE

An affordable buy 
if you want to give 
turntables a try



Download T3 India app now!

 Scan the QR Code to download the app or  
head over to this link http://bit.ly/t3indiaapp
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e drove the A6 Matrix 
couple of months back 
and were impressed with 
what Audi they had to 

off er. This month we drive the A8L, 
A6 Matrix’s superior and more 
expensive sibling. 

The A8L is a long car with a total 
length of 5.14 metres and is 1.95 
metres wide, which means the car is 
spacious enough for the riders to 
have a lot of leg room. The hood, 
single-frame grille and the front 
bumper now has a more sculptured 
design while the headlights going for 
a straight lower-edge design. 
Completing the elegant look is the 
newly designed LED taillights and 
twin exhausts at the rear.   

Speaking of headlights, the A8L is 
equipped with Matrix LED, which 
comprises of 25 small LEDs that 
automatically turn on and off  or dim 
as and when required, reacting 
according to the oncoming or 
preceding vehicles while at the same 

Audi A8L 
THE HIGHLY CUSTOMISABLE PREMIUM SALOON 

W
time off er maximum illumination on 
the road to drivers. 

The exterior is just one facet of the 
car because it is the interior where 
the A8L shines. The beige upholstery 
is complemented with wooden inlays 
and dark brown leather that signifi es 
the car’s premium value with the 
sides separated due to the elongated 
centre console that extends to the 
rear seats. The centre console MMI 
touch is fast to operate and off ers an 
easy way to navigate or play music. It 
also supports Bluetooth, allowing 
pairing with a smartphone and 
enables the confi guration of diff erent 
vehicle settings, driver assist, 
servicing and checks. 

Audi claims the A8L’s USP is the 
ability to customise the car with 
number of options that allows the 
customer to retrofi t the car as per 
his/her own needs. The A8L 60TDI 
that we drove came with the rear-seat 
executive package that brings in two 
single rear seats at the back with 

footrest and massage function for the 
passengers. There’s also rear-seat 
entertainment that adds two 
10.2-inch displays at the back that 
allows the passengers seated at the 
back play the multimedia of their 
choice either through the DVD player 
or SD cards. Additionally, the speaker 
duty is handled by 19 loudspeakers 
from Bang & Olufsen, produce a total 
output of over 1,400 watts and are 
capable of reproducing 5.1 channel 
surround sound. 

Rounding up its feature set is the 
air ioniser that improves the air 
quality inside the cabin, a heads-up 
display that refl ects nicely on the 
windshield so you don’t have to take 
the eyes off  the road, park assist with 
display of surroundings and a 
360-degree camera giving a virtual 
top view so that the driver can safely 
pull out of narrow parking spaces.

The A8L 60TDI comes with a 
4.2-litre engine, delivering 385 of 
horsepower and a peak torque of 

DRIVE

Words: Kunal Gangar



 Select
AUDI A8L

ADVANCED CONTROLS
Configure different car 
settings right from the 
MMI

POWERFUL ENGINE
The 4.2-litre engine zooms 
from 0-100 in 4.6 seconds.

PARKING AIDS
360O view, front/rear cams 
makes it easy to park and 
pull out of narrow spaces

SPACIOUS CABIN
Ample space inside 
the cabin ensures a 
comfortable journey 

SEAT MASSAGER
A8L is loaded with 
many bells and 
whistles, including a 
massager 

REAR SEAT 
ENTERTAINMENT
The optional rear 
seat package adds 
two 10.2-inch LCD 
displays

PREMIUM SPEAKERS
Car is equipped 
with Bang & Olufsen 
speakers
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100kmph from stationary in just 4.6 
seconds. The performance of the car 
can be tweaked on the fl y, thanks to 
Audi’s Drive Select that allows to 
change to comfort, auto, dynamic 
and individual modes.

The A8L is evidently a powerful 
car and the boatload of technology 
that it comes with, makes it enjoyable 
for those who drive as well as who 
are chauff eured around. 

The A8L 60TDI pricing starts from 
around Rs. 1.3 crore (ex-showroom 
Mumbai). 
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SUPER SIX

PHILIPS SONICARE 3 SERIES
`12,000, www.philips.co.in 

ORAL-B PRO 6500 BLACK 
SMART SERIES BLUETOOTH
`24,999, www.oral-b.co.in

 Proving that you don’t need to spend the 
earth to get good results, and ideal for 
those switching from a manual brush to an 
electric one, the Philips Sonicare 3 Series 
has plenty of features to keep your teeth 
and gums in rude health. Dentists 
recommend that you brush for two minutes 
twice a day, and, handily, the Sonicare 3 
Series notifi es you when your time is up. 
Pumping out 31,000 brush strokes per 
minute, and with three intensity settings to 
off er a gentle through to deep clean, this 
budget beauty leaves teeth feeling 
noticeably clean. If it came with a travel 
case, it’d be perfect.

 The Rolls-Royce of electric toothbrushes, 
Oral-B’s Bluetooth wonder syncs with the 
Oral-B app to give you feedback on your 
brushing habits. The app enables you to 
create personalised brushing routines, too. 
With a waterproof handle, LED display 
and 3D cleaning action, this six-mode 
toothbrush leaves teeth feeling squeaky 
clean. A Wireless Smart Guide (that doubles 
as a timer/clock), reminding you to brush 
all four corners of your mouth, 
is thrown in, along with a travel case, 
three brush-head refi lls and a charging 
station.

hile we’re thankfully over the 
Dayglo white phase that 
besieged everyone’s teeth in 
the early Noughties, our desire 

for healthy, sparkling gnashers continues. 
We’re not after blindingly white 
chompers, but we still want our teeth to 
look their best. Luckily, there’s now a 
(spit) bucket full of electric toothbrushes 
to help us out.

We’ve rounded up six of the best on the 
market, and tested them for you. Each 
toothbrush diff ers slightly in terms of what 
it does, ranging from those that brighten 
to those that boost your gum health, to 
others that have attachments to really get 
that bit between your teeth. 

Oh, and one of these brushes even has 
its own app. Yep, teeth cleaning is about 
to get techy…  

01 ONE FOR LECCY-BRUSH NEWBIES 02 ONE FOR AN ORAL OVERHAUL

COLGATE PROCLINICAL 
A1500 EXPERT WHITE 
`16,999, www.colgate.co.in

 Utilising built-in smart sensors and 
auto-adjust technology to change the 
speed and angle of the toothbrush, 
depending on how you hold it in your 
mouth (use Manual Mode to control it 
yourself), the Colgate ProClinical A1500 has 
some nice features. Sonic Cleaning Action 
delivers a superb clean, and a two-minute 
timer function lets you know when you’ve 
reached the dentist-recommended length 
of brushing time. Although we found the 
handle a tad fl imsy, overall this is a well-
designed electric toothbrush that off ers a 
deep, safe clean.

03 ONE FOR A BRIGHTER SMILE

W

Brush up 
your act

Words: Claire Davies

GET A MEGA-WATT SMILE AND CLEAN, 
HEALTHY TEETH AND GUMS WITH OUR 
SELECTION OF THE BEST ELECTRIC 
TOOTHBRUSHES AROUND RIGHT NOW 03 ONE FOR A BRIGHTER SMILE
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 Select 
ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSHES

PHILIPS SONICARE 
DIAMONDCLEAN 
`25,000, www.philips.co.in

FOREO ISSA
`14,900, www.foreo.com PANASONIC EW-DE92 

IONIC RECHARGEABLE 
`19,999, www.panasonic.com/in

 The DiamondClean feels comfortable 
in the hand, thanks to its lightweight 
and rubbery grip, and features fi ve 
brushing modes: Clean, White, Polish, 
Gum Care and Sensitive. We tried them 
all out, and it didn’t take long for our 
teeth to start feeling great and looking 
noticeably whiter. Charging is very 
clever: it involves putting a glass atop a 
charging station and then popping your 
brush into the glass for a wireless boost. 
And it lasts a while, too – after two 
weeks of use, it was still going strong. 
It’s pricey but really does the job.  

 The Issa has epic battery life: once 
charged (via USB), it lasts for 365 uses. 
That’s nearly six months! A silicone 
stunner that’s light and comfy, the Issa is 
the most unusual brush on test. Its 
removable head (to be replaced yearly) is 
big but you get used to it, and there are 
several standout features. Gentle on the 
tongue and gums, even on a higher 
setting, it has an adjustable eight-speed 
interface and sonic pulse tech for a 
thorough clean. Oddly, you still brush your 
teeth as you do with a manual. A good 
choice for the style- conscious, and for 
those with sensitive teeth.

 The Panasonic EW-DE92 is the 
smallest model on test, but that doesn’t 
mean it’s any less mighty. Best suited to 
folks who need to nurture their gum 
health, it utilises Sonic Vibration tech to 
cleanse teeth and massage gums. 
Sporting four speeds, three cleaning 
modes and two controls, this brush has a 
lithium-ion battery that dishes out 90 
minutes of continuous use. Our EW-
DE92 was a little wobbly in its charging 
cradle, but it’s generous with the 
accessories, and comes with a travel case 
and three diff erent brush heads. 

04 ONE FOR LUXURY TOOTH CARE 05 ONE FOR SENSITIVE TEETH 06 ONE FOR IMPROVING GUM HEALTH

06 ONE FOR IMPROVING GUM HEALTH
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04 ONE FOR LUXURY TOOTH CARE
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n the very fastest cars, 
Forza Motorsport 6  
is exhilarating like  
few other games are. The 

sensation of going at 322kmph in a 
Formula One car is properly scary. 
It’s almost violent when you 
accelerate out of a corner. 

But for 90 per cent of the time, the 
game isn’t about that kind of driving. 
Sporadic showcase events may let 
you try some more exotic cars early 
on but, for the most part, career 
mode is slow and boring. There are 
five main ‘volumes’ of race type, 
ranging from pootling road cars and 
nostalgia-laden classics to snarling 
beasts and V8 supercars. You spend 
most of your time in sedate, joyless 
races, going through the motions of 
driving and hitting rewind when you 
fail.

Naturally, the first thing to do is 
play on Sim settings. However, the 
‘raw’ cars are a little too wild for mere 
mortals to handle. Put stability 
control on and things are easier. In 
racing mode, the problem is simple: 

MICROSOFT’S UBER RACING GAME LOOKS BETTER THAN 
EVER, BUT DOES IT DRIVE AS GOOD AS ITS VENEER?

the Drivatar system just doesn’t  
work. It doesn’t matter which avatar 
difficulty you choose – on some 
tracks you’ll win easily; on others, 
sometimes two cars will simply drive 
away from everyone else. The hardest 
difficulty is meant to humble you, and 
it does. But everything below that is 
alarmingly inconsistent.

As a result, actually getting into  
a closely fought, cut-and-thrust  
race (which is what a racing game 
needs to be exciting) is incredibly 
rare. It doesn’t help that only special, 
themed events fill the grid with the 
same model of car. Most races are 
uneven in terms of horsepower and 
grip, and it really shows. Fortunately, 
you only need third or higher to 
progress, but you really should be 
able to win if you’re good enough.

In Forza 6, the first two hours  
of the game are beautifully paced,  
as you’re introduced to the controls in 
a warm-up race, then gradually given 
full control over assists and difficulty, 
before the new Mods feature is 
unveiled. Mods are great: they’re 

given to you as cards in packs of 
varying price and rarity, and are  
split into three types. Some cards  
can be used as many times as you  
like, and give you stat boosts like +12 
per cent grip or -5 per cent weight, 
plus extra boosts on certain tracks. 
Dare cards offer credit rewards for 
completing race objectives under  
set circumstances, such as a forced 
cockpit cam.

Another new feature is the 
randomised spinner, which lets you 
choose from nine possible prizes 
every time you level up. It’s a nice 
idea, and there are some huge wins to 
be had, even early on.

The game’s biggest new feature, 
though, is probably wet-weather 
driving – and it’s gorgeous. The 
puddles, in particular, are incredible. 
They’re not dynamic (so they’re 

BELOW The truth 
is, Forza 6 is 
more of a driving 
game than a 
racing game

TOP Wet-weather 
driving is a 
thrill, and likely 
to end in a spill

`4,699, Xbox One

G A M E  O F  T H E  M O N T H !

I

Forza Motorsport 6

GAMES
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T3 RATES The 1080p, 60fps 
visuals are sublime; the Mods 
card system and wet weather are 
fantastic
T3 SLATES There’s too much slow 
racing; the Drivatar difficulty 
balancing is inconsistent
T3 SAYS FM6 is a showcase for 
the Xbox One in every area except 
racing – the bit that counts

TOP The 
production 
quality is pretty 
phenomenal 

ABOVE LEFT Forza 
6 makes Forza 5  
look like a demo  
in terms of  
event types and 
track diversity 

ABOVE RIGHT 
There are some 
exotic cars to 
try, with more 
power than most 
can handle

Getting into a  
closely fought, cut-
and-thrust race  
is incredibly rare
always in the same place and don’t 
get bigger or dry up), but they 
behave exactly like real puddles, 
making your car hydroplane, or 
dragging it off-line and onto the  
wet grass.

Project CARS’ weather is better 
(it’s a fully dynamic weather system 
with rolling clouds and everything), 
and Driveclub’s wet conditions  
look better, but Forza 6 at least 
maintains a rock-solid 60fps. We 
haven’t seen it drop or tear a single 
frame anywhere, even when all  
those hyper-detailed cars are  
leaving the startline. It’s incredible.

And oh boy, the cars are really 
special. They look absolutely 
stunning, and they’ll even pick up 
dents and scrapes; occasionally,  
a spoiler will fall off, but otherwise the 
damage is visually modest. Impacts 
do significantly affect handling, 

however. First, you’ll find that braking 
is unstable when the suspension is 
bent, but crash hard enough and  
your vehicle will be seriously crippled. 
However, it’s a shame that impacts 
with other cars lack any real sort of 
violence.

Having real-life IndyCar drivers, 
and Hammond/May from the  
former Top Gear, introducing classes 
is wonderful. Warm, engaging  
and often funny, they add much-
needed personality to the action. The 
car-customisation options are 
predictably amazing, the circuit 
selection features hit after hit of  
real-world classics, and the sensation 
of simply travelling forwards is 
wonderful. On the rare occasions you 
hit 322kmph, it’s magnificent.

FAR CRY 4
 Warmongering, hunting rare species to 

extinction and other useful ethical conundrums 

– Far Cry 4 has it all, set in a beautiful open 

world in the Himalayas. 

Prices vary; PC, PS4, Xbox One

BATTLEFIELD 4
 Single player is good, but where  

BF4 is at is multiplayer – it’s simply the best 

open-world warfare shooter, with 64-player 

gaming, great weapons and vehicles, and 

brilliantly designed maps. 

Prices vary; PC, PS4, Xbox One

BIOSHOCK INFINITE
 A beautiful floating city to explore, with 

imaginative landscapes and foes to fight, 

Infinite isn’t just an FPS game – it’s an 

emotional experience not to forget. 

Prices vary; PC, PS3, Xbox 360

ALIEN: ISOLATION
 Stranded in a city in space, stalked  

by a single, terrifying alien, you’re given weapons 

to fight it with, but your main weapon is silence. 

Try to play this horror FPS without demolishing 

your nerves.

Prices vary; PC, PS4, Xbox One

THE FIRST 
PERSON
Enjoy life from a more 
realistic perspective...

B E ST GA M E S FOR ...
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t’s been a long time 
coming, but we’re  
finally here: Victorian 
London. And it’s a 

monster. Twins, gangs, blades and 
Templars – Syndicate offers up 
some of the most joyful Assassin’s 
Creed moments in years. 

The glee of fast-travelling to the 
mast of a ship in the middle of the 
Thames to watch smoke puff from 
steamboats as they make their 
way happily down the river. The 
fun of hurtling up a chimney with 
the rope launcher in Lambeth, only 
to hear  
a train and catch a glimpse of it as  
it chugs across a bridge between 
buildings in the distance. There’s a 
simple, childlike joy in just 
watching the pieces of Syndicate’s 
London  
work together like a giant model  
set, and then a deep satisfaction 
as you jump in and cause chaos. 
Add  
in a rollicking Creed yarn and two 
genuinely entertaining assassins, 
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ULTRA-VIOLENCE MEETS THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION AS 
UBISOFT’S BESTSELLING SERIES HITS VICTORIAN LONDON

BELOW 
Thankfully, 
combat has 
been improved, 
making fight 
scenes feel more 
exciting

TOP Moody, 
shadowy London 
is a perfect 
backdrop for an 
assassin’s work 

`3,499; PC, PS4, Xbox One;

G A M E  O F  T H E  M O N T H !

I

Assassin’s Creed: Syndicate

GAMES

and this is the most assured entry  
in the series since Black Flag.  
Oh, and London? It’s spectacular.

We’ve seen a lot of men in hoods 
by now; Jacob Frye has all the 
hallmarks of a stereotypical assassin, 
with his rugged jaw and fashionable 
stubble. But despite this familiarity, 
he and his sister Evie are instantly 
likeable. A snappy script and physical 
comedy make it pleasurable to 
spend time in their company. 

While Jacob is a lovable buffoon 
obsessed with causing carnage,  
Evie is sarcastic and damning of  
her brother’s disregard for the rules 
of the Brotherhood, but equally 
likeable and sweet. Each has their 
own mission – Jacob is knuckling 
down on Templars while Evie hunts 
for a Piece of Eden – but when it 
comes to the open world, you can 
choose who you want to explore as.

Switching between the two 
mid-exploration always comes with a 
neat little reaction. “Finally – I was 
getting bored,” quips Jacob when 
you eventually relinquish Evie’s  

extra throwing knives and charming 
company. Helpfully, while both have 
their own individual skill trees, the 
pair share money and gear, and 
every 1,000XP you earn will net both 
a skill point to spend whether you’re 
playing as them or not. While Evie is 
tipped more towards stealth, and 
Jacob brute force, there’s no 
stopping either being stealthy or 
deadly with the new close-combat 
update.

There still isn’t the smoothness  
of Batman, but transitioning between 
opponents feels solid, and sending 
multiple enemies into a stooping, 
zombie-like state will net the most 
inventive multi-slaughter animations 
I’ve seen in games. Cane, meet 
eyeballs; eyeballs, meet cane. 
Stealth, too, has had a major –  
not to mention welcome – overhaul.
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T3 RATES Victorian London is 
an incredible open world to 
explore.
T3 SLATES For all of its new 
content, the traditional 
mission styles can feel stale.
T3 SAYS Victorian London is 
the star here, and while some 
old gameplay problems linger, 
this is the best Creed episode 
in years.

TOP Evie Frye is 
one of the two 
new assassins 
you play as in 
this game

ABOVE LEFT The 
brass and soot 
of industrial 
London has been 
recreated with 
precision

ABOVE RIGHT It’s 
like the Queen’s 
Diamond Jubilee 
flotilla, only 
with a lot more 
mayhem

Syndicate is the most 
assured entry in  the 
Assassin’s Creed series 
since Black Flag

THRASHING 
YOUR MATES
Beat your friends at any 
sports with these titles… 
competitive games

PL AY T H I S!
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While in sneak mode, cover is now 
automatic, so you’ll finally stick to 
objects (in a good way this time), 
and it means infiltration is a slicker 
experience. Whether you’re entering 
one of the child-liberation missions 
from a skylight, or sneaking into a 
gang stronghold through a window, 
this is the first Creed that feels like 
not getting detected is a possibility.

Main missions see you targeting 
the pantomime Templar, Crawford 
Starrick, in the game’s finely crafted 
story, but the real fun is in exploring 
and taking over London itself. Yes, 
there’s a lot to do, but it never feels 
like the map is overwhelming, only 
that you’re going to get distracted 
on the way to wherever you’re going. 

And then there’s the actual city.  
London is beautiful and stretches on 
forever as you take in the sights from 
a viewpoint, or clatter over a bridge 
on a stolen carriage. Add in Austin 
Wintory’s beautiful score, and there 

hasn’t been a sense of atmospheric 
life like this since AC2’s Venice.  
The Thames is a playground of 
activity, and hopping from boat to 
crate to paddle steamer is a genuine 
rush. Those worried that vehicles 
would be too much for the Creed 
couldn’t be more wrong. Carriages 
almost sound like an afterthought 
here, but you’ll quickly find yourself 
hijacking one just to have the fun  
of ramming enemies off the road.

It isn’t perfect but with such a 
beautiful world, a genuinely likeable 
cast of characters, and many 
improvements to both stealth and 
combat, this feels like a step in the 
right direction for Assassin’s Creed.

The game is available on Games 
The Shop (www.gamestheshop.com).

NBA 2K16
 Shoot some hoops with your mates  

in this year’s instalment of the popular 

basketball sim. The MyCareer mode was 

made with help from director Spike Lee. 
Prices vary; PC, PS4, PS3, Xbox One, 
Xbox 360

WRC FIA WORLD RALLY 
CHAMPIONSHIP 5

 Put your virtual mud flaps to the 

test with the latest instalment of 

WRC. Experience the sensation of rally 

racing across numerous surfaces. 
`1,899; PS4, Xbox One

FIFA 16
 This virtual representation of the 

beautiful game comes with 50 real- 

world venues, a new training mode and – 

for the first time –female teams. 
`3,499; PC, PS4, PS3, Xbox One,  
Xbox 360

ROCKET LEAGUE
 Football meets Destruction Derby in 

this barmy – yet addictive – game that 

pits you against players around the 

world, or via split-screen in your living 

room. It’s taken the internet by storm.

`1,664; PC, PS4



S E V EN HOT A PP S FOR …

GETTING 
AROUND

Request a ride and an Uber car will pick you up 

in minutes. Compare fares before you travel, 

and pay by PayPal.

Free; App Store, Google Play

Similar to Uber but offers Wi-Fi in select cars 

as well as an option to book a regular cab.

Free; App Store, Google Play

There’s no dearth of on-demand taxi 

services. Here’s one more in case, you prefer 

Meru over Uber or Ola Cabs.

Free; App Store, Google Play

A must have app if you use local transport 

in Mumbai. Check train and bus time, fares 

and more.

Free; App Store, Google Play

IRCTC’s offi cial app that allows to search for 

trains, book or cancel them right from the app. 

The app also notifi es about upcoming journeys.

Free; App Store, Google Play

The app allows to book bus and & Volvo 

tickets from over 1,800 operators for over 

67,000 routes.

Free; App Store, Google Play

Skyscanner makes it easy to fi nd cheap fl ights, 

and you can book your trip direct from the app. 

Free; App Store, Google Play

 01
UBER

 02 
OLA CABS

 03 
MERU CABS

 04
 M-INDICATOR

 05
IRCTC CONNECT

 06 
REDBUS

 07 
SKYSCANNER

Whether you’re travelling 
by plane, train, or taxi, 
these apps will make your 
journey smoother

ABOVE Whether 
you’re part of 
a team or just 
like a bit of a 
kickabout down 
the park, adidas 
Snapshot 
is an essential 
app

BOOST YOUR FOOTBALLING PROWESS 
WITH THIS AWESOME FREE APP

adidas Snapshot

We’ve all been there – 
watching the likes of Messi 
and Ronaldo on the TV 
and wishing we could play 

like that. Well, adidas Snapshot can’t 
perform miracles, but it will help you 
to up your game – especially the newly 
updated version that takes video of 
your kicks and then analyses them.

It’ll dissect the speed, fl ight 
time and much more to help you 
understand how well (or badly) you’re 
kicking the ball. And you can even slow 

down the footage of your kick so that 
you can see where foot meets ball, and 
adjust your style accordingly. 

It’s not all about learning what 
you’re doing wrong, though, and you 
can share kicks that you’re proud of to 
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and – new 
for this version – Instagram. What’s 
more, for that extra wow factor, you 
can include visual eff ects to really make 
your videos stand out.

All your data and clips are stored in 
the app’s library, so you can view your 
progress quickly and easily. And you 
can also take part in #BeTheDiff erence 
this season and challenge your friends. 

Free; App Store, Google Play

Free; App Store, Google Play

Multi-room audio systems 
are great for parties, 
but they’re also a pretty 
expensive investment. If 

you don’t mind compromising a little 
on sound quality, AmpMe is a rather 
novel app that solves the multi-room 
problem. It turns any smartphone 
it’s installed on into a Bluetooth 
speaker – and you can combine 
a number of smartphones and sync 

them up to play the same tunes at 
the same time.

All you need to do is download 
the app onto your own phone and 
choose the music you want to play. 
Then you can let other people join in 
the fun by giving them a  party code 
to enter. This will sync up their 
phones, which will begin playing the 
same tune in seconds.

It’s quick, simple and a great 
way to broadcast your music 
throughout your house on the cheap 
(or should we say for free). AmpMe 
uses SoundCloud to host the tunes, 
with more services coming soon.

DON’T HAVE A MULTI-ROOM AUDIO 
SYSTEM? NEVER FEAR – THIS CLEVER 
APP WILL COME TO THE RESCUE

AMPME

A P P  O F  T H E  M O N T H !
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RetroISSUE 05/     
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T3 India as a magazine/ezine 
rightly focuses on products 
that are new and under 
development. This, of course, 
does not suggest or imply that 
everything old is bad and 
outdated. The pace at which 
technology moves, demands 
that we cover all product 
developments for our readers. 
In few cases, this means going 
back to the past. Look at the 

worldwide revival of 
turntables. Only 15 years 
ago, the turntable was 
consigned to the dustbin. 
Today, pressing plants are 
hard pressed to meet the 
demand. The area where retro 
is most in demand is music – 
both Western and Indian, 
and T3 India seeks to address 
this gap. We hope you enjoy 
this section.

Inside
104 Barry White

105 The saga continues...  

106 Sharda - Alas, an underrated talent!

108 Snippets
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BARRY WHITE
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Retro

The 70’s and 80’s were the years 
when soul music  and R & B made 
a huge comeback and there were 

groups like the Stylistics and singers 
like Diana Ross, Gladys Knight, Stevie 
Wonder and others who made a huge 
mark.  No reference to  soul music of 
the 70’s and 80’s, however, would be 
complete without including the music 
of Barry White.  Barry White was not 
only a singer but also a song writer 
and a music composer.  His distinctive 
bass oriented voice created a cult 
following which peaked with several 
number one hits both in the US and in 
Europe.  Barry White was a three times 
Grammy Award winner and performed 

with his own orchestra called the 
Love Unlimited Orchestra which used 
instruments like the piano, violin and 
piano accordion with great success.

In his musical career, Barry White 
achieved the distinction of being one 
of the best selling artists in the world 
and accounted for worldwide record 
sales in excess of 10 million units. He 
died on July 4,2003 at the age of 58.

Barry White launched a number of 
albums during his life time but is best 
remembered for the following tracks:

1. I have got so much to give

2. I’m gonna Love you just a little 
more baby
3. Never never gonna give you up
4. Can’t give enough of your love, 
babe
5. You are the first, the last, my 
everything
6. What am I gonna  do with you?
7. Let the music play
8. Love’s theme
9. Don’t make me wait too long
10. Just the way you are

An idea of his musical prowess can be 
obtained by downloading the above 
tracks. His music will play on and on 
and on.

BARRY WHITE
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eorge Lucas, creator of the Star Wars 
franchise, inspired by Flash Gordon space 
adventure comics wanted to make a fi lm (Star 
Wars) in 1977. But he did not know then that 

he was busy creating an overwhelming pop-culture 
juggernaut. Many major Hollywood studios rejected his 
script for being ‘strange’. In fact, many of his crew 
members considered his project to be a ‘children’s fi lm’ 
and Harrison Ford found it strange that ‘there’s a princess 
with weird buns in her hair’. After the fi lm, was released, 
Lucas was unsure of how it would perform at the box offi  ce 
so he chose to be in Mexico with his wife. It was only after 
seeing the TV news that it sank in that his fi lm had struck 
gold. Th e fi lm launched the careers of Mark Hamill, 
Harrison Ford and Carrie Fisher and Lucas’s screenplay 
was selected as one of the greatest of all time. Th is epic 
space opera followed by two sequels, Th e Empire Strikes 
Back (1980) and Return of the Jedi (1983) constitutes the 
‘Star Wars’ original trilogy. A prequel trilogy was later 
released between 1999 and 2005. 

In the remainder of the prequel trilogy, desperate to 
save his wife, Anakin submits to Palpatine’s Sith teachings 
and becomes Darth Vader. Over 30 years after the fi rst 
fi lm, the idea of a hero’s adventures on another planet has 
led to the seventh instalment of the franchise titled, Star 
Wars: Th e Force Awakens, which is scheduled to release 
on 18 December 2015. Th e plot has not been offi  cially 
revealed but reportedly, the story deals with the 
consequences of the deaths of Palpatine and Darth Vader. 

In April 2015, a teaser trailer, according to the Guinness 

World Records, amassed 30.65 million in 24 hours setting 
a new world record for the ‘Most viewed movie trailer on 
YouTube in 24 hours’. While the fi lm, to be released in 2D 
and 3D, is expected to break box offi  ce records, the profi t 
projections vary. 

As per reports, in continuation of the initial set of ideas, 
scale models are to be used. But will it work in an age of 
computer-generated action imagery? Only time will tell if 
the narrative can offer ‘an out-of-body experience’ as it 
did in the late 1970s, if the Force will ‘awaken’ at the BO 
and if the franchise that began almost four decades ago 
will continue to hold sway even today.  

THE SEVENTH INSTALMENT OF THE STAR WARS FRANCHISE 
RETURNS ON 18 DECEMBER 2015.

Words :    R Srinivasan 

Th e saga continues...  
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Points that work for the franchise  
- All the devices, ships, buildings and sets in 
the franchise, as opposed to other sci-fi  fi lms 
which depicted clean, sleek architecture, 
were designed to look inhabited (in part due 
to the relatively meagre budget) by using 
unconventional materials. Th e Millennium 
Falcon starship set was reportedly created 
by using jet engine scrap pieces. 
- John Williams’ title theme is one of the 
most famous compositions in modern 
music history.
- John Stears created R2-D2, the iconic Jedi 
Knights’ lightsabers, etc.

RetroCLASSIC
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SHARDARetro

Sharda (full name Sharda Rajan) was 
discovered and introduced to Hindi film 
music by music director Shankar of the 
famous Shankar Jaikishan team. Athough she 
sang for other music directors like Ravi, Usha 
Khanna and Iqbal Qureishi, she gave the 
maximum hits with Shankar Jaikishan.

Sharda’s voice was slightly nasal and very 
different from the ‘perfect’ voice that was,  
at that time , the sole ownership of Lata 
Mangeshkar. Hindi film music of the 60s and 

70s only recognised such perfect voices. To 
that extent, Sharda was ahead of her times. 
In today’s Hindi film music scenario with 
all the tweaking facilities available, even 
ordinary voices have become acceptable.

Listed below are 20 of Sharda’s best songs 
( she has sung over a 100). It is ironic that 
Saregama for whom she has sung the most 
has never brought out a ‘Best of Sharda’ 
album till date. Also, the database of Sharda 
songs on Saregama.com is full of errors.

Sharda  
- Alas,  

an underrated 
talent !

Titli udi 
from Suraj
 Sharda’s 
best song 
has to be  
her most 

famous one as well. It was  
the song that made it to  
the top of the charts and 
got her several ‘most 
promising new singer’ 
awards. Picturised on 
Vyjayantimala and 
Mumtaz,’ titli udi’ remains a 
composition to treasure.  
The film itself was a huge  
hit and featured SJ at their 
best. Remember ‘Baharon 
phool barsao’?

Leja leja leja 
mera dil 
from 
AnEvening 
in Paris
This movie 

had some  
brilliant music from SJ that 
sounds fresh even today. 

‘Leja Leja’ was a night club 
number inspired from The 
Shadows’   “ Man of Mystery 
“  but Shankar gave it a twist 
of its own. Sharmila Tagore 
performed the number 
brilliantly on screen.

Hello hello 
sun sun  from 
Pyar 
Mohabbat
A flop film, 
Pyar 
Mohabbat 

nevertheless had some 
chart busting music. ‘Hello 
hello’ was sung by both 
Sharda and Mohammed 
Rafi and was  picturised on 
Saira Banu and Dev Anand. 
Can you believe this- 
Saregama have only one 
stanza of this song in their 
archives! Another soulful 
Sharda number from Pyaar 
Mohabbat viz ‘Tere siva 
kaun hai mera’ never made 
it in the released film and 

was inexplicably cut off.

Chale jaana 
from Around 
the World
This was a 
‘duet’ 
performed 
separately by 

Sharda and Mukesh and 
picturised on Raj Kapoor 
and Rajashree.’ Around  the 
World’  had three more 
Sharda numbers - the title 
song, Jaane bhi de sanam 
mujhe and Yeh munh 
masoor ki dal (with Mubarak 
Begum) - all were hit 
numbers. Pick your choice.

Aayega kaun 
yahan from 
Gumnaam
Musically, this 
song is a 
classic but 

amazingly again did not 
feature in the film bar some 
stroking of the piano by 

Nanda. Gumnaam had 
another sensuous duet by 
Sharda and Rafi -’ jaane 
chaman, shola badan’ and 
this was picturised on Nanda 
and Manoj Kumar.

Tumko sanam 
pukar ke from 
Diwana
This Raj 
Kapoor - Saira 

Banu starrer was long in the 
making and had some 
memorable music.’ Tumko 
sanam’  has been beautifully 
composed by Shankar. For 
some reason, all the female 
songs in the film were 
missing in the released  film. 
Even now, Saregama has 
only this Sharda number in 
their archive; two other 
Sharda numbers on the 
record viz ‘Tumhari bhi jai jai ’ 
and ‘Taaron se pyaare’ have 
gone missing! Diwana 
showcased Shankar 
Jaikishan at their best.

Words :    H. S. Billimoria
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Baat zara 
hai aapas ki 
from Jahan 
Pyaar Miley
This club 
number 
won for 
Sharda her 

only Filmfare award. Nicely 
picturised on Helen in the 
film, a Shashi Kapoor - 
Hema Malini starrer.

Aapke 
peechey pad 
gayi mein  
from Ek naari 
ek 
brahmachari
 For this song, 

Sharda  was nominated for 
a Filmfare award.  The song  
has been picturised on 
Mumtaz and Jeetendra. 
Sharda has rendered this 
mischievous  song with 
elan. 

Albele sanam 
from Naina
Naina had 
some 
memorable 
music  and’ 

Albele sanam’ was one of 
the best songs. Shankar was 
at his best here. 
Unfortunately, Naina was 
delayed because Rajashree, 
the heroine got married and 
left the movie half 
complete. Eventually, the 
story was amended and 
Naina became a Shashi 
Kapoor- Moushumi-
Rajashree starrer.

Achha hi hua dil toot gaya 
from Maa Bahen aur Biwi

Sung by both Mohamed 
Rafi and Sharda, this song 
won Rafi a nomination for 
Best Singer from Filmfare. 
Sharda was officially the 
music director of the film.

Woh pari 
kahan se 
laoon from 
Pehchan
This number 
sung by 

Sharda with Mukesh and 
Suman Kalyanpur was a 
chart topper. The lyrics 
were catchy and the 
picturisation on Manoj 
Kumar and Babita rib 
tickling. One of Sharda’s 
best duets.

Dil ka guldasta from 
Vachan
Sharda has sung this song 
with Kishore Kumar. 
Picturisation on Shashi 
Kapoor and Vimi is also 
good. Here again, 
Saregama does not have 
this song in its published 
archives. Sad indeed!

Aap ki rai 
mere 
baareme 
from Elaan
Rafi and 
Sharda 

combine in this number to 
produce the most popular 
number from Elaan. Vinod 
Mehra and Rekha perform it 
on screen. A Shankar 
composition, clearly.

Kahan chala 
re from Hare 
Kaanch Ki 
Chooriyan
The title 

song of this film,  sung by 

Asha Bhonsle,  stole the 
thunder. Sharda, however,  
had three numbers of which 
this one, picturised on 
Helen, is our choice.

Jaane Anjaane 
yahan sabhi 
hai deewane  
from Jaane 
Anjaane
The title song 

from Jaane Anjaane was a 
racy number and was very 
popular. One of Shammi 
Kapoor’s last movies; this 
song was  picturised on 
Helen and Vinod Khanna.

Badkamma 
badkamma 
from 
Shatranj
Sharda, Rafi 
and 
Mehmood 

combine to bring the house 
down in this number from 
Shatranj, a Rajendra Kumar 
starrer. This dance number 
was picturised on 
Mehmood and Helen.

Masti aur 
jawani ho 
from Dil 
Daulat aur 
Duniya
Kishore 

Kumar and Asha Bhonsle 
combine with Sharda for 
this racy number. The film 
took long in the making and 
did not fare too well when 
released. Nevertheless, the 
picturisation on Rajesh 
Khanna, Sadhana and Helen 
is good.

Mera 
naam 
hai  
Flory 
from 
Pyaar 
ka 
Rishta

Sharda combines once 
again in this number with 
Asha Bhonsle pitting the 

East against the West. In the 
movie, the song has been 
performed by Mumtaz.

Jab bhi 
yeh dil 
udaas 
from 
Seema
One of 
Sharda’s 

very popular slow numbers 
with Rafi providing the male 
playback. Gulzar’s lyrics are 
performed on screen by 
Simi Garewal and Kabir 
Bedi.

Bichad gaye hain from 
Kaanch ki Deewaar
A beautiful solo from 
Sharda in one of Shankar’s 
last films, ‘Bichad gaye’ is 
one of Sharda’s best slow 
numbers. For some reason, 
Sharda’s name has been 
given as Sharadrima on the 
album cover.

Just missing this list is 
Sharda’s number from Bhai 
Bahen - Ae dil karoon main 
kya, picturised on Helen 
and Sunil Dutt. Also 
missing is one of Shankar 
Jaikishan’s biggest hits 
from Street Singer viz. ‘Aa 
aaja aaja’. The Rafi version 
of this song was dynamite 
and very popular. Sharda’s 
version was less popular. 
Here again Saregama do 
not have Sharda’s version 
in their archives. 
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The arrival of Sharda on the 
musical scene in 1966 with 

‘TITLI UDI’ of SURAJ did create a 
musical stir.  For one, her voice 
was diff erent.  Two, she was 
backed by the biggest names in  
music at that time, viz. Shankar 
Jaikishan.  Sharda singing the 
best songs for SJ meant that 
other top female singers of that 
time lost out on those songs.  This 
brought out their venom and ire.  
A leading singer is stated to have 
taken Sharda’s entry very 
negatively and had even 
boycotted SJ for some time; 
ostensibly because of their stand 
against royalties for playback 
singers.

The opposition and ire against 
Sharda’s entry resulted in her 

songs being recorded and 
picturised but not included in the 
fi nal cut of the fi lm.  Strong forces 
were rumoured to be at play to 
prevent the songs from inclusion.  
Instances of such exclusion are:

• Tera siva kaun  hai mera  - Pyar 
Mohabbat
• Aayega kaun yahan - 
Gumnaam
• Tumko sanam pukar ke - 
Diwana
• Tumhari bhi jai jai - Diwana
• Taaron se pyaare - Diwana
• Hai phir zara zara - Saazish
• Kisike dil ko sanam - Kal Aaj Aur 
Kal

Raj Kapoor’s magnum opus 
‘Mera Nam Jokar; was a four 

hour long fi lm.  This was after a lot 
of editing and the deletion of 
three songs, two of which were 
sung by Sharda.  Both the songs, 
‘Mere Ali Baba’ and ‘Gao Gao Gao’ 
(with Mukesh) are available on 
You Tube.

music. The popular song from 
‘Garam Khoon’ – Ek chehra sung 
by Lata Mangeshkar and 
performed on screen by 
Sulakshna Pandit has its lyrics 
written by Sharda under the 
pseudonym of ‘Shingaar’.  Again, 
Sharda has sung the songs of 
‘Kaanch ki  Deewar’ under the  
pseudonym  of ‘Sharadrima’.  
She has provided music for ‘Maa 
Bahen Aur Biwi’, ‘Tu Meri Main 
Tera’, ‘Kshitij’, and ‘Mandir 
Masjid’.

Today, Sharda spends a 
considerable portion of her 

time in the United States 
teaching music and performing 
for NRI audiences.  With the 
Internet and You Tube, her 
popularity is higher than 
before. 

Sharda won her fi rst Filmfare 
Award for ‘Tutli Udi’ from Suraj 

in 1967.  The Filmfare Jury came 
out with a tie with ‘Baharon Phool 
Barsao’, Rafi ’s iconic song also 
from ‘Suraj’ vying equally for 
honours.  An exception was 
made and the ‘Best Singer’ 
Award went to  Rafi  and a special 
award to Sharda.

In 1969, Sharda was nominated 
for the Filmfare Award for Best 

Female Playback for ‘Tumhari bhi  
jai jai’ from Diwana.  It is very 
intriguing that Saregama does 
not have this song anymore in its 
archives.

In 1971, Sharda again won the 
Filmfare Award for Best 

Female Singer for ‘Baat zara hai 
aapas ki’ from ‘Jahan Pyar Miley’.

In 1972, Sharda was nominated 
for the Filmfare Award for Best 

Female Playback for ‘Aap ke 
peeche’ from ‘Ek Naari Ek  
Brahmachari’.

Sharda was fi rst discovered by 
Raj Kapoor who introduced 

her to Shankar Jaikishan.  It is 
rumoured that most of the songs 
that she has sung for the duo 
were actually composed by 
Shankar. Shankar, however, 
never admitted  this and always 
claimed that they worked as a 
duo.   No wonder, even after 
Jaikishan’s untimely death due 
to cirrhosis of the liver, the SJ 
label continued.

Finally, Sharda is multi 
talented.  She has both 

written songs and composed 

Snippets

Retro

Words :    H. S. Billimoria
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Hatchbacks Bikes{600-1000cc} 
 T H E S U PE R S I XT H E S U PE R S I X

HYUNDAI I20 ELITE
www.hyundai.com/in 
PRICE: `6,50,000 onwards 

Hyundai has raised the bar in this  

segment with the new Elite i20, which not  

only looks good but also boasts of ample  

space and good ride quality. 

T3 INDIA SAYS Best choice in this segment,  

if you can afford it. 

 

 

HYUNDAI GRAND I10
www.hyundai.com/in
PRICE: `5,50,000 onwards

Good build quality, good handling, good  

interior space and lots of equipment make the 

package offered by the Grand i10 very  

attractive – and a substantial improvement over  

its predecessor.

T3 INDIA SAYS Apart from the one piece seat in the front,  

there is very little to dislike in this Hyundai. 

 

 

MARUTI SUZUKI CELERIO 
www.marutisuzuki.com
PRICE:  `4,50,000 onwards

Maruti’s new small car comes as usual with an  

attractive price, low running costs and a class  

leading automatic manual transmission.

T3 INDIA SAYS This little car lives up to Suzuki’s reputation  

of producing some of the best small cars in the world. 

 

HONDA JAZZ
www.hondacarindia.com
PRICE: `5,30,000 onwards

The new Jazz has just been launched and has all  

the usual Honda attributes – practicality, ample 

internal cabin space and decent equipment.  

A diesel engine is an added bonus.

T3 INDIA SAYS It’s a Honda! 

 

 

TOYOTA ETIOS LIVA 
www.toyotabharat.com
PRICE: `6,00,000 onwards

For some reason, Toyota has not marketed the  

Liva well; which is unfortunate, because the new Liva 

now has decent interiors, excellent diesel engine, 

ample space and Toyota’s famed reliability.

T3 INDIA SAYS The Liva should be a contender for you if you 

are looking for a hatchback between `5 to 8 lakh. 

 

RENAULT KWID 
www.renault.co.in 
PRICE: `2,50,000 onwards 

 KWID has beeen launched after a lot of research 

and seems to tick all the right boxes. Renault’s limited 

dealerships can be the Achilles’ heel. 

T3 INDIA SAYS Nice little car from Renault to shake up the 

micro market.

TRIUMPH DAYTONA 675
www.triumphmotorcycles.in 
PRICE: `12,38,000

Triumph Daytona 675 is one of the ultimate 

motorcycles that you can buy in India. Powered by a 

675 cc, in-line three cylinder engine, the Daytona has 

enough power for an intoxicating riding experience.

T3 INDIA SAYS The Daytona is an extremely easy-to-ride 

motorcycle thanks to its compact size. 

 

DUCATI MONSTER 821
www.ducati.co.in
PRICE: `9,00,000

Ducati’s Monster series is its oldest model in 

continuous production. The latest Monster 821 takes 

the game to another level with a new liquid-cooled 

821cc L-Twin motor, making it the most rider-friendly 

Monster yet. 

T3 INDIA SAYS With superb ergonomics and a powerful 112 

PS motor, the Monster 821 is a demon you can easily tame. 

 

DUCATI 899 PANIGALE 
www.ducati.co.in 
PRICE: `13,02,000

The gorgeous-looking 899 Panigale from Ducati is the 

ultimate track tool. Its 898cc L-Twin motor produces 

148 PS, enough to set any racetrack on fire. 

T3 INDIA SAYS The 899 Panigale surely sets a new 

benchmark in the sportsbikes category. 

 

HARLEY-DAVIDSON STREET 750
www.harley-davidson.in
PRICE: `4,32,500

H-D’s easy-to-ride cruiser with a liquid-cooled 749 cc 

V-Twin motor and superb pricing is an enticingly 

irresistible motorcycle under `5 lakh. It also won the 

Indian Motorcycle of the Year award.

T3 INDIA SAYS An American cruiser that echoes H-D’s rich 

heritage and tradition available at a superb value. 

DSK BENELLI TNT 899 
www.dskbenelli.com
PRICE: `10,80,000

One of the best products by the Italian bike-makers in 

India, Benelli’s TnT 899 is standing proof of superior 

Italian design. It features a powerful 898cc in-line three 

motor that gels perfectly with is elegant styling. 

T3 INDIA SAYS If you are looking for an exotic style statement 

then the TnT 899 is surely the bike for you. 

 

 

KAWASAKI Z800 
www.kawasaki-india.com
PRICE: `8,19,000

The Z800’s radical styling is perfectly complemented  

by a powerful 806 cc, in-line four motor, making it a 

highly desirable motorcycle.

T3 INDIA SAYS The Z800 is a stylish modern-day motorcycle 

that will suit your individual style quite well.
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Luxury Sedans 
T H E S U PE R S I X T H E S U PE R S I X

TOYOTA COROLLA ALTIS 
www.toyotabharat.com 
PRICE: `15,00,000 onwards

The Corolla has been the world’s top-selling sedan for 

years. The reasons are obvious. Whilst it is not the best 

in any specific field, it is above average in all and this 

makes for an irresistible package.

T3 INDIA SAYS Most reliable car in this segment. If you want a 

trouble free vehicle, this is your best option. 

 

HONDA CITY 
www.hondacarindia.com 
PRICE: `8,50,000 onwards

In its category, the Honda City has become  

a one-horse race. Good engines, high fuel  

efficiency and above-average reliability  

have endeared the City to Indian customers.

T3 INDIA SAYS If you want a small saloon,  

go for the City. 

 

 
AUDI A3 
www.audi.in 
PRICE: `24,00,000 onwards

This one can almost be considered as a luxury car. The 

combination of refinement, performance, ride and 

handling that the A3 offers is unique in this segment.

T3 INDIA SAYS If your budget stretches more than  `20 lakh, 

the A3 should definitely be on your shortlist. 

   

HYUNDAI VERNA
www.hyundai.com/in 
PRICE: `8,50,000 onwards

At the moment, the Verna is probably the prettiest 

saloon in the market and offers high levels of trim and 

equipment. Apart from that, it is also very good value  

for money. 

T3 INDIA SAYS Good combination of aesthetics  

and value for money. 

 

 

FORD ASPIRE 
www.india.ford.com 
PRICE: `6,00,000 onwards

Ford’s new Aspire hits the right buttons as far as  

space, safety and efficiency are concerned.  

The 1.5 litre petrol with an automatic gearbox  

seems the best option.  

T3 INDIA SAYS Ford is finally beginning to make a difference  

in the compact sedan market. 

 

NISSAN SUNNY/RENAULT SCALA 
www.nissan.in 
PRICE: `9,50,000 onwards 

The most underrated car in this segment, the Sunny 

offers good interiors, space, good ride quality and  

fuel efficiency. 

T3 INDIA SAYS The Sunny deserves more success  

in the Indian market.

MERCEDES-BENZ S CLASS 
www.mercedes-benz.co.in 
PRICE: `1,30,00,000 onwards 

Elegant looks with top-of-the-line luxury features make  

it the world’s top luxury car. If you can afford it, it’s safe  

to say you will not be worried about the cost of spares  

and service.

T3 INDIA SAYS If you want to make a statement,  

this is the car to make it in. 

 

AUDI A6 MATRIX 
www.audi.in 
PRICE: `50,00,000 onwards 

The Audi A6 gets an upgrade with the intelligent Matrix 

headlights. It continues to set the benchmark in its 

segment with its refinement, plush interiors, superior 

ride quality and NVH levels. 

T3 INDIA SAYS At `50 lakh, the Audi A6 Matrix deserves a very 

close look. 

 

 
MERCEDES-BENZ E CLASS 
www.mercedes-benz.co.in 
PRICE: `55,00,000 onwards 

The new E Class from luxury car-maker Mercedes-Benz 

is much improved and forms an excellent alternative  

to the Audi A6. Additionally, in India, it also offers its 

owner added status.

T3 INDIA SAYS  Good solid choice in its segment. 

 

BMW 520D 
www.bmw.in 
PRICE: `45,00,000 onwards 

The Beamer is top choice for sheer performance and 

driving pleasure. However, it is not as spacious as  

the competition and unless specified, comes with 

run-flat tyres.

T3 INDIA SAYS If you are the driver, the 520D should  

be your choice. 

 

 

TOYOTA CAMRY HYBRID 
www.toyotabharat.com 
PRICE: `35,00,000 onwards 

The Toyota Camry Hybrid has it all – good looks,  

great comfort and it is also more planted than many 

other so-called, luxury cars. The only thing missing  

on it is the Lexus badge.

T3 INDIA SAYS If you are not brand conscious & value 

reliability, this is the one to go for. 

 

 

VOLVO S80 
www.volvocars.com/in 
PRICE: `57,00,000 onwards 

All Volvos promise high levels of build quality and  

safety and the S80 is no different. However, the badge 

is not as strong as some of the other luxury cars.  

T3 INDIA SAYS A good-looking, solidly built luxury car  

from the Swedish company.
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SONY A7R II  
www.sony.co.in
PRICE: `2,39,990

40 per cent faster than the original the A7R, the  

A7R II comes with a 42.4MP back-illuminated 

full-frame Exmor R CMOS sensor, 4K video  

shooting in a compact body. 

T3 INDIA SAYS Expensive but packs in a lot of bells  

and whistles. 

OLYMPUS OM-D EM-5 MARK II 
www.olympus.imaging.co.in 
PRICE: `68,000 onwards*

Olympus continues to surprise with substantial

improvements in each new model and the EM5 Mark II 

is no different. It promises a very attractive high 

resolution mode at 40MP.  All the other Olympus 

features are there as well.

T3 INDIA SAYS The best offering from Olympus to date. 

 

PANASONIC LUMIX GH4 
www.panasonic.com/in 
PRICE: `1,00,000 onwards*

This is the flagship Lumix from the Panasonic stable 

and is equipped with Venus engine that improves 

picture quality while reducing noise. In short, it offers 

the best combination of still and video shooting in  

the market. 

T3 INDIA SAYS If video is important, choose the GH4. 

 

OLYMPUS OMD-EM1 
www.olympus.imaging.co.in 
PRICE: `95,000 onwards* 

The original flagship from Olympus continues to  

be popular among customers and sells well. It definitely 

deserves a look if you want the Micro Four Thirds 

standard.

T3 INDIA SAYS A solid workhorse from Olympus. 

 

 

FUJIFILM X-T1 
www.fujifilm.in 
PRICE: `1,07,000 onwards*

Fujifilm has had  great success with its retro-style 

mirrorless cameras. The X-T1 has an APS-C sized 16.3 

MP sensor and promises 8 frames per sec along with 

very good build quality.

T3 INDIA SAYS Attractive retro model! 

 

PANASONIC LUMIX GM5 
www.panasonic.com/in 
PRICE: `50,000 onwards*

The GM5 is currently the smallest mirrorless camera in 

the market. A magnesium alloy body and a pancake 

lens make this camera  pocketable. 

T3 INDIA SAYS Easy to carry around and very good handling.

* Body only

NIKON D810 
www.nikon.co.in 
PRICE: `1,80,000 onwards* 

This 36.3 MP semi-professional DSLR from Nikon is the 

camera to own. Given its high build quality and 

performance, this camera is hardly likely to let you 

down. 

T3 INDIA SAYS If you are a professional or hardcore enthusiast, 

look no further. 

 

CANON EOS 5D MARK III 
www.canon.co.in 
PRICE: `1,87,000 onwards* 

Canon’s 5D series form the core of its semi professional 

customer base. Magnesium alloy body ensures 

excellent durability and both still and video are of high 

quality and the 22.3 MP sensor produces excellent 

pictures. 

T3 INDIA SAYS The best from Canon! 

 

NIKON D750 
www.nikon.co.in 
PRICE: `1,25,000 onwards* 

If you cannot afford the the D810, the Nikon D750 is  

an excellent option with a 24.3 MP full-frame sensor.   

Pricing is also very competitive and Nikon offers  

excellent deals for kits with the camera body.  

T3 INDIA SAYS The best value for money full-frame  

camera in the market. 

 

CANON EOS 7D MARK II 
www.canon.co.in 
PRICE: `1,15,000 onwards* 

The Mark II version of the 7D from Canon brings in 

much faster autofocus and 10 frames per sec shooting. 

With a 20.2 MP sensor, this is Canon’s best APS-C 

DSLR.  

T3 INDIA SAYS If you want an APS-C DSLR with the  

Canon brand, this is the one to go for. 

NIKON D5500 
www.nikon.co.in 
PRICE: `49,000 onwards* 

If you are just getting serious about photography, then 

opt for the Nikon D5500. It’s the best beginners’ 

camera and comes with a 24MP APS-C sensor as well 

as a tilt and swivel LCD.

T3 INDIA SAYS  If you are a beginner, this is the Nikon to go for. 

 

CANON EOS 760D 
www.canon.co.in 
PRICE: `50,000 onwards* 

The 760D is a very competitive offering for the 

enthusiast. It features a customisable 19-point 

autofocus system that allows you to control every 

aspect of the camera and ensure high picture quality.

T3 INDIA SAYS  Latest update from Canon for the APS-C 

market is a winner.

 T H E S U PE R S I XT H E S U PE R S I X
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SAMSUNG GALAXY S6 EDGE
www.samsung.com/in 
PRICE:  `44,900 onwards

As well as that gorgeous ‘infi nity pool’ build, 

the Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge packs a brilliant 

camera and a pin-sharp QHD display. It’s pricey, 

though. 

T3 INDIA SAYS A stylish glass-and-metal design, 

a stunning screen and a great camera.  

APPLE iPHONE 6S                                    
www.apple.com/in
PRICE: `56,000 onwards

Looks same as the iPhone 6 but now comes with 

improved performance, 3D Touch Display and better 

camera along with Live Photos, slow-motion video 

recording and 4K video. 

T3 INDIA SAYS iPhone 6 lookalike but considerable 

improvements under the hood.

HTC ONE ME
www.htc.com/in
PRICE:  `33,250

One ME has a great design just like the rest of the 

HTC One lineup and comes with a Quad HD display, 

BoomSound with Dolby and 20MP main camera 

with an UltraPixel for selfi es on the front.

T3 INDIA SAYS Power-packed phone with good looks, 

camera and attractive price tag.

LG G4
www.lg.com/in 
PRICE:  `35,599 
The G4 is a whole lot of features in a fairly 

compact space. It has a powerful screen, a faster 

processor and a much better camera – plus it’s 

encased in leather. 

T3 SAYS The G4 offers a lot for a decent price, but the leather 

is an acquired taste.

MOTOROLA MOTO X PLAY
www.google.com/nexus/6
PRICE:  `18,499 onwards 

Motorola’s latest Moto X device that packs in a huge 

up to 30 hour battery life, large 21MP camera and an 

affordable price tag. 

T3 INDIA SAYS An affordable mid-range phone with good 

camera and battery life. 

ONEPLUS ONE
www.oneplus.net
PRICE:  `18,999 onwards

Dubbed the fl agship killer, the phone features an 

impressive hardware that is complemented with 

bloat-free Android OS. To top it off, OnePlus One sells 

at an attractive price tag.

T3 INDIA SAYS If you’re looking for a phone that matches the 

performance of high-end phones, go for the OnePlus One.

iPAD AIR 2
www.apple.com/in
PRICE:  `35,900 onwards

The Air 2 is the fastest, best-looking and most 

feature-packed iPad yet. It’s expensive sure, since 

you’ll want more storage, but it’s defi nitely worth 

every penny.

T3 INDIA SAYS Sleek, solid and a spectacular display – the 

Air 2 is a pleasure to use.

SAMSUNG TAB S2 
www.samsung.com/in
PRICE:  `39,400 onwards

Razor-thin at 5.6mm and lightweight at 392g, the Tab 

S2 is Samsung’s latest fl agship tablet that also features 

a 9.7-inch Super AMOLED display, 32GB of memory, 

oodles of interesting features and lots of power.

T3 INDIA SAYS Ultra-portable and packed with the 

best tech you can imagine.

MI PAD
www.mi.com
PRICE:  `11,999 

After breaking into the smartphone market, Xiaomi is also 

trying to break into the tablet market with its Mi Pad tablet. 

The tablet features Nvidia Tegra processor, a high-resolution 

display that you’d generally fi nd on a high-end tablet.

T3 INDIA SAYS: The Mi Pad fi ts the bill perfectly if you’re 

looking for a value-for-money Android tablet.

GOOGLE NEXUS 9
www.google.com/nexus/9
PRICE:  `19,990 

An Android tablet without the manufacturer bloat, 

the Nexus 9 performs well and comes with 

some really premium touches. One of those, 

a 4:3-aspect screen, gives you more headroom 

on websites.

T3 INDIA SAYS The Nexus 9 is a top all-rounder.

LENOVO YOGA TABLET 2 PRO
www.lenovo.com/in/en/
PRICE:  `49,500 

Yoga Tablet 2 Pro’s multimode feature makes it easy 

to use but its USP is the built-in projector; with a 

touch of a button, it can project a 50-inch image.

T3 INDIA SAYS: A tablet with a built-in projector but on the 

expensive side.

IBALL SLIDE I701
www.iball.co.in/ 
PRICE:  `4,700

If you’re looking for a highly affordable Windows tablet, 

take a look at iBall Slide i701. It offers a full Windows 8.1 

experience running on Intel processor and freebies like MS 

Offi ce, OneDrive storage and upgradeable to Windows 10.

T3 INDIA SAYS: Not a performer but if you want basic usage, 

connect it to an external monitor and you get a full-fl edged PC.

T H E S U PE R S I X T H E S U PE R S I X

SMARTPHONES / TABLETS
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SAMSUNG UE55JS9000
www.samsung.com/in
PRICE: `3,14,900

Capable of a stunning picture, with amazing 

design and clear sound. It needs its settings 

tweaked to get the best picture, though, and 

standard def looks horrid.

T3 INDIA SAYS This 55-inch is amazing in Ultra HD, 

but also brilliant in regular HD.

SONY BRAVIA KDL-50W800B
www.sony.co.in
PRICE: `1,12,900

This 50-inch boasts superb HD image quality, 

fabulous motion handling and a top discovery 

engine for online content, but there are limited 

catch-up channels.

T3 INDIA SAYS Polished 1080p pictures and smarter 

features, all for a reasonable price.

SAMSUNG 55HU8500
www.samsung.com/in 
PRICE: `2,41,500
Brilliant picture quality, and a pleasingly 

presented Smart TV hub with a gazillion apps. 

The screen also integrates well with other multi-

media devices.

T3 INDIA SAYS This 55-inch offers great picture quality 

and excellent smart features.

LG 55EC930T
www.lg.com/in 
PRICE: `3,34,900
This 55-inch offers amazing picture quality, a host 

of brilliant smart features and dazzling looks. 

However, there’s no 4K and it’s quite expensive 

compared to others.

T3 INDIA SAYS Looking for smart features and eye-popping 

images? This won’t disappoint. 

LG 55UB950V
www.lg.com/in
PRICE: `2,19,900

Classy design and a webOS user interface that’s 

slick and very easy to get the hang of. Contrast 

performance is disappointing, though, and there’s 

some lag.

T3 INDIA SAYS A great 55-inch TV that’s slightly hobbled by 

poor contrast and input lag.

PANASONIC TH-65AX800D
www.panasonic.co.in
PRICE: `3,29,000

Panasonic’s larger-than-life TH-65AX800D offers 

UHD resolution, good picture quality and all the 

Smart TV features. It also comes equipped with 

Swipe and Share.

T3 INDIA SAYS Makes sure you have a big room to keep it!
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DELL XPS 13
www.dell.co.in
PRICE: `70,990 

Brilliantly designed and outperforms its competition 

under the hood. Infi nity Display gives you the 

expanse of a 13.3-inch screen on an 11.9-inch 

laptop.

T3 INDIA SAYS Fantastic performance and build. It will serve 

you well for years to come.

MACBOOK PRO 13-INCH
www.apple.com/in
PRICE: `82,000

Lightweight, with improved performance and very 

good battery life – the 13-inch Macbook Pro will 

delight road warriors and coffee-shop loungers 

alike.

T3 INDIA SAYS A reliable, powerful and practical 

MacBook, this is Apple’s best laptop.

DELL 13 7000
www.dell.co.in
PRICE: `53,790 onwards

Dell’s 13-inch 2-in-1 works great as a laptop 

as well as a tablet that is complemented with latest 

Intel Core processor, 8GB RAM, 500GB HDD,1080p 

screen. It comes with a stylus as well to take notes 

and draw sketches.

T3 INDIA SAYS Stylish, powerful and a decent battery life.

ASUS UX305
www.asus.com/in
PRICE: `52,750

Thin, light and attractive, with excellent build 

quality, the Zenbook UX305 offers a great balance 

of components, a perfect 1080p screen and an 

alluring price tag.

T3 INDIA SAYS One of the best and most affordable 

Ultrabooks available.

LENOVO IDEAPAD YOGA 3 PRO
www.thedostore.com
PRICE: `1,15,990

One laptop that comes close to Lenovo’s design is the 

Macbook Air. The beautifully designed Yoga 3 Pro is a 

perfect combination of beauty with brains. The 

watchband-inspired hinge enhances durability of the 

laptop, making it easy to use as a tablet.

T3 INDIA SAYS Good performance and exemplary looks.

ASUS EEEBOOK X205
www.asus.com/in 
PRICE: `15,490
Asus Eeebook series makes a comeback with the new 

11.6-inch notebook. It is targeted at consumers who 

want a full Windows experience at an affordable price.

T3 INDIA SAYS A good affordable compact notebook for casual 

users with a good battery life.
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Mi Band
www.mi.com
PRICE: `999

A highly affordable fi tness tracker that tracks how 

active you are and works with both Android and iOS. 

The rechargeable battery lasts for up to 30 days, 

which means you don’t have to keep it plugged 

every few days like a smartwatch.

T3 INDIA SAYS Cheap and reliable, with accurate tracking.

GOQII
www.goqii.com
PRICE: `2,399 onwards

Goqii is a fi tness tracker with a twist that does 

the usual fi tness and sleep tracking but assists 

the users with coaches to achieve the 

fi tness goal.

T3 INDIA SAYS A realistic approach to fi tness 

tracking with coaches and experts helping the users.

SONY SMARTBAND TALK
www.sony.co.in
PRICE: `9,999

Sony’s take on the fi tness tracking that integrates an 

e-ink display for better battery life and even comes with 

a mic and a speaker to take on the occasional call or 

use a voice command.

T3 INDIA SAYS Good improvement over SmartBand’s successor 

but needs a bit catch up to do with the competition.

TOMTOM MULTI-SPORT 
GPS WATCH
www.sports.tomtom.com
PRICE: `15,499 

A watch for fi tness users that can check the pulse rate 

and track accurate real-time information with the 

integrated GPS.

T3 INDIA SAYS A serious watch built for fi tness afi cionados.

FITBIT CHARGE HR
www.fi tbit.com
PRICE: `12,990

Futuristic-looking yet discreet, the Charge HR gives 

you lots of info for your travels and even comes with 

continuous heart-rate recording. Features a long 

battery life.

T3 INDIA SAYS  In-depth fi tness and sleep tracking, without 

shouting about it.

GARMIN VIVOSMART
www.garmin.co.in
PRICE: `9,990

The Vivosmart is one of the packed fi tness bands that 

shows smart notifi cations of incoming messages or 

calls and even has a heartrate sensor. It also nudges 

to walk for a few minutes after a period of inactivity.

T3 INDIA SAYS A power-packed fi tness band with some 

unique features to separate from the crowd.

LG Watch Urbane
www.lg.com/in
PRICE: `24,990

The best-looking smartwatch in the market with an 

elegant metal body, stitched leather strap and colour 

options of gold and silver. It also comes with the 

latest version of Android Wear that brings always-on 

apps and improved battery life.

T3 INDIA SAYS A good combination of looks and smartness.

PEBBLE STEEL
www.getpebble.com
PRICE: `19,900

The always-on, monochrome E-paper screen 

might not be for everyone, but it works great, and 

you get up to seven days’ battery. Loads of apps 

and easy to use, too.

T3 INDIA SAYS Low on techy extras, but bags of charm 

and great ease of use.

MOTO 360
www.motorola.in
PRICE: `13,999

Motorola has totally nailed the smartwatch looks 

with the 360 – it’s both futuristic and very stylish, and 

is sure to impress. Add to that, there’s a funky 

wireless charger, too.

T3 INDIA SAYS Not quite perfect in this game, but the 360 is 

certainly a thing of beauty.

APPLE WATCH
www.apple.com/in
PRICE: `30,900 

Apple’s wearable is packed with features and offers a 

wide range of customisation options to give you some 

individuality. The only real downside is the limited 

battery life.

T3 INDIA SAYS The wearable that properly kickstarted the 

smartwatch revolution.

SONY SMARTWATCH 3
www.sony.co.in
PRICE: `17,990

Beats its closest competitors thanks to a built-in 

GPS, for accurate activity tracking. It won’t win 

any fans for its looks, but performance and 

battery life are good.

T3 INDIA SAYS A great wearable for fi tness, though it’s 

not for fashionistas.

PEBBLE
www.getpebble.com
PRICE: `10,200

The cheaper, plastic alternative to the Pebble Steel. 

Not as fancy as an Android Wear watch but works 

well with good battery life.

T3 INDIA SAYS Pebble gets most of the things right, 

if not all in a smartwatch.
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YAMAHA YSP-2500 SOUNDBAR
www.in.yamaha.com
PRICE: `96,000

Sixteen 2.8cm drivers deliver an astonishing 

soundstage, while there are three HDMI 2.0 inputs 

with 4K passthrough, and outstanding DSP 

processing options.

T3 INDIA SAYS Futuristic sound-refl ecting technology 

offers amazing cinema sound. 

NAIM MU-SO
www.naimaudio.com 
PRICE: `1,00,000

A single, minimalist box offering an 

unforgettable music-streaming experience. 

Awesome design, brilliant sound and a fl exible 

plethora of inputs.

T3 INDIA SAYS A stunning object in its own right, and 

as an audio system it’s brilliant.

ONKYO TX-NR838
www.onkyoindia.com
PRICE: `95,000

Give your home-cinema sound a lift with brilliant, 

seven-channel Atmos sound. The TX-NR838 offers 

comprehensive connectivity and wide format 

compatibility.

T3 INDIA SAYS Atmos sound with the perfect balance of 

quality, value and functionality.

SONOS PLAY:1
 www.sonos.com
PRICE: `21,500
Excellent sound, reasonably affordable and 

fi ts snugly almost anywhere. Sonos Play:1 

gets an improved app and support for even 

more services.

T3 INDIA SAYS A superb-quality, affordable way 

to get some Sonos home-streaming love.

BEOPLAY A2
www.beoplay.com
PRICE: `22,990

Compact Bluetooth speaker from Bang & Olufsen 

that features high-quality material and sound. It 

comes with two channels on each side of the 

speaker and Power Response Enhancement ensures 

a 360-degree sound experience.

T3 INDIA SAYS The good blend of performance and looks.    

BOSE SOUNDLINK COLOR
www.boseindia.com
PRICE: `9,900

The Soundlink Color boasts a fun, curvy design, with 

impressive sound and awesome battery life. It won’t 

break the bank, either.

T3 INDIA SAYS A curvy and perfectly portable Bluetooth 

speaker.

AUDIO-TECHNICA 
ATH-M50x
www.audio-technica.com
PRICE: `9,500

Looking for an all-round performance on a budget? 

M50x is the one to go for that offers balanced sound, 

tight bass and excellent build quality. 

T3 INDIA SAYS Great pair of cans that provide amazing 

performance at a competitive price.

SHURE SRH1540
www.shure.com
PRICE: `41,000

With a fl at audio signature, their sound is clean 

and lush, doing justice to any source. Bass isn’t 

lacking, it’s just crisp and subtle. They’re also 

extremely comfy. 

T3 INDIA SAYS  These stylish headphones will please 

even the pickiest audiophile.

AUDIO-TECHNICA ATH-M70X
www.audio-technica.com
PRICE: `22,999

Successor to the value for money ATH-M50x that are 

comfortable enough for prolonged use and features 

improved build quality. Extended low and high 

frequencies with great sound isolation.

T3 INDIA SAYS Discernible improvement in the performance 

over the M50x but at double the asking price.  

KINGSTON HYPERX 
CLOUD II
www.hyperxgaming.com 
PRICE: `8,500 

A gaming headset that is equally good when used for 

music. It has an easy 7.1 virtual surround sound toggle, 

improved design, noise cancellation & a detachable mic.

T3 INDIA SAYS Premium headphones with good performance, 

durability and 8 hour battery life.

RHA T10I
www.rha-audio.com
PRICE: `13,999

The RHA T10I noise-isolating headphones 

offer amazing sound, tuneable audio and 

stunning build quality that focuses on looks 

as well as comfort.

T3 INDIA SAYS The T10Is are premium earphones with 

incredible sound and style.

JAYBIRD X2
www.jaybirdsport.com
PRICE: `15,999

Jaybird’s X2 are Bluetooth-enabled but offer top notch 

audio quality and are built to last. Moreover, the 

earphones are sweat resistant making it a perfect fi t for 

users with an active lifestyle.

T3 INDIA SAYS Premium headphones with good performance.
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GENUINE ARTICLE
For the first time in James Bond film history 

(all 24 of them), you’ll be able to buy the 
actual watch that 007 wears in the movie, 

instead of some horribly gauche version with 
the name of the film plastered on it  

LIKE GOLD DUST
Unless your name’s Daniel Craig, 
you’d better get your skates on, as 
they won’t be churning this one out. 
It’s limited to just 7,007 (get it?) 
units. Time to beg for that pay rise 

THE BEST GADGET IN ANY SPY’S ARSENAL IS A WATCH... 
WITH LASERS. THE OMEGA SEAMASTER 300, JAMES BOND’S 
TIMEKEEPER IN SPECTRE, SADLY DOESN’T HAVE THEM. BUT 
HECK, YOU’LL LOOK LIKE DANIEL CRAIG – FOR `4,78,500

LIVE AND 
LET DIAL

MASTER OF SPIES
 James Bond has been rocking a 

Seamaster since Pierce Brosnan wore 
one in Goldeneye – a nod to the brand’s 
strong ties with the British military 
(particularly the Royal Navy). Prior 
to this, 007 would normally be seen 
wearing a dashing Rolex Submariner. 
Oddly, Japanese brand Seiko had a stint 
on Bond’s wrist in the early Eighties, 
thanks to the rise of digital watches, 
though they were far from glamorous.

TOUGH AS NAILS
Naturally, the Seamaster 300 looks 
good, but it’s fit for action too, 
with a bomb-proof stainless-steel 
case and an unbreakable NATO strap 

ANTI-VILLAIN
Powered by an OMEGA Master Co-Axial- 
calibre 8400 movement, this watch can 
resist magnetic fields up to 15,000 
gauss. Sorry, bad guys with ray guns! 

MARTINI TIME
The bezel boasts a Liquidmetal 12-hour 
scale, enabling Bond enthusiasts to 
manage their time at the bar more 
effectively, anywhere in the world






